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Author's remark 

This paper is a preliminary technical documentation of 

a theoretical system that in various ways resembles a 

national economy. It has been loaded with numbers since 

its properties cannot be studied by ordinary mathematical 

methods. We have to resort to numerical analysis. 

Some of the numbers have been fetched from the Swedish 

economy. This does not mean that the model as it now 

stands is a numerical representation of the Swedish 

economy. However, as the title indicates, that is the 

ultimate ambition of the study. 

Part I contains a brief overview of the model structure 

and a presentation of the objectives of the modelling 

project. We also touch upon the problems associated with 

the ongoing empirical verificatiou of the model, that 

will be accounted for in detail in a revised and more 

definite later version of this paper. 

Part II contains a specification of all behavioral func

tions of the model and how the various modules are joined 

together as weIl as a discussion of why this or that 

formulation has been chosen. 

Part III the Pseudo-code (written jointly with Gösta Olavi 

and Mats Heiman), finally, gives the complete model speci

fication in a compact form, quite close to the computer 

program, but using the symbols of the main text. 

This model project is organized as a joint research venture 

between IBM Sweden and the University of Uppsala. The 

project team is headed by myself. Gösta Olavi and earlier 

11ats Heiman from IBM Sweden have contributed with mathe

matical and programming expertise. The author is now the 

director of the Industrial Institute for Economic and 

Social Research and was earlier the chief economist of 

the Federation of Swedish Industries. Both these organi

zations are therefore indirect sponsors of the project. 

Sollentuna, December 1976 

Gunnar Eliasson 
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CHAPTER l 

A MICROSIMULATION MODEL OF A NATIONAL ECONOMY 

l. Introduction 

This model is of the microsimulation kind in the sense 

of Orcutt (1960, 1976), Bergman (1974) etc. The Philoso~~ 

behind i t is that we need more knowledge of the interac_ 

tion between micro agents (firms, households, etc.) to 

understand important aspects of macro behaviour. 

For many types of analyses the conventional macro model 

approach does not give us the detail that we want. Ther 
~fore it is tempting to disaggregate inta sUb-sectors, 

and sub-sectors of sub-sectors. Quite soon we have a 

1. 000 equation system that we hav3 difficulties control J.. _ 
l) .l.. l in our mind. We dan't know what our parameters stand 

for because of estimation problems like collinearity, 

feed back within the periods etc. and our Sub-sub-sectOl::'s 

quite arbitrarily cut right through important decision 

units like firms. 

In principle there is no difference between macro mOdell_ 
J.. 1" and micro modelling. Everything will be macro in some . 

sense at any level, and much of what we will do here in 

micro can always be modelled in macro in principle in 

a more conventional way if we stay within the domain of 

theory or formal specification. 

In practice there is a difference, however. If we atte~pt 

to answer the problems we will choose for this study f~ 
.... a~ 

the macro end we will probably wind up where we start in 

this study. Sooner or later conventional econometric 

methods will have to be abandoned and the empirical Ptob, 
lems will be the same. 

l) Cf. for instance, Brook-Teigen; Monetary and Fisc~ 
Policy Experiments on Four Macro Economic ModeIs, 
fortheoming 1977 in Industrikonjunkturen. 
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This project has two purposes namely: (l) to study the 

micro basis for inflation - assuming that this is a 

relevant and interesting area of inquiry and (2) to study 

the interaction over time between inflation, profitability 

and growth. 

The two purposes overlap and general experience is that 

the second purpose requires a micro approach to be 

meaningful. The first question requires a complete model 

covering all relevant sectors of the economy, however, 

with limited detail in specification. As long as we 

abstain from asking for numerical estimates or fore

casts the empirical requirements on specification are 

reasonable. 

They are, however, much higher if we want to deal with 

the second problem: "inflation, profit and growth" in a 

relevant way, although, this time, demands on economy

wide coverage are not so large. Emphasis is on the busi

ness sector. We may reformulate this problem somewhat as 

an analysis of the interaction between growth and the 

business c:lcle in the medium term. 

Of course, if we have built a model that .can handle the 

above problems to our satisfaction it is capable of 

handling several others as weIl. In order not to take on 

an overwhelming task we have struck a convenient compro

mise in specification that does not - I believe - reduce 

the explanatory potential of the model or subject us to 

extreme empirical hardships. For the time being we have 

constructed a conventionaI and in no way complex macro 

model within which a micro (firm) specified industry 

sector opera tes. This approach allows us to keep our 

special feature: namelya micro specification of the 

behaviour of two markets: The labour market and the 

product market. 

We have to keep in mind that the prime ambition with this 

modelling project is to have a richly specified model 
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structure capable of responding to a spectrum of interest

ing what if questions. The purpose is analysis, not 

forecasting. 

This first chapter will contain a non-formal overview of 

the model (next section). There will be an account of 

the estimation or calibrating principles involved and 

a few words on the empirical philosophy or the method: 

does it differ from conventionaI econometric rnethod? 

This chapter is self-contained for those who are only 

interested in what the model is all about, without under

standing how it functions. 

2. Hodel overview 

Table l surns up the main blocks of the model and its 

connection with the outer world. 

It should be noted that there are in practice only three 

sets of exogenous variables (foreign (export) prices, 

the interest rate and the rate of change in productivity 

of new investment) .1) 

The modeloperates by quarter and gives a set of future 

quarterly values on the exogenous variables. The model 

will generate a future of any length on the national 

accounts format, excluding certain sectors like agricul

ture, shipping-construction, etc. that we have chosen to 

leave outside the model. 

For all practical purposes the problems we have in mind 

mean that the time horizon should be around five years 

or one full business cycle. We will come back to the 

l) 
There are some exceptions to this that are not impor-
tant for the kind of problems we have chosen for ana
lysis. They are left for the later technical chapters. 
The rate of entry into and exit out of the labour 
force, for instance, is exogenous. 
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horizon problem later. However, even if our attention 

is restricted to a 5 year time span, much of the calib

ration work that we will perform, requires that we check 

model behaviour over a much longer period (see section 3 

below) • 

The best way to proceed from here is to go through the 

central model blocks one by one. 

Figure l gives a flow-chart overview of the short-term 

decision system of one firm. Figure 2 gives some detail 

of the production system. 

In Figure l an experimental run begins at the left hand 

side from a vector (P, W, M, S) of historie (5 year 

annual) !:rice, Wage, Profit margin and Sales data. These 

data are transformed into expectations in the EXP module. 

Here we use quadratic smoothing formulae (see (9) CH. 2.) 

The profitmargin' variable is translated into a profit 

target in the TARG block. Here we also use a conventional 

smoothing formula. The length of historie time considered 

is longer than in EXP sector. 

Growth expectations feed into the investment module to 

generate long-term plans as explained below. Long-term 

expectations are also modified to apply to the next year 

and are fed into the production system. 

Each period (quarter) each firm is identified by a 

production possibility frontier (QFR(L» defined as a 

function of labour input as in Figure 2 and a location 

within that curve. l ) The distance between A and B mea

sures the increase in output Q that the firm can achieve 

l) In fact the production system is more complex than so. 
See Chapter 4. 
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during the current period with no extra labour input 

than indicated by the L coordinate in /l .• In practice a 

vertical move between A and B cannot be costless. For 

the time being we will have to abstract from this. 

Suffice it to note that in those experimental runs where 

we have investigated this aspect there seems to be a 

general tendency among firms to be operating in the A, 

B range, which is constantly shifted outwards by invest

ment. l) 

The distance CD measures (for the same period) the extra 

increase that the firm is capable of, with the application 

of extra labour, but staying within a commercially viable 

operating range. Approximate data on A, B, C and D were 

collected in the annual planning survey for 1976 by the 

Federation of Swedish Industries. 2) 

The production function QFR(L) in Figure 2 is of the 

putty-clay type. New investment, characterized by a 

higher labour productivity than investment from the period 

before is completely "embodied" with the average technical 

performance rates of the period before through a ch ange 

in the coefficients of QFR(L) . 

The first sales growth expectation from the EXP module 

now starts up a trial move A in the direction indicated 

by EXP (S). Af ter each step price and wage expectations 

are entered and checks against profit margin targets are 

made. As soon as the firm M-target is satisfied, search 

stops and the necessary change in the labour force is 

l) This obviously is an instance of what Leibenstein 
(1966) has called X-inefficiency or a version of 
slack. Note here Carlsson's (1972) measurement on 
the presence of such slack in Swedish manufacturing, 
especially as regards the degree of capital utiliza
tion or (A-B)+(C-D) in Figure 2. 

2) See Virin, Industrikonjunkturen Våren 1976, Special 
Study D. 
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ca1cu1ated. If it is a decrease, peop1e are 1aid off. 

If it is an increase, the firm enters the labour market 

to search for new peop1e (see below). Af ter this search 

has been terminated the firm can ca1cu1ate its output 

for the period. The wage 1evel has also been determined 

and feeds back to update the historie vector (dotted 

lines in Figure 1). 

The firm now checks up against finished goods stocks to 

determine how much to supply in the market. A certain 

fraction, determined by the last period's relative domes

tic and foreign prices is shipped abroad. 

The final distribution between sales and inventories for 

each market and the price leve1 is determined in a con

frontation with inputs and househo1d derrand (midd1e right 

end of Figure 1 and lower end of Figure 5) to be described 

later. Final price, profit and sales data are now deter

mined and a1so feed back into the historie vector (dotted 

lines). 

The labour market process is represented in micro in con

siderab1e detail. At this level, however, the requirements 

on relevant specification are still higher. Hence, the 

version now to be described shou1d be considered a 

provisional one and experiments conducted so far have 

taught us that model behaviour is too sensitive to varia

tions in the random search sequences (in combination with 

a small number of firms) to be reasonable. 

All labour is homogeneous in the present version of the 

mode l. 

The first step each period is an adjustment of "natural" 

decreases in the labour force of each sector and firm 

unit through retirement etc. This adjustment is app1ied 
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proportionally throughout. Then the uncmployment pool 

is filled with new entrants to the labour market. Af ter 

that the service and Government sectors enter the labour 

market in that order. They offer last period's average 

wage increase in the manufacturing sector and get what

ever is available from the pool of unemployed. This sounds 

a little bit arbitrary and it is. We have had to enter 

this erroneous specification provisionally to allow for 

the fact that wage and salary levels differ a lot between 

sectors despite the fact that labour is homogeneous. The 

assumption that industry is the wage leading sector is 

quite conventionai in macro modelling. It is probably not 

quite true at the micro level. With no explicit separation 

of wage levels (because of skills etc.) and little knowl

edge as to how the C~vernment, service and industry 

sectors interact in the labour market this macro simpli

fication should do for the time being. 

Af ter the service and Government sectors firms enter one 

by one in the order by which they desire to increase 

their labour force. They scan all other firms inclusive 

of the pool of unemployed. The probability of hitting 

a particular location of labour is proportional to its 

size (labour force compared to total labour in industry 

and the number of unemployed). 

The firm offers a fraction of the expected wage increase. 

From the pool of unemployed people are forthcoming at 

the wage offered. 

If the firm meets a firm with a wage level that is suffi

ciently below its own, it gets the people it wants up to 

a maximum proportion of the other firm's labour force. 

The other firm then adjusts its wage level upwards with 

a fraction of the difference observed. 

If a firm raids another firm with a higher wage level it 

does not get any people, but upgrades its offering wage 
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for the next trial. Af ter the search is over, firrns with 

relatively low wages, that have learned about the market 

wage levels around them, have had to upgrade their own 

wage level by a fraction of the differences observed. 

Firms can be given any predetermined number of trials. 

Obviously the size of wage adjustment coefficients and 

the number of trials (~ intensity of search) each period 

determines the degree of wage differentiation that can 

be maintained in the labour market under the homogeneity 

assumption. We will experiment with various impediments 

to this adjustment process. We can note already now that 

overall macro behaviour of the model is very sensitive 

to the numerical specifications entered here. 

c) Business sector: Long-term investment financing 
§Y§~~~_i~g~_!!E~l _____________________________ _ 

There is a complete separation between operations planning 

described in the previous section and long-term invest

ment financing decisions to be exhibited here. The two 

planning decision sequences join together in current 

(quarterly) cash-management, where the firm interacts 

with short-term money markets. This organization of 

decision making corresponds neatly with actual practice 

in large firrns (Elias son 1976). 

For the time being we work in terms of a very simple 

investment decision routine (that is now in the program) 

and a sophisticated, real life imitation that is formu

lated in the main text, but that has not yet been codified 

in the program. It is exhibited in Figures 3 and 4. 

As in short-term planning a vector of historie Price, 

Wage, Profit margin and Sales (P, W, M, S) data generates 

a future long run EXP(P,W,S) vector and a long-run TARG(M) 

vector. The idea is that long-run expectations catch 

some long-run trend, that will guide investment decisions. 
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Short-term expectations are formula ted as a deviation 

from that trend. 

Long-term EXP{S) initiates a rough calculation scheme 

that gives a preliminary investment plan. This prelimi

nary investment plan is fed through the production system, 

described earlier, and combined with EXP{P} and EXP(W). 

There is a check whether the sales, investment plan com

bination meets profit margin targets. If not, sales and 

investments are reduced until SAT(M) (see Figure 3). The 

convexity of the production system assures that correc

tions are downward. The long-run plan, furthermore, is 

calculated on the basis of long-run normal opera ting 

(capacity utilization) rates. 

Once this provisional plan has been reached, the firm 

has expectational controI of future (5 year) profit 

performance. 

Then dividends (DIV) are decided for the next year. 

The next step is to check up on the financing consequences 

of the provisional growth plan. 

A maximum gearing (leverage) ratio is currently calcu

lated as described in Supplement B to Chapter III. The 

idea is that the ratio between the expected excess cash 

inflow and firm net worth determines the risk associated 

with new borrowing. Excess cash inflow is calculated 

within a typical budget framework. The maximum gearing 

ratio (~) is then assumed to be a function of the expect

ed nominal return to total assets less the rate of risk

taking and the nominal rate of interest. 

The expected gearing ratio (~) and rate of borrowing 

associated with each growth (S, INV) plan can then easily 

be calculated. 
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The pro.visio.nal (S, IN V) plan arrived at earlier is no.w 

checked against MAX~, and modified do.wnwards until 

below MAX 0/. The co.nvexity o.f the pro.ductio.n system 

again means that a lo.wer gro.wth plan means higher M ex 

ante. 

We no.w have all the data needed to. build a lo.ng-term plan 

aro.und the co.nventio.nal budget framewo.rk; a set o.f future 

balance sheets, a 5 year pro.fit and lo.SS statement and a 

5 year cash-flo.w chart. 

To. be no.ted is that no. decisio.ns have been taken so. far, 

except tho.se related to. fixing numbers in the plan. 

We have no.w arrived at the investment plan fo.r the 

"annual budget. This is sho.wn in Figure 4. The first 

year o.f the lo.ng-term plan is separated o.ut and mo.dified 

to. fit the next year, e.g. with respect to. the expected 

business eyele. The fo.rmat is the same as for the lo.ng

term plan, but mo.re details enter. 



Table l Model blocks etc. 

l. Business system (firm model) 
A} Operations planning (short term) 

Production system 
Inventory system 
Expectations 
Targeting 
(Cash management) 

B} Investment-Financing (long term) 

Investment plan 
Long term borrowing 

2. Household sector (macro) 

Buying 
Saving 

3. Service sector (macro) 

4. Government sector (macro, not yet ready) 

Employment 
Taxes 
Economic policy 

(4) Government parfu~eters (so far only Government 
employment has been entered into model) • 

5. Other production sectors - NO or Dummies 

6. Foreign connections 

Prices - exogenous 
(Exchange rate) 
Interest rate - exogenous 
Export volume 
Import volume 

7. Markets 

Labo ur marke t 
Product market 

8. Exogenous variables 

21 

(a) Foreign prices: one for each of the four markets 

(b) Interest rate: 

(c) Technology: The rate of change in labour produc
tivity of new investment, i.e. be
tween vintages • 
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Figurc 2 Production System 
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It is now time to assess the credit market situation. 

The long-term and the short-term interest rates are 

compared with total borrowing requirements from the 

long-term plan. This decides long-term borrowing for 

the year. Note that this is the first decision to act 

that has been taken so far in the long-term planning 

context. It may mean that short-term borrowing is either 

planned to be reduced or increased at the going short-term 

rate to make up for the difference in the annual budget. 

Next, the annual budget is broken down into guarters. 

The initial liquidity position is compared with the new 

liquidity position based on the first quarter of the 

annual budget. These data are in turn compared with 

expected liquidity over the budget and long-term plan 

and compared with desired liquidity. From this the 

financial frame of the budget per quarter is derived. 

Mandatory requirements on finance from working capital 

etc. are subracted. Af ter this, what is left is allo

cated to investment spending. The decision is now final 

for each quarter. This corresponds to the so called 

appropriations procedure in real life. 

The way investment affects the production system has al

ready been described in the previous section. 

What remains is to note that budget assumptions may go 

wrong ex post. The buffer that takes up the needed 

adjustment is liquidity and/or short-term borrowing. 

d) !h~_h~~~~g~!~_~~~~~E!!~~_~~~!~~_l~~~E~) 

The household sector today is only specified in macro. 

However, the module as such is prepared for an easy 

transfer into micro, in the sense that macro behaviour 

will be assumed to be formally identical for each micro 
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unit (household), the only difference being the numbers 

we place on various parameters. The prime reason for 

staying at the macro level here is empirieal. There are 

practically no empirical micro data for Sweden available 

on which to base empirical estimates. This is in marked 

contrast with the situation in the U.S. I where practically 

all the work in this area has been done on the household 

sector by Orcutt and others. Besides, the author himself 

does not have the same kind of background experience for 

the household sector as for the business sector. 

The consumption function is a Stone type expenditure 

system with some non-linear features. One additional 

novelty is that saving is treated as a consumption 

(spending) category. There is also a direct interaction 

(swapping) between saving and spending on household 

durables, entered as the relation between the rate of 

interest, inflation and unemployment changes (see (6) 

in CH 7). 

The household spending decision process is described in 

Figure 5. For the time being we are concerned with macro, 

the entire economy. Each period a vector of historie 

consumption data is transformed into a vector of addict

ed spending levels which in turn can be translated into 

desired spending. This is very simply done through linear 

transformations. Desired spending is decomposed into 

several kinds of nondurable consurnption (inel. services), 

durables and "saving" . 

In another end of the model the manufacturing, service 

and Government sectors generate income that feeds into 

households as disposable income. 

There is a residual (positive or negative) between de

sired spending and disposable income. This residual 

is allocated on different spending categories by way 
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of marginal elasticities that differ from those that 

divided up total desired spending. 

The production sectors announce their supplies in each 

market and put out price feeler vectors. 

Households tell what they will buy at these prices and 

there follows a predetermined number of confrontations. 

The last price feeler vector is then taken as the price 

for the period (quarter) and firms split their available 

goods between sales and inventories on the basis of this 

price. When firms decide on preliminary supply volumes 

to offer in the market they each check back at their 

finished goods inventory positions. The guiding prin

ciple is to maintain the price level that has entered 

the production planning-supply decision and to try to 

move inventories towards optimum levels within a prede

termined min-max range (see Chapter 8 and Pseudo Code) . 

3. Estimation method 

Even though based on a micro foundation this model add

resses itself to typical macro economic problems, related 

to inflation and the determinants of economic growth. 

The advantages of this approach are many. We can move 

specification down to typical decision units (the firms) 

instead of having to deal with relationships between 

statistical artifacts at a more aggregate level, when 

it comes to observation and measurement. We can draw 

upon the wealth of relatively high quaIity statistical 

micro information that exists on e.g. the business sector. 

We introduce measurable concepts that are weIl known and 

easily understood, and, above all, we construct a con

sistent "measuring grid" by which micro statistics are 

organized within the framework of the national accounts. 

This in itself is worth the modelling effort, and for 

such statistical organizing purposes the model is already 

useful. 
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If we entertain the higher ambition, as we do, to use 

the model eventually for empirical analysis of the 

Swedish economy, the approach presents us with one large 

obstacle. Realism in micro specification in combination 

with explicit modelling of market processes necessitates 

that we give up weIl known, standardized econometric 

estimation techniques, as far as several sections of the 

model go. In a way this is no unusual thing today. 

Practicallyall large scale macro modelling projects in 

existence have been forced by formidable statistical 

problems to break text-book rules of clean procedure much 

in the same way as we do, and rely on extraneous infor

mation and intuition to get out of what would otherwise 

have been an insoluble task. 

Our model addresses itself to macro problems. This means 

that their solution should meet the same requirements as 

those of conventionai macro modeis. This in turn means 

that requirements on realism in micro specification are 

much less demanding than what would have been the case 

if our attention had been focussed on some particular 

micro problem. Hence, we can argue that our model can 

always be specified in such detail that we can safely 

assume, a priori, that it contains the correct macro 

hypotheses, albeit together with a whole lot of incorrect 

specifications or irrelevant features. Our first and 

fundamental empirical postulate, hence, is that as we 

confront the model with new empirical information we 

discard irrelevant (incorrect) alternatives only, without 

running the risk of throwing out the correct alternative. 

This means that the modelling effort will have to be 

defined as a never ending process that is continually 

improved - or abandoned - as it is confr0nted with new 

test information. By this simple reformulation we manage 

to make a virtue out of the difficulties. 

Although also a theoretical problem (inflation might be 
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due fundamentally to a micro phenomenon that we have 

simply forgotten to specify) in practice we .have to deal 

with a numerical (estimation) problem. Which (numerical) 

parameter combination, among many possible ones that 

satisfy our requirements of fit, is the correct one? 

This is no uncommon problem in econometrics although the 

least squares method provides a procedure to choose namely 

the parameter combination that gives the best fit in terms 

of minimizing the sum of squared deviations. In theory we 

can use that principle of choice also,l) although it is 

rather arbitrary if we happen to have a cloud of parameter 

combinations of equal power in the close neighbourhood 

of the combination that happens to be picked. 

This means that our estimation problem might be even more 

crudely empirical, namely to ehoose, without conventionaI 

rules of thumb, from a very large number of weIl defined 

combinations between which we cannot discriminate easily. 

Fortunately, our experience has not been of that kind. 

We have rather found it difficu1t to find one good alter

native. 

Hence, we have to turn our problem formulation around 

again. For those specifications that we are, so to speak, 

satisfied with in terms of their abi1ity to trace econo

mic development according to our criteria, we have to 

devise techniques to check carefu1ly that we have not 

happened to come upon a specification that is incorrect. 

And if we happen to find several specification alterna

tives among which we are unable to discriminate, we 

simp1y need more empirical knowledge, that we don't have, 

in order to choose. In science, as in decision making, 

it is of ten far more important to see clear1y what one 

doesn't know than being ab1e to a~count for one's knowledge. 

1) Search techniques to fit simulation models automati
ca1ly have been deve10ped for simple cases, see e.g. 
Powel1 (1964 & 1965). 
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This is the way we go about estimating the parameters of 

the model. 

a) EE2e!~~_J2ei~~!!Y~~) 

This model has been designed to deal with two problems 

that are not weIl handled by conventionaI approaches. 

These problems are: 

To formulate a micro explanation for inflation 

and to 

study the relationships between inflation, profits, 

investment and growth. 

The two problems obviously overlap to some extent. The 

first is a typical macro problem and constitutes the 

core of current economic debate against the backdrop of 

more than half a decade of experience of much above nor

mal inflation on a global scale. The second problem 

requires a micro approach to be tractable for analysis 

in ameaningful way. 

Once ready to hand le these two problems, as mentioned 

earlier, the model will also be capable of handling other 

problems, that we will leave out here to simplify the 
. t' 1) exposl lon. 

The inflation task requires that we identify the channels 

through which foreign price impulses are transmitted 

through the Swedish economy and the micro parameters that 

are important for the speed and magnitude of that transmis

sion. We also have to identify domestic sources and how 

they create inflation. The way in which expectations are 

formed is thought to be especially important .here. We also 

have to identify how various inflationary processes may 

1) See e.g. the experiment described in Eliasson (1976b). 
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affect macro behaviour in real terms, like employment. 

The labour market is of particular interest. Finally, we 

want to identify the strings that can be pulled by policy 

makers to affect the process. We want to include the con

ventionaI fiscal and monetary weaponry in the model even

tually. More importantly, the model will offer a unique 

possibility to experiment with e.g. the structural para

meters of the labour market. Some trial experiments of 

that nature have already been made although the model is 

not yet complete. There will also be a possibility to 

introduce rough schemes of wage, profit and price con

trols and study their impact within the domain of the 

entire model. 

There are two levels of ambition involved here. 

We may be satisfied with getting a feel for the magni

.tudes and direction of effects involved. We might also 

want to trace time profiles of various effects more 

precisely. The two dimensions normally cannot be kept 

apart as is commonly assumed in comparative static ana

lysis. We have found through experimentation, however, 

that some sets of parameters have a unique influence on 

long-run trends, others on cyclical behaviour around 

these trends and others again operate both in the long 

and the short run. Even though we are far from finished 

with this classification of parameters, we have used this 

experience to devise a two stage "estimation" procedure 

that fits our two problems nicely. 

The first step is to calibrate the model so that it 

traces a chosen set of long-term trends of the Swedish 

economy weIl, disregarding altogether the cyclical as

pect. Table 2 gives the reference trends and tracing 

performance of a recent experimental run. 

The second stage involves tracing the cyclical behaviour 

of the same variables satisfactorily. 
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The precision requirements at this second stage are 

probably quite small, since most of the cyclical fea

tures of inflation seem to originate outside Sweden, by 

way of our exogenous variables. The second stage becomes 

important if we want to include other problems in the 

formulation of our model as well. This is only tentative 

within the present project, so we leave it out for the 

time being. 

This delimitation of the level of ambition is even more 

appropriate for the second problem, the relationships 

between inflation, profit, investment and growth. Here 

the medium-term development becomes even more central 

together with micro specifications. It is a well recognized 

experience that these relationships cannot be identified 

in macro approaches. Lags between cause and effect are 

usually long, involving, as a rule, an intricate feed 

back machinery between experience, expectations, planning 

and technical delays. This means that macro aggregates are 

a blend of firms in different stages of development that 

erase the relevant features, while a momentary cross

section picture does not identify the time dimension. 

Since the model imitates the whole machinery we can bring 

out the desired time and cross-section features at will. 

In a way the analysis will consist in describing what 

happens to a cluster of variously composed firms when the 

economy is subjected to various macro happenings, occa

sioned exogenously, by policy making or by inconsistent, 

joint behaviour by the firms themselves. We are especially 

interested in identifying the role of profits for macro 

behaviour (growth) in an economy (model) populated by 

firms whose profit responses have been unusually well 

imitated, we believe. 

Again, the first calibration stage, mentioned above, 

(satisfactory trend tracing) is all we need to reach in 

order to handle our second problem. 
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Table 2 Trend comparison (MACRO - INDUSTRY), annual 
(change in percent) 

Sweden 

19S0-74 
(24 years) 

l) Production (Q) 4.6 

2) Hours of labour 
input (L) -0.9 

3) Productivity 
(PROD) 6. l 

4) Value producti-
vit Y (PROD x P) 10.0 

S) Product price (P) 4.7 

6) Wage level (W) 9.7 

7) Investments, cur-
rent prices (INV) 9.5 

8) Ditto, constant 
prices (INV/PDUR) 4.3 

9) Rate of unemploy-
ment (RU) l. 8 

10) Sales (S) 8.8 

RUN 67 
(July 76) 

2.7 

- 3.9 

6.8 

5.4 

13.6 

7.7 

1.1 

17.6 

8.2 

RUN 88 
(Oct 76) 

3.5 

-2.3 

5.3 

3.3 

9.4 

5.4 

2.7 

Il. 9 

6.0 

RUN 96 
(Nov 76) 

S.O 

-2.4 

6.7 

Il. 7 

4.7 

Il. 9 

8.3 

3.8 

10. O 

9.8 

Note: This table has been inserted for illustration only. 
It makes very little sense for an outside reader 
until a full description of the experimental set 
up has been made ready. 
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Let us now deal with the a priori inclusion of knowledge 

in our model. Empirical information enters our model in 

seven ways: 

(l) The causal or hierarchical ordering of model modules. 

what depends on what and in what order (see e.g. 

Figure l). 

(2) Structural parameters, e.g. defining the relation 

between maximum possible inventories and sales or 

trade credit extensions associated with a given 

value of sales. 

(3) Time response parameters, e.g. how exactly are his

torie observations transformed into expectations. 

(4) Start-up positional data (like capacity utilization 

rates) • 

(5) Start-up historie input vector (e.g. on which to 

apply time reaction coefficients to "generate expec

tations in EXP sector) • 

(6) Hacro parameters and accounts identities l ) (e.g. in 

consumption function). 

(7) Exogenous input~ (like foreign prices) • 

The hierarchical ordering is the first step from a 

completely empty formal structure to saying something 

about the world. All theory in economics has to have 

something of type (l) in it to be called economic theory. 

Without the use of operational, meaningful or measurable 

variables not much empirical knowledge is brought in. 

Consumer preference schemes and the marginal productivity 

of capital are concepts or variables that are close to 

being empty since we have no good measuring instrument 

or senses to touch them. We refer to the concept of a 

Keynesian model and immediately bells start to ring. 

l) To the extent possible we use outside information 

from econometric studies here. 
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Keynesian represents a general class of causal orderings 

of economic variables that all correspond to arneasurement 

system (the national accounts) that we are familiar with. 

The great advantage of our model is that we bring the 

hierarchical ordering very close to two excellent measure

ment systems. At the micro firm level we are dealing only 

in terms of the firm's own accounting systems and at the 

macro level we are truly Keynesian. It is not necessary 

to be a professional economist to assess and understand 

most of the structural micro parameters of type (2) and 

to provide the start-up historical and positional data (4) 

and (5). This is definitely an advantage that outweighs 

the loss of econometric testing potential. This informa

tion is brought in as a priori assumption. We take it 

for given (true) in the causal specification. 

Most evidence brought in here is based solidly on inter

nal planning and information routines within firms as 

described by Eliasson (1976). The specification there

fore appears to be as close as one can get to the buttons 

that are actually being pus hed in the decision process. 

The causal ordering (l) is essential for the properties 

at the macro level. Such orderings between periods re

place the time reaction coefficients in macro models. 

c) Selection criteria 

Under this model specification scheme the numerical 

estimation problem is in practice isolated to the time 

response parameters under (3). Here we have practical ly 

no outside knowledge to draw on except trying out various 

sets of combinations and to check so that the total model 

behaves as an economy of our choice. For this we have 

to design a procedure and to obtain a data base that 

represents the economy we are studying. 
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d) !?~!:~_E~~~ 

Two sets of data are needed; one set to operate the 

model and another set to assess performance. 

The second set is mae ro statistics from the Swedish na

tional accounts that will uncritically be said to rep

resent Sweden. 

The first set is more specific to our model. We need a 

micro firm data base of at least 5 years (annual data) 

and a set of positional data for the last year to get 

the model started. And we need a forecast or an assump

tio n (or historie data if we trace history) for the exo

genous data for the simulation period. We would also 

like to be able to start simulation at a date of our 

choice, which means that the micro data. base should, 

preferably, stretch far back in time. In practice this 

means that except for the last few years, we will not 

have all the data we need. 

:Model building, model calibration and data collection 

must take place simultaneously. Thus much of the data 

we need for model testing will not be available until 

most of the calibration work has been done. This is how 

we solve this dilemma. 

Until now we have experimented with the mode l on histo

rie, five year input vectors for the years 1970-74 for 

each firm. Fortunately, 1974 is the peak of an inflationary 

profit boom in the business sector. The simulation run 

then begins under conditions that are very similar to 

those prevailing during the year when our historie national 

accounts test data begin, namely 1950 (the Korean boom) • 

To get at micro data at an early time we had to be satis

fied with synthetic data. For the time being macro sub

industry data for 1970-74 (four subindustries) have 

simply been chopped up into 50 firms applying arandom 
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technique that preserves the averages of each subindustry. 

On the basis of this start-up information we have per

formed a series of preliminary calibration experiments 

according to a procedure to be described below. Occasio

nally we have included one or several real firms in a 

simulation run to see what happens to them. 

The next step, not vet embarked upon, will be to prolong 

the micro data base back in time, using essentially the 

same synthetizing technique but also enlarging the 

number of firms. There are two reasons for this. We have 

to check stability properties of the model when we varv 

start-up data by moving back and forth over historie 

time. In addition we need better and more precise test 

historie data to evaluate model macro performance. The 

change-over to this data base will take place at a time 

when a new, extended version of the model is planned to 

be ready. We expect that several parameters of the system 

will have to be recalibrated af ter this changeover before 

the model has found its way back to a good trendtracing 

performance of the quaIity already achieved under much 

more primitive conditions. 

The final stage is to feed the model with a set of real 

firms and to apply the same synthetizing technique on 

the residual that remains between the subindustry total 

and the aggregate of the real firms in each market. We 

are thinking in terms of eventually having the 200 largest 

Swedish firms in the model. When and whether we will reach 

that ambition, or higher, depends not only on the amount 

of work associated with arranging a proper data base but 

also on the exact nature of internaI memory limitations 

on the computer side. For various reasons this stage will 

be reached very late in the project. We are now experi

menting with a sample of 50 firms. 
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e) Calibration 

Calibration has to be defined in at least two dimensions. 

We need a set of criteria for a good "statistical fit". 

These criteria, of course, relate back to the precision 

requirements we have in dealing with the problems we 

have selected, described already above. In econometrics 

this corresponds to choosing the level of significance 

and to some extent the estimation method. 

We need a procedure of selection that guides us towards 

a specification alternative that satisfies our criteria 

and (NB) that is not aspurious one. These two steps are 

summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 

Table 3 .HASTER CRITERIA FOR FIT 

A. Certain macro industry trends approximately right 
+ (within - 1/2 percent) over 20 year period (see trend 

chart Table 2). This criterion is essential. 

B. Same inter-industry-trends. 

Same criteria for 5 year period. 

C. Micro. No misbehaviour of obvious and substantial 

kind, if it can be identified empiricallyas mis

behavior. l ) 

D. Identify (time reaction) parameters that work uni

quely (or roughly so) on cyclical behaviour around 

trends. (This criterion is not essential to handle 

the two chosen problems.) 

l) Since the model has not been designed to exhibit such 
behavioral features there is no other ways to detect 
them, if they are there, than by carefully analysing 
each experiment. There is no use giving a "suspicion 
list" and then limit attention to that list. 
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Table 4 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE (TREND FITTING) 

l. Find first reference case. Assess its qualities in 

terms of A above. 

2 a) Perform sensitivity analysis with a view to finding 

new specifications that improve performance in terms 

of A. 

b) Ditto with a view to investigating the numerical 

properties of the model within a normaloperating 

range (analys is) . Check and correct if properties 

can be regarded as unrealistic. 

c) For each new reference case, repeat the whole analy

sis of 2 b) systematically. The purpose is to ensure, 

each time, that the new reference case is really a 

better specification and not a statistical coincidence 

and that. the properties of the system revealed by 

the sensitivity analysis above, and judged to be 

desirable, are presented in the new reference case. 

d) Subject model to strong shocks. Check for misbeha

viour. (EspeciaIly fast explosive or strong contrac

tive tendencies that are generated from shocks that 

are obviously extreme but just outside the range 

that contains a real but rare possibility.) 

3. Define new and better references case. Repeat from 2. 

We may say that the model we have designed is a combined 

medium-term growth and cyclical model although the two 

prime problems we have chosen only require that it imitates 

macro reality (Sweden) weIl over the medium-term, say 

five years, exhibiting a business cycle although not 

necessarily a typical Swedish business eyele. 

We may say that with these "empirical" requirements we 

have not moved far above a purely theoretical inquiry into 
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problems of inflation and growth. We have done more in 

so far as our numerical approach has allowed us to say 

something not only about the directions of change but 

also about the relative numerical magnitudes involved, 

based on data from the Swedish economy. This is also 

how the ambition of the current project has been defined. 

Towards the end of the project we also hope to be close 

to the following model performance; a specification that 

traces five year macro trends in Sweden according to A 

above quite well, irrespective of where in the period 

1955-1970 we begin the simulations, (if we have the 

necessary start-up data), and that reproduces a typical 

business cycle in all the variables in A, if exogenous 

variables, including policy parameters and start-up data 

are correctly specified. For the model to be useful as 

a support instrument in a forecasting context achievement 

of this goal is a minimum requirement. 

This preliminary paper aims only at a technical documen

tation of the model specifications and the ideas behind 

the approach. To understand the empirical problems in

vol ved and to assess the potential usefulness of the 

model a much more detailed account of the calibration 

process is needed as well as a full description of the 

experimental runs. The necessary material for such an 

account is not yet available although it is planned to be 

included in the next, revised and less preliminary docu

mentation to follow. 



PART II 

MODEL 



Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

II. EXPECTATIONS AND TARGETS 

l. Introduction 

This is the sector of the model where the psy

chology of entrepreneurship enters. The model, 

as it stands now, is mainly centered around a 

system of routine management of existing oper

ations of the entity called an industrial firm. 

This means that we will be concerned here with 

the forming of expectations that are relevant 

to existing operations and the setting of goals 

(targets) for the same activities. This will 

have to be a looking in the mir ror approach to 

the future. Any attempt to do anything beyond 

this requires that we bring in knowledge and 

information directly and exogenously from firms 

(which is of course possible) or has to be 

based on some sort of randomization (like 

assuming that innovations are randomly dis

tributed over firms), which has no empirical 

relevance, except at the macro level. We then 

have to assume, as all econometric models do, 

that such events really occur as random noise. 

If we can (which is doubtful) we can do the 

extra thing of also investigating major noise 

effects on the economy. This has been done 

by Forrester, Mass, etc and was done by Frisch 

already in 1933. 

45 
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No one has so far been able to model change in 

the existing economic structure, the creation 

and introduction of new activities or the 

Schumpeterian innovative process as endogenous 

phenomena. The reason of course is the almost 

complete lack of generalized empirical knowledge 

about these matters and also the fact that 

each discipline has to cross its own disciplin

ary frontier s to bring such knowledge into its 

theory (Eliasson (1976». Such interdisciplinary 

travel seems to have given rise more to personal 

problems than to praise for those who have 

tried. Third, most models, that we have seen, 

would scream if we tried to accomodate such 

mechanisms. 

What we can say so far is that such mechanisms, 

if we know them, can easily and happily be 

incorporated in the model structure that we 

have. 

We distinguish between long-term expectations 

on the one hand. They feed into long-term 

plans, notably investment-growth plans, and 

affect the long-term financing decisions as 

described in the next chapter. On the other 

hand we have short-term opera ting expectations 

that affect production and sales decisions. 

Expectations focus on prices, wages, sales 

(markets) and to some ex tent interest rates. 



Targets focus in on profits only, more specifi

cally profit margins. There is strong evidence 

that this target variable is the fundamental 

one when we move up to the level of Corporate 

Headquarters and that crude experience from the 

past is what matters, not sophisticated calcu

lations as to what is optimally feasible. l ) Long

and short-run targets are essentially the same, 

only that short-run targets may be temporarily 

violated under the long-run target constraint. 

Time has three dimensions here: 

The long term, which focuses on a trend, which in 

turn implies a continuation beyond the long-

term horizon (H). This way of looking at the 

future is current practice among firms and it 

allows a nice and consistent solution to the 

problem of how terminal stocks should be trea ted 

in a decision context. 

The short term, which for us is synonymous with 

the (annual) budget horizon, allows for busi

ness cycle considerations in so far as this is 

an empirically relevant consideration. 

Updating each period is on the basis of the 

current inflow of experience. As for targets 

l) See Eliasson (1976) 
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this is a matter of the margin allowed for 

targets to be viola ted before corrective ac

tion is taken. Targets are only set once a year 

in the annual planning sequence. 

Targeting (TARG-sector) 

In this section we introduce a set of decision 

criteria for the firm. They are based on a 

general objective function that we believe 

condenses the prime preference structure of Cor

porate Headquarters of a large firm. We begin 

by identifying this function in operational 

terms and proceed to particularize a set of 

decision rules (restrictions). 

We ass~~e that profits is the dominant goal 

variable that guides decision making at firm 

headquarter level. This assumption seems quite 

weIl supported by evidence (see e.g. Eliasson 

(1976» if we imply only that all other vari

ables are subordinated the profit objective. We 

recognize the circumstance that the certainty 

of information fades with future time and hence 

warrants a distinction between short-run oper

ationaI decisions, that can be modified from 

period to period (here quarters), and decisions 

that mean long-run irreversible commitments 

(investment) • 



Any consistent accounting system allows us to 

derive the following additive objective func

tionl ) : 

l) Since this is the first place where symbolic 
language enters, a few points on notation 
should be mentioned. 

The APL language that we use for programming 
only takes ordinary letters. Systematic use of 
on ly such letters makes reading very slow. To 
keep good correspondence with the pseudo code 
and this explanatory text and make these chap
ters readable at a fairly high speed we use 
(as systematically as possible) greek letters 
here, and simply spell them out in the pseudo 
code. Hence ~j becomes ALFA l in the pseudo 
code. 

Indexes etc are always kept on level with other 
symbols. Only when necessary to avoid confusion, 
brackets are inserted to separate symbols. 

CH in front of a variable always represents the 
time difference or differential. Hence CHP(DUR) 
means ~P (DUR) ~ d~~DUR) ;:: Å t 

D in front of a symbol or a set of symbols 
always means relative change. Hence, DNW or 
D (NW) means 

CHNW 
mr 
Functions are also, and conventionally, indicated 
by brackets as QFR(L) (see chapter IV) that 
defines the production (Q) possibility frontier 
(QFR) as a function of L. It will always be 
obvious from the text or the con text when we 
are indicating a function. 

Finally note the fact that Q both stands for 
quarter and output. Hence QQ means quarterly 
production volume. Fortunately, in most of this 
explanatory text it won't be necessary to dis
tinguish between periods of various lengths. 
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DNW +e=MX~-RHOX~+DP(DUR)Xr+(RRN-RI)X~ 
L.r--JI , J~ ~ 

A B C D 

GOAL = DNW +e-DCPI 

M = l L X w 
Q p 

A proof follows at the end of this chapterl ) . 

The variables are defined verbal ly and in 

operational terms as follows: 

NW = Net worth defined residuaIlyas shown 

in table III:C in the next chapter. 

e = The rate of dividend (DIV) payout of 

NW = DIV/NW 

d... = S/A 

S = Sales expressed in current prices 

A = Total assets, valued at replacement 

costs 

(3 = Kl/A 

Kl = Replacement cost of production equip-

ment as defined by the updating 

procedure Dl in the next chapter. 

w = Wage cost index 

p = Product price index 

CPI = Con sumer price index 

l) See also Eliasson (1976, p. 291 ff) 

(l) 

(2) 

(3 ) 



RHO = Rate of depreciation of such equip-

mentl ) in terms of Kl 

K2=A-Kl= Other assets (inventories, given trade 

credits, cash etc.)2) 

0/ = BW/NW = the debt (BW) net worth or 

NW 

RI 

M 

RRN 

RRNW 

gearing ratio 

= A - BW 

= Rate of interest 

= Gross profit margin in terms of sales (S) 

MxS - RHOxKl+KlxDP = nominal rate of return = 
A on total capital. 

MxS - RHOxKl+KlxDP-RIxBW = NW 

We assume here that all stock entities are 

valued at replacement costs. This means that 

firm net worth (NW) has been obtained by a 

consistent (residual) valuation method as shown 

in table III:D in the next chapter. It is an 

entirely empirical matter whether the decision 

crlteria derived from such valuation principles 

are relevant, a circumstance that we will 

discuss later. 

following identity holds: l) This requires that the 

INV = dKl + RHO x Kl 
dt 

Kl x dP + dK2 where INV - p- dt dt 

is gross investment. 

2) Note that K2 is broken down into several 

components in the next chapter. 
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(1) state s that the relative change in firm net 

worth (DNW) plus the period's dividend payout 

in percent of the same net worth (9) is the sum 

of four components: 

(A) The profit margin (M) times the ratio 

between sales and total assets (~). 

(B) Calculated economic depreciation 

(subtracted) 

(C) Inflationary (capital) gains on assetsI) • 

(D) The leverage contribution defined as 

the difference between the nominal 

return to total assets and the (average) 

interest rate on debt (BW) times the 

debt net worth ratio (BW/NW). 

It is easily demonstrated that: 

RRN = A + B + C 

It can furthermore be proved that: 

DNW + 9 = (nominal return to NW) = RRNW 

(4) 

(5) 

1) There is a problem here. If realized inflationary 

gains are listed under (C) the costing principle 

used to obtain M has to be based on a replace

ment valuation of raw materials and intermediate 

products. This is a problem we have to face when 

the model is fed with real firm data. 



If we can presume that shareholders value their 

assets in terms of their purchasing power and 

that their purchasing power is defined in terms 

of a basket of consumer goods, then their goal 

variable reads either (from 5) : 

the real rate of return on net worth 

(RRNW-DCPI) 

or (from 2): 

the real (or CPI-deflated) growth rate 

in net worth, inclusive of what is 

currently made directly available in 

the form of dividends. 

For the consumer-shareowner the appropriate 

deflator should be the consumer price index 

(CPI). This is not an appropriate specification 

for the typical stockholder that influences 

business decisions. It is quite unlikely that 

he regards his wealth as a stored up consump

tion potential, at least not with the weighting 

system used to compute CPI in a normal country. 

Since the deflator choice has only been intro

duced to allow an outside assessment of busi

ness performance we need not discuss this matter 

further here. 

The decision criteria that we will introduce 

are all invariant vis-ä-vis this choice. 
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(l) tells us that four factors contribute addi

tively to performance in terms of the objective 

function (l) or (2). Two of these factors are 

always matched by separate organizational units 

within firms namely: 

and 

Investment-financing (long term) = D 

operations decision making (short 

term) = A 

(B), the depreciation factor .has no real organ

izational counterpart. It is an important 

factor but it rather defines the valuation 

principles that go into asset measurements. 

So far capital gains seem to have been neglected 

in organizational terms (cf. Eliasson (1976», 

except for those organizations that live mostly 

off capital gains like investment companies 

etc. Recent inflationary experience, however, 

has made firm management more aware of the 

benefits as weIl as dangers of inflation. Maybe 

the introduction of new inflationary accounting 

systems in the future will be accompanied by 

the institution of inflationary departments to 

manage them as weIl as to promote a profit contri

bution under C. 



The results of long-term investment financing 

decisions and operational decision making are 

mutually dependent in away that will be mod

elled in detail in the next chapter. The typical 

feature of firm management, however, is that 

decisions under A and D are not simultaneous 

but managed separately. This feature is the 

rationale for keeping the long and the short 

term separate. 

The objective function (l) also gives the 

rationale for the paramount concern with profit 

margins, especially in U.S. manufacturing 

firms. As long as sales-asset ratios are fairly 

stable over time, M is a monotonous inåicator 

of profitability in terms of those factors that 

are manageable in the short term. Stated in 

more familiar language: An increase in the 

profit margin in the short term always means an 

increase in the return to assets. The short 

term is defined to mean the production planning 

period within which production plans cannot be 

changed during implementation. 

By breaking M down further as in (3) the separ

able, additive targeting function (l) can be 

further identified with the organizational 

fabric. In the economy we are for the time 

being (no purchased intermediate products and 

no divisional separation of the firm unit as

sumed) considering M as composed of three 

factors: 
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- Labour productivity = Q/L 

- Wage costs = W 

- Product prices = P. 

Prices are typically associated with sales 
departments while productivity is managed and 

determined within production departments. 

While labour cost can usually be measured 

proper ly at the location where it is applied 

this is not normally so with prices or profit 

margins. However, if prices and profit marg in s 

can be measured only for the end (final) prod

uct a whole series of performance indexes based 

on 

WxL 
Q 

usually called unit labour costs, can always be 

extended far down into the interior of pro

duction departments. This also explains the 

frequent use of unit labour costs as a perfor
mance indicator1) • 

1) In fact unit labour cost is probab1y a much 

more usefu1 measure on the shopfloor, where 

Q is defined by numbers of screws, than at 

the aggregate, national 1eve1 where output 

has to be split into Q and P, a very arbitrary 

thing to do, however one tries. 

(6) 



With this a1gebraic exercise, we have iden t

ified the interests (goals) of top firm man

agement. We have identified what factors affect 

these goa1s. Sorne are fixed (structura1) in the 

short term, maybe not in the long term. Some 

can be manipulated from period to period (like 

productivity) as we will demonstrate later. 

Some factors cannot as a ru1e be inf1uenced by 

firm management other than indirect1y. About 

these variables firm management must form an ex 

ante opinion (an expectation) in order to make 

a rationa1 choice as to how to move those 

variables that they can inf1uence. The most 

notable expectations variables are prices (P) 

and wages (W). We will treat the psycho1ogy of 

expectations in the next section. 

Thus it only remains to define what shou1d be 

meant by a rational choice in terms of the goal 

variables in (1). 

It is obvious that if firm management knows the 

best it will choose the best. If it doesn't know 

some other choice procedure is needed. To under

stand and to mode1 the remote guidance and 

contro1 system of a 1arge corporation three em

pirica1 circumstances have to be kept in mind. 
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(l) Top management or CHQ has neither got 

the knowledge nor the competence to 

solve lower level decision problems. 

(2) Good performance of the entire company, 

measured in terms of, say, the objec

tive function (l), requires "good sol

utions" to decision problems all the 

way down to the shop-floor level. 

(3) An alternative plan for the entire 

corporation has no meaning if not 

accompanied by an action plan as to 

HOW to do something else. 

From these "axioms" follow several conclusions. 

Top management is synonymous with a downward 

delegation of most important decision problems 

that are solved by others without top manage

ment knowing or understanding HOW. Hence, top 

management is concerned with formulating the 

Goals of the organization ("the organization's 

interests") , breaking them down into operational 

terms that are understood at alllevels by 

setting targets and enforcing them. 

Plans as to how to enact alternative plans 

always require solutions outside the competence 

of top management. Hence alternative plans are 

not made up at the CHQ master planning level. 



There one is concerned with the required size 

of financial risk buffers instead (next chapter) . 

In formula (l) a CHQ goal (objective) function 

has been broken down into targets to the level 

needed for our model purposes. What is missing 

is only a principle for setting the numbers, 

or a replacement for the conventional profit 

maximizing principle. Our knowledge is that top 

managers do not have the knowledge to work out 

a HOW-plan except as a long winding iterative 

downward-upward exchange of knowledge and sol

utions each time a plan is drawn upl) • We know 

that such a convergence process towards the 

optimal solution does not occur in practice in 

the sense that the overall master solution is 

transparent and intelligible at the top. (See 

Eliasson (1976).) To solve our problem and still 

formulate ourselves in terms that are empiri

cally relevant we introduce the concepts of 

feed back targeting, and the MIP principle (see 

below) meaning simply a numerical method of 

applying the right pressure when tuning the 

targets. If this pressure is too tough it is 

not taken seriously. If it is too soft, top 

management is normally cheated to agree to 

inefficient solutions. 

l) Many such decision processes have been 

modelled during recent years on the basis 

of the famous Dantzig-Wolfe (1961) algorithm. 
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Since feasible target performance cannot be 

calculated without full and open minded co

operation from those who are supposed to do the 

work, the only substitute method is to look at 

past performance and gent ly step up performance 

requirements without asking for impossible 

things. 

This method can of course be supplemented with 

external information, say on competitors perfor

mance, or by applying some market reference 

guide e.g. by deriving tailor-made profit 

margin criteria (or productivity criteria) from 

a real rate of return requirement in terms of 
(2) l} • 

We will introduce the following simplifications, 

that seem to be backed hy empirical evidence. 

(l) Factor C in (l) is disregarded. 

(2) Factor D is handled separately as a 

long-term planning decision (see next 

chapter) where new externa l financing 

is decided on the basis of expected 

long-term return s on borrowing (the 

leverage factor) and financial risk 

considerations. 

l) See example in Eliasson (1976, p. l70ff) 



(3) Short term production, se1ling, hiring 

etc decisions are governed mainly by 

M-criteria. 

These M-criteria are fixed on the basis of past 

experience of what can reasonably be done and 

the requirement is to maintain or improve (MIP) 

past performance. The feedback historical refer

ence target is defined: 

(A) MHIST(t)= A* MHIST(t-l)+(l-A) * M(t-l) 

O ~ A ~ l 

On this we apply MIP: 

(B) TARG(M) = MHIST * (l+E) 

(C) e ~O, but small. 

This is the long run target that may be the 

same in the short (annual) run or modified by a 

cyclical factor. 

Targets may be enforced more or less. The 

toughness with which targets are enforced 

determines how far search for better and better 

solutions is forced on to the firm organization, 

especially within the production system (see 

Chapter IV). We don't have the empirical infor

mation to come up with an enforcement formula. 

This specification will have to await what we 

can learn from experimentation with the model. 

Targets are set once and for all for each year. 

The toughest enforcement alternative is to 

enforce these targets through the year without 
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any cyclical and other modifications. This is 

not realistic, but will be tried. 

A second alternative is to apply the same 

(annual) target for each quarter l ). There is 

evidence that schemes similar to these are 

opera ted in some weIl managed firms. 

A third step is to allow for cyclically vari

able targets (empirical evidence does not 

support such a device)2) or to allow for a 

cyclically varying enforcement procedure. 

We will experiment with a modification of the 

last alternative, namelya cyclical target en

forcement modifier that depends on the liquid

ity position of the firm and long-term future 

prospects. If these are bad and/or the liquid

ity position bad, firms will be more prone to 

enforce targets, notably by laying off people. 

We note that this choice is based on rational

istic considerations, that are not weIl sup

ported by evidence. The same holds for the 

1) The second alternative differs from the first 

in that failure to satisfy targets the first 

quarter does not raise targets for the suc

ceeding three quarters. 

2} See Eliasson (1974). 



3. 

introduction of explicit cyclical consider

ations. However, the purpose of this model is 

not only to imitate actual behaviour (this we 

want to do as weIl as we can) but also to learn 

how the economy behaves if behavioral specifi

cations are changed. 

Expectations functions (EXP-sector) 

Introduction 

Expectations are fix points on the basis of 

which the firm manipulates its parameters to 

find a solution that satisfies its targets ~ 

ante. We recognize two types of influences on 

the forming of anticipations. First and most 

important, expectations are assumed to be 

generated from internaI experience. Such gen

erating functions are labelled EXPI. We will 

apply throughout modified versions of the feed

back learning function formulated in Eliasson 

(1974 b, p. 79 ff) .1) Second we will allow 

exogenous influences to enter the forming of 

expectations in various ways. All such exogen

ous influences are denoted EXPX. 

l) 
Profits and Wage Determination, Research 

Report 11, Federation of Swedish Industries, 

Stockholm. 
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We introduce a generalized additive expec

tations function: 

EXP(G) = (l-R) x EXPI(e) + R x EXPX(e) 

O ~ R S l 

R is the factor that determines the relative 

importance of interna l and outside influences 

in the forming of expectations. In most in

stances it will be determined outside the model 

by ad hoc judgement. 

Example: Suppose e represents the relative 

change in the firm's product price. EXPI then 

transforms past internaI price experience into 

afuture predictor. EXPX in turn transforms 

externally available price information into a 

price forecast for the ~irm. Such externa l 

information may be gathered from other vari

ables, official forecasts, the general mood of 

the market and sentiment in the economy etc. 

In general we will apply the principle that the 

more consistent and persistent exogenous infor

mation the more likely that external signals 

dominate over internaI experience and the 

higher R. 

Since the two transformation functions EXPI and 

EXPX produce identically defined expectations 

by assumption, albeit with different numerical 

(8) 



any cyclical and other modifications. This is 

not realistic, but will be tried. 

A second alternative is to apply the same 

(annual) target for each quarter1 ) . There is 

evidence that schemes similar to these are 

opera ted in some weIL managed firms. 

A third step is to allow for cyclically vari

able targets (empirical evidence does not 

support such a device)2) or to allow for a 

cyclically variable enforcement procedure. 

We will experiment with a modification of the 

last alternative, name ly a cyclical target en

forcement modifier that depends on the liquid

ity position of the firm and long-term future 

prospects. If these are bad and/or the liquid

ity position bad, firms will be more prone to 

enforce targets, notably by laying off people. 

We note that this choice is based on rational

istic considerations, that are not weIL sup

ported by evidence. The same holds for the 

1) The difference between the first and the 

second alternative is that failure to satisfy 

targets the first quarter does not raise 

targets for the succeeding three quarters. 

2) See Eliasson (1974). 
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Long-term expectations are fed into the invest

ment-financing and growth decisions. The long

term internal expectations generator is assumed 

to be of a quadratic, feed back learning type: 

EXPI(e) :=A~EXPI(e)+(1-Å)~(e+«~(e-EXPI(e»+r~(e-EXPI(e»2) (9) 

O ~ A ~ l 

This formula applies to all expectations vari

ables that we are dealing with; for the time 

being prices (P), wages (W), sales (8) and 

interest rates (RI). The variables are normally 

defined in relative growth terms, and (9) then 

produces an estimate on the average, annual 

rate of change for the future period defined as 

"long-term". Expected change in e is a time

weighted (declining weights) average of past 

changes in e. To this factor is added (l) a 

fraction of a time-weighted average of past 

differences between actual and expected changes 

and (2) ~ fraction of the same time-weighted 

differences squared. 

). def ines the weighting system. A l. close to 

zero means a heavy dominance of today in the 

forming of expecta tions. The closer A is to l, 

the more important the pastl ) . 

l) The formula is identical to an exponentially 

declining weight system. 



~x(9- EXPI(9» is a correction factor 

for systematic mistakes in the past, 

also weighted in by A. 

2 . 
~x (9- EXPI(9) ) defines the effect of 

variation in expectational hits, irres

pective of which way mistakes go. A 

firm may operate in a completely 

erratic (random) environment to the 

ex tent that (9-EXPI(9» averaged over 

time is ~ O even though per iod ob

servations on the same variable may 

have very large absolute values. If so 

the mere uncertainty involved should 

suggest caution, if say a single, very 

large negative (9-EXPI(9» means 

something uncomfortable for the firm. 

Hence ~ should be negative while 

should be positive. 

The weighting system will be assumed to be 

identical between firms. Hence differences in 

expectations between firms depend solely on a 

different "variable-experience" and on the 

coefficients ~ and ~ in (9) and R, that may be 

said to signify the firm's learning response (~), 

the firm's attitude to uncertainty (~) and its 

degree of extroversion (R), respectively. 

Experimentation will start by using five years 

of historie experience to generate expectations. 
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Empirical evidence suggests that firms use 

quite crude transformations of past experience 

in their planning routines. It happens fre

quently that no business cycle is allowed to 

enter plans. A fully calibrated model will have 

to be as realistic as possible in this respect. 

For experimental purposes, however, it will 

always be of interest to ask how the economy 

behaves with and without such considerations in 

plans. And the model allows rather sophisticated 

expectations, moods and sentiments to be exper

imented with. Since we believe expectations to 

be an important motor in the economy we will 

allow for the possibility of entering quite 

complex devices already now. Until we know more 

about the importance of expectational mechan

isms, experimental "knowledge" will have to do. 

We know, furthermore, that executive decision 

makers are frequently subjected to information 

generated as in (l) and (2) or apply the same 

kind of calculation themselves, intuitively. 

Hence modifications related to the short run 

should most appropriately be entered as a 

separate short-term or cyclical modifier of 

long-term expectations. This is done by apply

ing a cyclical modifier to the internal expec

tations function EXp(e) in (9). 

EXPISHORT(S) = CYCLExEXPI(e) (10) 



CYCLE is a transformation function that spreads 

EXPI unevenly over a future period. It can be a 

simple sinus function or a more complex cyclical 

spectrum that is continuously updated during a 

simulation. (10) is not yet in the model program. 

Expectations tie in with the annual budget 

procedure. Operations planning in the model is 

on a shorter time basis, for the time being by 

quarter. Experience during the year, hence, is 

allowed to affect e.g. production planning 

through updated expectations. This is weIl in 

line with business practice. 

Updating implies agradual relaxing of annual 

expectations if di~proved by experience. The 

firm enters the first quarter expecting one 

quarter of expected annual change to be realized 

(no season assumed) _ For the three consecutive 

quarters this simple expectation is modified 

by: 

QEXP (9) = EXP (9) + W~ «Q~9) _ EXP (9) 
4 r 4 

Thus the realized quarterly deviation from 

expectations corrects next quarter initial 

expectation with a factor 0/- Obviously the 

within-year quarterly, adaptive expectations 

formula (Il) is analogous to the between-year 

expectations formula (9)_ 
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Sales expectations deserve special mention 

here, since we have modelled business practice 

to be to project expected market growth, assess 

the firm position in terms of its market share, 

project a preliminary sales plan and then to 

try it out step by step. This means a departure 

from conventionaI economic theorizing in so far 

as demand and supply (DS) curve analysis has very 

little relevance. It is the nature of this 

search that matters and DS curves are so tran

sient that we cannot catch them. 

Firms are assumed to begin their sales fore

casting by a market assessment based on EXPP. 

The total market is called MARK and each firm 

applies (9) to obtain a preliminary appreci

ation of market growth ExPIDMARK, assumed to be 

consistent with EXPP. This "harmonic l' assump

tion presumes no strategic market maneuvres by 

the firm and no expected strategic maneuvres on 

the part of other competing firms. In other 

words, if the firm enters the market with its 

offering price EXPP it also expects to maintain 

its previous market share ES and: 

EXPDS = EXPDMARK 

EXPS = EXP(ES x MARK) = ES x EXPMARK 



Later on we will try to build more fun into the 

model by introducing a trade off between offering 

prices EXPP and market shares ES. In doing so 

we have to establish a link over time between 

long-term planning and short-term operational 

planning. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER II 

PROOF OF ADDITIVE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION (l) 

Assume no taxes. l ) 

Cash flow identity 

TT dBW -_- I + dK2 
- RI % BW - DIV + dt dt (A) 

Definition of gross investment spending: 

INV (B) 

"""-11 = Operating profits (gross), inclusive 

of depreciation 

RI = Average rate of interest on net debt (=BW) 

Kl = Replacement value of production equip-

ment on which the depreciation rate (e) 

is applied to obtain depreciation 

(= e % Kl) 

Kl = The corresponding volume measure, ob-

tained by deflating Kl with the investment 

goods deflator P~ 

K2 = all other assets, same valuation 

NW = Net worth residually determined from: 

A _ Kl + K2 : BW + NW 

l) For an extension of the separately, additive 

targeting formulae (l) with taxes included see 

Eliasson: Business Economic Planning, (Wiley) 

1976, p.293ff. See also Eliasson: Two Papers 

on Planning and Efficiency, Economic research 

Repub B13, Federation of Swedish Industries -

Stockholm, October 1976. 
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Now reshuffle terms in (A) and insert in (B): 

dBW dKl dK2 
- DIV - dt + dt + dt 
~ 

dA 
dt 

From the definition of the nominal rate of return 

to net worth: 

0- t !Ii! Kl RI !Ii! BW + dP x Kl 
dBW - dt dt DIV BW + RRNW = = - --- % NW NW BW NW 

~ lo. 
-y 

dA 
dt x A 
A NW 

.....I 

9 dNW 
dt/NW 

(9 is dividend pay out rate) • 

Furthermore follows: 

dP 
dP dP 

RRNW = 
ITT'",' I _ fl :tK _ d t xK 

t.. l P 2 A 
A x NW 

PxK K 
RI*BW + dt • ____ l + dt 2 

ANW pA NW P*NW= 
~-----' 

RRN 

and 

dP 

RRNW = RRN x (l + BW) - RI x BW + dt x (l + BW) = 
NW NW P NW 

dW 
dt 

9 + W 

since N~ = l + ~ = l + 0/ 

(lf = leverage factor) 

Thus: 

RRNW RRN + (RRN + 
dP/ dP/ 

p d t _ RI) x 0/ + p d t 

dNv 
dt 

9 + NW 
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But: 

Tf S Kl 
RRN=SxA:- e. x

A 
'--.-' 

M 

dP K 
dNW S Kl dt ~ + (RRN _ RI)*<y 

'; ~~ + 9 = M " A -~ + ~ ~ 
L, 

A B c D 

QED 



Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

III. INVESTMENT-FINANCING - THE LONG RANGE PLANNING 

DECISlON (sophisticated version, not yet in 

program) 

l. Introduction 

A useful way to delimit the concept of a firm 

is to view it as a financial system (Eliasson 

(1976, p. 242 f)). Such an approach has a rich 

operational content. The entity so delimited 

tends to coincide with something that is 

usually larger than the judicial firm unit, 

something closer to the sovereignty domain of a 

Corporate Headquarter. We are principally 

concerned with the character and location of 

the mechanisms that regulate in- and outflows 

of funds or rather what makes it possible for a 

financial system to retain its funds and to 

attract new funds. With this approach we have 

to model the very complex decision machinery 

that ties together all the production - distri

buting and financing activities that go on. 

Complex decisions normally cannot be solved 

simultaneously. As a rule they have no unique 

solutions even at the application of infinite 

effort to screen all available information. 

Solutions are normally engineered by super

imposing a separation grid on the organization 

that delegates decision making under a master 

constraint. One propert y of most decision 

systems, hence, is that sub-decisions as a rule 
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are inconsistent when pieced together and based 

on different assumptions and information. The 

consequences of such illfitting machinery, 

however, are normally marginal in importance 

for the total organization, compared to the 

impact of other factors, or they are at least 

believed to be. 

As argued in the preceding chapter one typical 

dividing line runs between the long run and the 

short run and separates operational production 

management, concerned with M in (l), from 

decisions on investment financing matters. In 

firms this demarcation line is very clear both 

in terms of organizational separation and 

methods of handling problems. In fact the 

investment financing problem represents the 

typical CHQ function while production decisions 

are delegated to operational departments and 

not integrated sideways and upwards. The busi

ness system in the model will have this typical 

feature built into it. 

We have already introduced the master CHQ 

objective function and broken it down to match 

various organizational sub-departments. One 

such department is in charge of the long-

term financing function vested with CHQ and 

oriented towards securing a sufficient and 

stable flow of long-term finance. This is 

allocation of resources over time. Not necess----- ----
arily integrated with this function of course 

is the internal investment allocative (the "in-



vestment institute"} function concerned with 

horizontal trade offs at each point in time. 

Should investment funds be channelled into 

division X or Y. Since we are for the time 

being on ly concerned with a one product firm, 

allocation is only over time. l ) The investment 

financing sector also introduces the short term 

commercial banking function being concerned 

with short-term borrowing and investment ac

tivities (cash management) . 

Hence the investment financing block is built 

around the following four modules of behaviour: 

I. Long term - 5 years: 

Long-term profit target and growth 

plan generates 5 year externa l financing 

requirements (balance sheet - profit

ability criteria) 

II. One year, long-term borrowing decision: 

Long-term financing requirements from 

I, plus liquidity assessment and 

credit market appraisal manifest 

itself in next year long-term financing 

decision (final) 

l) But this is where allocation between firm 

units has to enter, should we decide later 

to expand the model. 
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III. Investment decision and cash management 

(quarter to quarter) 

IV. Realization phase: 

The firm enters each period (quarter) 

with a financial frame allotted for 

investment. This budget frame is 

compared with the proposed investment 

plan. And a compromise solution follows. 

Excess liquidity is then invested at 

the short-term deposit rate and needed 

short-term borrowing is assumed to be 

available at the going interest rate. 

II defines the actual liquidity position and it 

may seem surprising that the only leverage that 

the long term has on behaviour (in the model) 

is through this liquidity position. In fact 

this specification corresponds well with the 

typical practice to leave all investment de

cisions pending or subject to revision until 

the so called appropriations procedure, which 

is normally a quarterly or even more frequent 

affair. This specification corresponds well 

with typical firm practice of keeping as many 

hands free as long as possible rather than 

betting on a probable but not very likely 

future position (cf. Eliasson, (1976». 



2. 

We also have to recognize that we are working 

within an accounting framework model imitating 

CHQ planning. We have not modelled how long

term foresight affects R&D spending or the 

choice of investment projects etc. This is 

probably appropriate specification. CHQ screens 

projects or project groups from a budgetary 

point of view. It does not initiate projects or 

make technical choices. Neither have we mod

elled the bindings associated with large invest

ment projects that cannot be stopped once 

started. This is a misspecification. However, 

for normal analysis at the macro level this 

will be of marginal importance since revisions 

in plans seldom will be larger than allowed by 

such bindings. In fact, when dramatic events 

take place even large ventures in progress may 

be halted. 

Long term plans 

An initial sales projection is entered from the 

expectations block. Af ter application of simple 

sales-asset relationships a first, crude invest

ment plan is obtained. This plan is fed through 

the production system. Assuming normal, oper

ating (capacity utilization) rates, profit 

margins can be calculated and checked against 

targets. This procedure is somewhat backward 

compared to actual practice since investment 

plans, or rather requests, are normally pre-
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pared by opera ting departments on the basis of 

sales plans. It is quite possib1e to generate 

investment requirements direct1y out of the 

production system the way it is actua11y done , 

but considering the comp1exity of the pro

duction and investment financing system together 

it wou1d be technica11y very awkward and hard1y 

rewarding. We choose not to do so for the time 

being and the two approaches quite conceivab1y 

shou1d give approximate1y the same resu1ts. 

If M-targets are not satisfied, sales plans are 

reduced unti1 satisfaction is reached (in 

(3.9.4)). Dividends to be paid out next year are 

now decided on. 

In case we decide later on to split firms into 

a set of production units tied together with a 

CHQ financial function i this is the place where 

this function shou1d be. A horizontal M trade 

off acrOGS production units then has to be 

added to what we a1ready have. 

Next fo110ws a ba1ance sheet check. 

Maximum debt 1everage on the ba1ance sheet is 

current1y ca1cu1ated a10ng the lines of a 

Donaldson (1961) type earnings coverage criterion. 

Financial risks are assumed to be proportional 

to expected, excess cash outf10ws divided by 

net worth, proper ly va1ued in current prices 
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(calIed NW)l). Maximum leverage is then assumed 

to be a (linear) function of the nominal rate of 

return minus interest cost and calculated risk. 

We thus arrive at the MAX ~ factor in (4) which 

is formally derived in a supplement at the end 

of the chapter. 

Borrowing associated with the long-term growth 

plan derived earlier (in (3.9.4» is now checked 

against the MAX ~ criterion (in 7.1). Borrowing 

and sales growth are reduced (if necessary) 

until a state of satisfaction is attained. We 

now have the long-term plan. 

We can now calculate (in 17) total externa l 

finance needed to clear the long-term growth 

plan finally established. 

The one year, long-term borrowing decision 

External finance, expected to be needed, is now 

desired to be of a long-term quality. How much 

of needed externa l funds for the next long-term 

period (from now to H) that should be borrowed 

long-term next year depends on the current credit 

l) NOTE, however, that NW is not market valued. 

Expected, future profits should not affect 

the valuation! NW is residually calculated in 

a balance sheet where assets are valued at 

replacement costs. See table III:C. 
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market situation. (Note that the profit side of 

the long-term growth plan has already been 

checked and cleared in the previous step.) 

We simply assume how much of expected long

term funds to be acquired next year to be 

determined by the current difference between 

the long-term and the short-term borrowing rate 

(11.1). If this formula gives less long-term 

borrowing next year than the needed total for 

the year the difference is made up for by 

short-term borrowing up to planned requirements. 

External funds are now acquired and added to 

LIQ. For the time being we simply spread the 

new cash evenly over the year. 

There is one aberration from this straight 

forward procedure that has not been modelled 

yet. It involves an interface with targeting 

(annual targeting, quarterly targeting or even 

quarterly target enforcement). (See 15). Since 

this block already has got two full search 

processes there is no hurryadding this third 

complication. In fact there will be a device 

that allows us to shut off one, two or all 

three complications in experiments where their 

presence is not important. 

The added device is a target modifier that 

allows two responses. First, adeliberate 
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internal, cyclical stabilizing of production 

should be allowed for, through production for 

inventories, the hoarding of labour and a 

contracyclical timing of investments. This 

means absorbing more of the cyclical variation 

internally by accepting larger cyclical swings 

in profits. A higher average (long term) profit 

level should be an expected consequence and the 

liquidity position plays a crucial role for the 

financial capacity to take the higher short

term risks. 

Second, unforeseen events or strong cyclical 

swings in profits cannot reasonably mean that 

average "feed back" profit targets are rigidly 

maintained each quarter. Here again the size of 

the liquidity buffer can be substituted for a 

deliberate cyclical timing of targets. 

The investment decision 

The first step in the investment decision 

process occurs in the form of a calculated 

investment budget constraint. This budget 

constraint is contingent upon expected cash 

inflows less outflows and the allowed change in 

LIQ. 

Second, current capital catego~ies are regarded 

as mandatory investment both in the plan and in 

the actual realization of plans. In order to 
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sell, firms have to follow market practice in 

trade credit extensions. Hence CHK2{OTHER) in 

Table III:C depends more or less directly on 

CHS. Liquidity (LIQ) is a prime concern in 

financial risk management and provision for a 

LIQ buffer takes priority over investment. The 

same holds for purchasing and intermediate 

stockbuilding needed to keep production and 

sales going. A problem arises when we want to 

introduce speculative stock accumulation and 

decurnulation for raw materials and intermediate 

goods (chapter VIII). We believe it to be re

alistic to assume that the expected capita l 

gains involved are so large as to make such 

stockbuilding take priority over INV. Hence the 

calculated investrnent budget constraint (INVF 

in 17.3) has to be reduced by the cash require

ments from such extra st0ck accumulation. 

Third (17.2), next period (quarter) planned or 

desired investment spending from the long rang e 

plan is entered, the smallest of planned invest

ment and the revised budget frame constitutes 

the final investrnent decision for the periodl) • 

This is a final decision and QINV so determined 

enters capital goods markets next period (quar

ter) as final money demand. 

l) Even though in reality it is not. See 

Eliasson (1976, p. 128ff). 



We believe that a better alternative specifi

cation wou1d be to have the quarter1y invest

ment plan derived from the 10ng-run plan, first 

adjusted downward for the presence of excess, 

unused capacity on the equipment side. The 

specification of such an alternative has been 

entered in the pseudocode as (17.4). 

With the specifications now entered in the 

investment financing block we have made the 

size of the firm entity dependent upon its 

interna1 generation of cash f10ws (read prof

itabi1ity) and its willingness to acquire new 

externa1 funds. 

This willingness in turn depends on expected 

long-term profitability over and above the cost 

for externa 1 finance (the rate of interest) 

af ter consideration of financial risks. Long

term expected profitability in turn, again, 

depends on the expected productivity properties 

of new investrnent and how this higher qua1ity 

investment combines with the existing pro

duction systern and expected prices and wages. 

Short-term disturbances (mistaken and revised 

expectations) affect the rate with which this 

growth plan is rea1ized. 

There is a1ways the possibi1ity that returns to 

pure financial investments may be so high as to 
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make it more profitable for the firm unit to 

invest its interna l cash flow outside itself. 

This alternative is only allowed in the model -

as it is now specified - as a reduction in 

its propensity to borrow long-term (which may 

become negative) and indirectly in so far as a 

bad profit performance may mean a deteriorating 

cash position and a need to keep more liquidity 

invested short-term in the credit market. 

We have not tried to model the typical feature 

of large business firms to transform themselves 

gradually into investment companies and commer

cial banks as weIl as being master planners of 

a set of production and distribution units (3ee 

Eliasson (1976, Ch VII)}. 

One would perhaps like to see the choice between 

internaI plow-backs of profits versus investing 

them in the credit market at higher returns 

(for sorre companies) explicit in the model. I 

suggest, however, that we leave out that 

alternative for the time being. The reason is 

that firms simply do not plan their operations 

that way. One of the reasons for this seemingly 

unrationaI behaviour probably is the corporate 

taxation system. A reduction in interna l profit

ability requirements (compared with direct 

financial investments) is normally associated 

with tax systems in industrial countries due to 

the tax leakage that occurs when funds are 

distributed as dividends. Furthermore, fiscal 



depreciation allowances that are faster than 

economically motivated exercise the same cash 

containing influence on firm management as weIl 

as stock owners, who prefer to get their money 

back as capital gains (from successful invest

ments) in share prices that are taxed at a 

lower capital gains rate. 
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Financing accounts and nomenclature 

Table III:A Profit and loss statement 

Sales (S = P x S) 

- Purchases l ) (PZ x Z) 

- Wages and 

Salaries (W * L) 

= Opera ting 

Profits (M x S) 

+ Interest Income 
(RIlxLIQ) 

= Gross profits 

+ Capital Gains 

a) Inventories (realized) 

b) Inventories (not real
ized) 

c) Other equipment etc 
(= Kl x DP (DUR) ) 

TOTAL PROFITS 

x 
+ Interest charges (RI2xBW) 

+ Depreciation charges (RHOxKl) 

+ Net profits 

= Gross profits 

+ Capital Gains 

= TOTAL PROFITS 

,----------------------------~------------------------------~ 

l) When more than one input category is involved 

we interpret (PZxZ) as avector product. 



Table III:B Cash flows 

Inflows 

Gross profits 

(M~S + RISl~LIQ) 

New Borrowing 

(CHBW + RAM~BW(LAG) 

(Equity Financing) 

TOTAL INFLOWS 
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Outflows 

a) Interest (RI~BW) 

b) Amortization (RAM!tBW) 

c) Dividends (DIV) 

d) Taxes (T) 

e) Change in inventories net 

of unrealized capital gains 

f) Change in liquidity (CHLIQ) 

g) Change in accounts 

receivable etc 

h) INV 

= TOTAL OUTFLOWS 
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Table III:C Balance sheet 

Assets Liabilities --- ------

MACHINERY Long-term borrowing (BWL) 

ETC (Kl) Short-term borrowing (BWS) 

INVENTORIES (K2(STOV)=K2l) Net worth (NW) 

(a) in official balance sheet 

CASH etc (K2(LIQ)=K22) (b) tax credit (potential tax) 

OTHER (K2(OTHER)=K23)X) (c) net of potential tax 
but tucked away. 

Total assets (A) = A 

x) Mainly trade credit extensions. 



D. Updating of balance sheet 

(Dl) Kl:=K1(1+DP(DUR)-RHO)+INV 

(D2) K2=STOV+LIQ+OTHER=K21+K22+K23 

(D3) K1+K2=A 

(D4) K2:=K2+CHSTOV+CHLIQ+CHOTHER 

(D5) CHOTHER=l:~ ~ CHS (trade credit extensions net) 
~ 

(D6) d. =S/A 

(D7) P =K1/A 

=)/ 

~(1-~)=K2/A and K2 = l-P. ~ S 
()( 

Note: ~ and r may vary over time. Since all 

account tab1es III:A, B, C will be 

updated each period, past period ~ and ~ 

can a1ways be ca1cu1ated and used for 

next period projections. This seems to 

be a practice of ten fo11owed in firm 

interna1 p1anning a1though at a much 

more detailed level. See Eliasson 

( 197 6, CH. 6. 1 .) . 

(D8) CHSTOV:=DP~STOVF+CHSTOF~P 

Note: 

+DPZ~STOVZ+CHSTOZ~PZ 

STO stands for volume of inventories 

(See Block X) 

STOV stands for va1ue of inventories 

(STO x price index) 

F stands for finished goods 
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Z for all intermediate goods (purchases) 

(Cf. Chapter VIII. Note the variation 

in nomenclature.) 

(D9) CHLIQ=MxS+RISxLIQ-INV-

(DIO) 

(Dll) 

- ~xCHS-CHSTOFxP 

-CHSTOZxPZ-RlxBW-DIV+CHBW 

(cash flow identity) 

CHBW:=INV+CHLIQ+CHSTOFXP+CHSTOZXPZ+l~~XCHS+RI~BW+DIV 

-M~S-RISlxLIQ 

(cash flow identity. Same as D9.) 

Updating of INVEFF to be used in 

Block 4 (4.1.3) to update production 

possibility frontier: 

INVEFF:=SjKl 



SUPPLEMENT A: 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF INVESTMENT-FINANCING 

BLOCK (Sophisticated version, not yet in pseudo 

code or program) 
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1.1 EXPL(DS):=d'~ EXPL(DS) + (1-6') !k DS (from EXP block) 

1.2 DA:= DS 

1.3 DKl:= DA 

2. INV/Kl := DKl-DP(DUR) + RHO (Definition) 

3.1 Calculate from 1.3 

Kl year by year to horizon (=H) 

3.2 Enter EXPLDP(DUR) from EXP bl~ck and RHO 

from block 4 (exogenous) 

3.3 Calculate INV year by year to H from (2). 

Note: We choose to obtain the "trial" 

INV paths this way rather than 

feeding the preliminary EXPL(DS} 

etc into the production block to 

derive (indirectly) investment 

requirements. Cf. discussion in 

text on calculation of INV from 

balance sheet rather than through 

production system. 

3.4 Enter QFR(L} with last period L from (4.01) 

Enter NU = normal expected long-term 

capacity utilization ratel) 

l) Either by assumption or average of past, say, 

5 years. 
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Calculate NUxQFR(L) 

Assume no change in L and that DTEC=DQTOP 

3.5 Enter INV from 3.3 

3.6.1 

3.6.2 

Quarterlize INV. Deflate by EXPLDP(DUR). 

Enter in (4.1.3) 

Ca~culate DQTOPl each year to H 

D(NU~QFR(L» :=DQTOPl 

Calculate 

NU~QFR(L) on Horizon year (L same as now) 

3.7 On H 

3.8 

3.9.1 

3.9.2 

M:= (EXPLP~NUxQFR(L) - EXPLWxL)/(EXPLP~NU~QFR(L» 

(Same formula as (3) in Chapter II). 

Compare M with TARGLM 

Check for SAT 

from Block l 

Note: If we dec ide later to split 

the firm into a set of pro

duction units held together 

by a financial function, this 

is the place to do it 

If SAT go to (3.9.4) 

If not SAT 

lower EXPL(DS) with X percentage points 

and repeat from (1.2) until SAT 

4.1 EXPRIL:=EXOGENOUS 

EXPRIS:=EXOGENOUS 

4.2 enter EXPLDS from (1.1) (or final value), 

EXPLDP(DUR) from (3.2) and M from (3.7) 

in (4) to obtain MAX r. 
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4.3 Calculate 

MAX ~ := 

A~(l+RISCO)XM~~-(RHO~~+RI-DPDUR)-RISCO~(l-~)~DS)+B 
:= 

(l+A~RISCO~(l+RAM+(l-~)~DS-~~M) 

(See derivation in supplement B.) 

(5. Enter business cycle in S and calculate 

consequences for M and INV in H year plan. 

Note: Rate of capacity utilization has 

to enter as determinant of 

quarter to quarter INV) 

5.1 Calculate CHDLIQ:=LIQD-LIQ from (13) 

5.2 Calculate for next year: 

CHBW:= (INV+l-P~CHS+RI~BW(LAG)-M~S+DIV+CHDLIQ)/(l-RI) 
~ 

5.3 and then for following years making CHDLIQ:=CHLIQ 

5.4 DIV := e~NW(LAG) 

e:= EXOGENOUS. 

Note: that LAG refers to the previous 

year. DIV adds up with total income 

in household sector. 

6.1 Calculate 

NW:= ~(M~S-INV-l~~XCHS-RI~BW(LAG}-CHBWX(l-RI}) 

Note: Formula (6.l) is identical to 

(5.2) except that NW has been 

lagged one period reflecting 

the fact that dividends are 

normally calculated on profits 

realized some period before. 

When NW is measured for the 

current period (5.2) is a book 

identity and in {6} we have 

simply solved for NW 
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6.2 Calculate 

BW:= BW + CHBW 

6.3 Calculate 

r = Bw/NW 

7.1 CHECK for each year 

(Alternative 

IF SAT go to (10) 

IF NON SAT 

Check for (7.1) only year H). 

take away as much net 

borrowing as needed (no 

more) to satis f y <fl -target 

each year 

7.2 Add up reduction in CHBW each year O to H 

and divide by H to obtain annual average: =X 

7.3 Reduce EXPL(DS) with the help of Zormula: 

7.4 

{

'Reduction (in percentage.} 
points) of planned long 
term annual growth rate 
in SI) 

Reduce INVIKl by: 

X (I-RI) 
:=Y=(S(LAG) 

fReduction in investment Jl.- (?> 
LValue planned per year .- ~ * y * S(LAG) 

7.5 CHBW: = CHBW - X for each year 

Note: CHBW so calculated for first 

year defines maximum borrowing 

allowed for next year (long 

and short term) under normal 

circumstances 

l) (7.3) a.nd (7.4) are derived from (5.2). When CHBW is 

reduced as in (7) on ly INVand CHS are affected. 

Since CHKl= ~ * CHS we obtain (7.3). 

To obtain (7.4) we use (2). A reduction in 

CHS leaves DP(DUR) and RHO unchanged. Hence (7.4). 



8. 

(9. 

la. 

11.1 

We now have the long-term (H-year) plan + 

annual budget (by quarter): 

INV from (7.4) and (2) 

Kl dito 

DS from (7.3) 

DA from (1.2) 

DBW from (7.5) and so on. 

Quarterlize INV as in (3.5) and whatever 

else that is needed by quarter. 

(Tentative). Enter business cycle in long 

term S by applying the factor CYCLE in 

(la) in chapter II. 

Calculate consequences for M and INV and 

LIQ (see later) in H-year plan. We then 

have to en ter the rate of capacity util

ization as determinant of quarter to 

quarter DN) 

One year, long-term borrowing decision 

Add CHBW in (9) for all years O to H 

ADD(H) CHBW: = y (= total borrowing, new, 

long term) 

Note: y is expressed in expected 

current prices each year. 

Calculate long-term borrowing for 

year irnrnediately ahead as: 

CHBWL. = ! (l + V * (RIS - RIL» 
. H O RIL 
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11.2 

Note: There is the possibility of 

making RIL firm-local and 

dependent upon firm if. RIS 

is short-term interest rate 

and RIL long-term interest 

rate. 

If CHBWL in (11.1) for first year is 

smaller than CHBW in (9) make up for 

difference by borrowing short term 

(CHBLS) . 

12. Add one quarter of CHBW (total) to 

cash position beginning of each quarter 

and calculate EXPQLIQ from the long

term plan. 

Note: For the time being we use 

this simple device. 

13. Calculate desired LIQ as: 

LIQD = F(S expected excess) 
, cash outflow 

Note: Say, a linear relation. 

Excess cash outflow is de

fined as in the following 

supplement B, but for next year 

only. 

14. Calculate expected LIQE from (12) and 

expected cash outflow 

LIQE - LIQD 
LIQD 

defines the firm's short-term (next 



(15.) 

year) liquidity status as seen from 

within the firm. 

Short-term tar get modifier 

LIQE - LIQE 
LIQD 

LIQ - LIQD 
and/or LIQD (per quarter) 

determines the extent to which short

term operations M-targets are tempor

arily modified downwards because of 

unexpected or excessively strong 

profit influences. 

Such modifications also relate to 

specific decisions: 

Note: 

(a) production for inventories 

(b) hoarding of people 

(c) contracyclical timing of 

investment 

This tentative device is 

inserted to handle real life 

mechanisms. Firm management 

(I) may want to behave ration-

ally in the long run but 

dare s not because of a peril

ous LIQ position. 

(II) It may be rational to 

tak e drastic action but 

social and other consider

ations suggest otherwise. 

Hence, we have to make a 

distinction between firms 
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that deviate upwards and 

downwards from a normal or 

average M-trend. I consider 

this device empirically 

important. 

16. Calculate from (14) and (15) maximum 

contribution from LIQ next quarter as: 

CHLIQP: = LIQE - LIQD 

Note: CHLIQP may be negative. 

Investment decision 

17.1 Investment finance allocated next 

quarter (final decision): 

INVF: = M*QPLANS_l:PxQPLANCHS-(I+~1)XBW-DIV-CHLIQD 

Quarterlize INVF to QINVF. 

17.2 QPLANS is obtained from (4.3.10) in 

PROD planning block as: 

(17.3 

QPLANS: = QEXPP x (QPLANQ - OPTSTO + STO) 

Calculate from chapter VI planned 

intermediary inventory build up over 

and above quarter planned use. Call 

this CHTESS.) 

17.4 Enter QINV from (8). 

QINV: = MIN (QINV, QINVF-QCHTESS) 

Final decision. Repeat every quarter. 

17.5 Alternative: 

QINV: = MIN(QINVl, QINV2, QINVF-QCHTESS) 

QINVl = QINV2 = QINV in (8) 

under normal circumstances. However, when 

the rate of capacity utilization goes down 

below a certain level, the n QINV2 < QINVl. 



QQ 
Define (l - QQTOP)/NU = X 

QINV2 
and QINVl = y 

NU is entered from (3.4) 

For O < X ~ 1 Y = l 

For X > 1 Y = 1:.< 1 X 

(18. (Tentative.) Split QINV into various 

types of INV, depending upon whether 

they affect QTOP or TEC in production 

block. ) 

19. QINV from (17.4) enters as final money 

demand in capital goods marke~s. (Next 

period) . 

Market DP(DUR) determines volume QINV 

that updates production system. 

20.1 Residual LIQ invested currently (each 

quarter) at (RIS - XI) . 

XI: = Exogenous (difference 

between short-term borrowing 

and deposit rate and equal to 

profit margin in banking sys

tem) . 
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SUPPLEMENT B: 

DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM GEARING RATIO 

The global objective function of the corporation has 

been defined in formulae (l) in chapter II as: 

GOAL=DNw+e-DDEFL=(l+~}*(M*~-RHO*~+DPDUR*~)-Rlx~-DDEFL (1) 
• 

~ = BW/NW = gearing ratio or leverage 

e = DIV/NW = dividend pay out rate 

DEFL = chosen general price deflator e.g. CPI 

BW + NW = A 

ci. = S/A 

P = Kl/A 

Kl+K2 = A 

Thus (1- )=K2/A and K2 = l-~ x S 
eX. 

Define nominal (money) return to A as: 

RRN = Mx fl.. - RHO* ~ +DPDUR* f 

Define the risk rate associated with borrowing 

(as assessed by the firm) as: 

RISK=RISCO* EXPECTED EXCESS CASH OUTFLOW 
NW 

or more preciselyl) : 

l) The factor RISCO may be entered as a constant 

or be represented by the past variation in, 

say, M*S/NW. In the second version it can be 

updated currently. 

(2 ) 



RISK=RISCOx (RI+RAM)*B:;K2*CHS/S-M*S 

RISK is defined to be comparable to RRN or RI. 

RAM = rate of amortization on BW. 

We know that 

~2 ~ CHS*N~=(l-~)*(l+~)*DS=(l-~) * (l-~)*DS 

Thus: 
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(3 ) 

RISK=RISCO~(~*(RI+RAM+(1-0)*DS~*M)+(l-r)~DS-~*M) (3B) 

Assume: 

MAX ~ = A*(RRN-RI-RISK)+B ( 4 ) 

Then from (2) and (3B): 

MAX~:(l-A*RISCO*(RI+RAM+(l-~)*DS-~*M»= 

=A*«l+RISCO)*M*~-(RHO*~+RI-DPDUR)-RISCO*(l-~)*DS)+B (5) 

(5) is (4) in pseudo code on previous pages. QED. 
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SUPPLEMENT C: 

PROVISIONAL INVESTMENT FINANCING SECTOR 

(now in program ~ block la) 

This provisional I-F sector is designed to be 

used in a "slimmed" version of the model. The 

investment function that updates the production 

system is of a simple cashflow typel) : 

INV = M ~ S - RW x CHS + CHBW - RI x BW 

Investment is assumed to be equal to current 

(profit) cash inflow (M ~ S), plus net inflow 

of borrowed funds (CHBW), less mandatory 

financing of current assets (RW * CHS) and 

interest payments (RI x BW). The assumed 

mandatory claim on finRncial resources from 

short-term trade assets is assumed to be 

proportional (RW) to the change in sales 

value (CHS) which is a rough but nevertheless 

reasonable approximation2 ) . 

l) It is also a simplified version of my "capital 

budgeting theory of investment". See p. 3lff 

in The Credit Market, Investment Planning 

and Monetary Theory, Uppsala 1969. 

2) RW is in the neighbourhood of -0.3 and has 

been fairly stable over time. See Eliasson 

ap. cit. p. 57. 

(l) 



INV is determined end of each quarter by the 

data set of the same quarter. It affects the 

production system the next quarter. 

Determination of the rate of borrowing (CHBW) 

The borrowing decision is assumed to originate 

in a trade-off between the nominal expected 

return on total assets (RRN) and the rate of 

interest (Rl). By definition: 

Kl + working capital stock = NW + BW 

Kl = The "value" of production equipment 

NW = net worth of firm, residua11y estimated 

from ba1ance sheet, where all assets are 

va1ued at reproduction costs. 

Define the stock of current assets as1 ) : 

K2 = RW * S 

and total assets (see table) as: 

A = Kl + K2 = BW + NW 

Define the real rate of return on total assets 

(RR) as: 

RR = M * S - RHC ~ (1 + DP) ~ Kl 
A 

1) Note that we de1iberate1y misspecify here, 

since K2 inc1udes finished goods inventories. 

lOS 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 
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RHO = rate of depreciation on production 

equipment. Same rate as in pro

duction system. 

DP(DUR) = rate of change in capital goods 

price index. Endogenously determined 

elsewhere in model. 

By definition also: 

Kl:= Kl X (l - RHO + DP) + INV x (l - RHO) 

Assume that the rate of net borrowing is lin

early dependent on the difference between the 

nominal return to total assets (RRN = RR + DP) 

and the nominal interest rate (long term) . 

Thus: 

DBW = ALFA + BETA x (RR + DP - RI) 

ALFA > O 

BETA> O 

RI(LONS) = Long-term interest rate. 

And so: 

INV=MxS-RWxCHS-RlxBW+(ALFA+BETAx(RR+DP-RI»xBW 

(8) is assumed to apply each quarter. Updating 

of Kl is by (6) and working capital stock and 

BW by the generating formulae (3) and (7). We 

can then generate a rough balance sheet of each 

firm each quarter and calculate NW residually 

as indicated: 

( 6) 

(7 ) 

(8) 



Kl 

K2 

A = SUM = 

Debt 

NW (residually determined) 

BW 

= SUM = A 
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Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

IV. PRODUCTION PLANNING AND LABOUR DEMAND 

l. Introduction 

This model block describes the firm production 

system and the choice sequences that finally 

lead to a preliminary production plan and a 

labour recruitment plan. 

The production system of the firm is assumed to 

be fully described by four sets of data: 

l) A function determining maximum 

possible output each period for each 

level of employment, the "production 

possibility frontier", if one so 

likes (potential). 

2) A function that determines how this 

function shifts in response to invest

ment (time change) . 

3) A set of measures of the distance 

between actual production and maximum 

possible production (position). 

4) A description of HOW the firm ap

proaches or retreats from the pro

duction possibility frontier within 

each period. (Search.) 



The production possibility frontier QFR(L) is 

described by instructions (l) belowas a 

function of labour inputl). 

Analytically it is very similar to a conven

tional production function, except that we do 

not allow aggregate capital stock volume or a 

corresponding capita l services measure to 

enter. Rather, a vector of performance coef

ficients has been substituted for capital. 

Together with the level of output, called Q, 

this vector determines productivity each 

period. The distance between actual production 

and what is technically feasible, under various 

conditions, is determined endogenously in the 

model. We call this "search for profit target 

satisfaction" within the production system. 

This search process makes average firm pro

ductivity endogenous. It is technically rather 

involved and is specified by the set of in

structions (4.3) in the pseudocode. 

The production possibility frontier is gradu

ally shifted from period to period due to 

investment spending. Investment spending is 

determined in the long-term investment financing 

l) We have not yet settled for a definite 

reference system. Consequetive numbers refer 

to equations in this chapter. More complex 

numbers with a 4 and a dot and one er more 

figures refer directly into the pseudocode. 
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section (chapter III). New investment is 

characterized by higher performance (productivity) 

rates (called MTEC) than average potential 

productivity (TEC). New investment affects 

(potential) productivity in proportion to new 

potential capacity added, net of depreciation. 

MTEC is entered exogenously by assumption. 

The shifting of the production possibility 

frontier each quarter is described in instruc

tion set (4.1) in pseudo-code. 

It is partlya semantic, partlyareal question 

whether we have "disembodied" or "embodied" 

technological change in our specifications. The 

breaking in of a production system (read a 

factory) is usually a long winding thing that 

takes years. Part of this postponed productivity 

growth source we pick up by the creation of 

slack that is later activated (see below) - but 

not all. We also know that strategic investments 

or reorganizations (not necessarily involving 

the spending of large sums) of ten boosts overall 

productivity substantially. The model - as it 

stands - is not capable of telling how this 

takes place. New technologies are mixed with 

old and stirred well. The outcome is a shift in 

the average (Q, L) curve called QFR(L) in the 

diagrams and MTEC can of course always be 

manipulated exogenously so that we get the (Q, 

L) numbers right. We plan later to introduce a 



distinction between capacity augmenting and 

productivity augmenting investments. Perhaps 

the embodiness problem can be better handled 

then. 

Two resource utilization rates are introduced; 

one that measures the potential increase in 

production due to an increase in the utilization 

of unused but "employed" labour (step l to 2 in 

diagram IV:l) and one that measures the extent 

of unused equipment capacity on top of unused 

labour by a conventionai definition (step 2' to 

3'). The two utilization rates added (the 

distance l' to 3') correspond to a conventionai 

rate of (equipment) capacity utilization measure, 

expressed, however, in terms of added output. 

To operate the model, positional start up data 

on these utilization rates are needed. Such 

data for the 250 largest Swedish firms were 

collected for the first time in the 1975 

planning survey of the Federation of Swedish 

Industriesi) . 

During simulations the utilization rates are 

endogenously determined and updated from quarter 

to quarter by changing production plans (search) 

and investment as described by diagrams IV:2-4. 

An extra feature has been added to the pro

duction system, namely the possibility to 

activate "structural" or "reserve slack" (read 

l) Virin op.cit. 1976. 
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productivity) called RES in diagrams, when 

particular management pressure is exercised. 

This occurs when firms have difficulties in 

satisfying their profit targets. A necessary 

complement to this feature is to explain how 

such reserve slack accumulates within the firm. 

This accumulation is part of the investment 

process in so far as that we assume that part 

of the productivity potential of new investment 

is not made full use of. "Wasted" productivity 

is potentially there in the form of a reserve, 

but up to a limit, above which it becomes true 

waste for good. Firms that are successful for a 

long time and never have to resort to slack 

activation, hence, tend to accumulate slack in 

the production system and waste potential 

productivity. On the other hand competitive 

pressure and frequent target non-satisfaction 

tend to keep this waste at a minimum and RES 

below the maximum allowed. This, however, does 

not necessarily have to be a healthy thing in 

the long run, since investment spending may be 

affected negatively. Thus the model contains a 

continuous balancing of the benefits from 

competition in terms of sta tic productivity 

increases and the benefits of profitability in 

terms of happy firm managers that invest optimis

tically for future growth. 

The presence of various forms of slack within 

(firm) organizations has been assumed in much 
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theorizing during the last two decades (Simon, 

March, etc) and strong evidence on its presenee 

in a quite well defined sense can be presented 

(Eliasson (1976». This only codifies the 

principle that when organizations are having an 

easy time the efficiency in utilization of 

resources gradually decreases and/or facilities 

and functions, not necessary for or even in

jurious to current operations, are instituted -

and vice versa when the firm is experiencing 

difficulties. 

Both resource utilization rates and "reserve 

slack" are what we have called slack variables 

that are activated according to a predetermined 

sequence as the firm plans to increase its 

level of production each period. Unused labour 

capacity is first put to use. Further increases 

require the hiring of additional labour to man 

unused equipment capacity. Additional increases 

tn output in the short run (each quarter) means 

crowding of production facilities and/or putting 

relatively low performance equipment into 

production and, hence, lower returns in terms 

of output. 

Production possibility frontier 

Somewhat simplified (cf. specifications Block 

(4.0.1) in pseudoeode) the production function 

or production frontier (QFR) has the following 

specification: 
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QFR=(l-RES)%QTOP%(l-e-'~L) 

This is the static (each period) iQ, LJ relation

ship. No capital stock measure is needed. In

vestment affects the output potential through 

updating of QTOP and y (see below). QTOP rep

resents maximum possible output at the application 

of infinite labour and the activation of the 

entire slack potential called RES. 

The functional form of QFR (shown in Diagram 

IV.l) has the conventionai mathematical prop-

ert y of declining marginal output when ex

panding labour input along the curve. Furthermore: 

dQFR(L) = (l-RES) x QTOP % v % e-t%L 
dL " 

and: 

dQFR(O) = (l-RES) x QTOP % v 
dL [) 

If we define: 

TEC = if % QTOP 

we have: 

dQFR(O) = (l-RES) % TEC 
dL 

and (l-RES)%TEC measures labour productivity of 

the last piece of equipment to go out of busi

ness as the firm contracts operations along QFR. 

(l) 

(lB) 

(lC) 

(ID) 

(lE) 



Expansion of output along QFR on the other hand 

clearly yields a declining marginal contribution 

for each additional input of labour and, hence, 

a declining average productivity QFR/L. This 

gives a desirable convexity to the production 

system. Performance (productivity, profit

margins) will improve as labour is discarded 

and better and better equipment (on the average) 

will be put to use as this contraction goes on. 

Equipment is updated by investment (see below) 

from the origo end. The specification of QFR(L), 

hence, embodies both technology (productivity) 

vintages and the order by which these vintages 

are activated in and combined with L or taken 

out of production. As a consequence the de

creasing marginal output of adding more people 

(L) to an existinq production apparatus (we 

call it flcrowdingli) is automatically taken care 

of. Since we feel no need or urge to study or 

explain how this combination takes place we can 

use this very convenient formulation. 

Each period, each firm is described by its 

QFR(L) and its current operating status some

where inside QFR(L), say, point l in Diagram 

IV:l. The vertical distance l to 2 measures 

redundant labour in terms of the potential 

increase in output the firm is capable of 

without adding to its labour force. The verti

cal distance 2 to 3 (to QTOPx(l-RES» measures 
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the maximum, ultimate extra increase in output 

that the firm is capable of by hiring additional 

labour but (NB!) without activating any slack. 

QTOP~(l-RES) is of course out of reach being by 

definition the asymptot towards which QFR 

converges when more L is applied. Distance l to 

3 along the vertical scale can be said to 

define unused equipment capacity. 

From 1975 estimates on l to 2 and 2 to 3' are 

collected from individual firms within the 

annual planning surveys of the Federation of 

Swedish Industries. In fact this research 

project has guided the formulation of the 

questions asked and the response rate has been 

surprisingly high considering the complexity of 

the questions l ) • 

The reason for the high response rate most 

probably is that questions have been phrased in 

a format that corresponds weIl to thinking and 

p1anning routines within large firms. 

The question relating to the distance l to 2 is 

quite straight forward and need not be commented 

on, except, of course, that the questioning tech

nique is new and the assessment of the quaiity of 

data will have to await further experience. To 

measure the distance from 2 to 3' is more compli

cated since QTOP~(l-RES) is by definition outside 

l) 87 percent of the number of firms surveyed. 

See Virin: Industrins utveckling 1974-76 

enligt Industriförbundets Planenkät, special 

study D. Industrikonjunkturen, spring 1976. 



the economical operating range. Instead firms 

have been asked to estimate maximum, economical 

output under favourable business cycle con

ditions, say point 3'. Let us assume that they 

tell us the point where expected marginal value 

product equals the expected wage. We will not 

know and there is no need to l ). Hence, the 

opera ting rate estimates we obtain for pos

itioning of firms are rather l' to 2' (= l to 

2) and 2' to 3' along the vertical scale. We 

will call them A2l and A22 respectively. 

Besides the positioning of firms within QFR 

these data (NB!) also provide what is needed to 

approximate the numerical form of QFR(L) . 

Since point 3' on the vertical scale is assumed 

to approximate (l-RES) QTOP in (1)2) and since 

l) dQFR(L) 
i.e. where EXP(P) ~ dL = EXP(W). Let us 

note, that if we believe in our EXP's as rep

resentative for firm EXP's this equation should 

hold if marginal conditions hold. The deriva

tive is immediately available, since we have 

QFR specified. 

2) Firms do not "recognize any Q" larger than Q 

in 3' as economical. Hence, there will be a 

kink in QFR that makes dQFR/dL = O beyond L 

in 3'. 
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lQFR(L), L~ in 2 is known from the survey, (l) 

can be solved numerically for y. Knowledge of L 

in 3' can then be used to check whether firms 

have delivered consistent datal) • I see no way 

of obtaining an estimate on RES (and hence 

QTOP) except by a priori assumption2 ) . 

The whole idea about the reserve slack variable 

RES is that firms do not know themselves about 

its exact magnitude. CHQ applies top-down 

pressure when targets are not satisfied. CHQ 

knows that the reserve is there. Lower level 

management who knows HOW are forced to activate 

it. From this position, which is empirically 

sound (see Eliasson (1976 p 234-239», we should 

not attempt any further direct measurement by 

questioning firms on RES for the very reason 

that they cannot prov ide better information 

than our guesses. 

Updating QFR(L) 

Updating of potential output change by a firm 

can be separated into two sets of instructions; 

(l) updating of QFR(L) and (2) updating of the 

positional description of the firma Both steps 

take place each period (quarter). 

l) In 1975 L data for the point 3 were not asked 

for. 

2) Af ter this positional assumption has been 

entered, however, RES is endogenously updated 

by the model. See instructions (4.1.3) through 

(4.1.6) in pseudo code. 



Since capital stock does not enter the pro

duction system explicitly, the "coefficients" 

are updated instead by investment (INV). INV is 

determined separately as described in the 

Investment-Financing section in chapter III. 

New investment originates there each quarter 

and affects TEe, QTOP and RES. At the same time 

(or rather before) old equipment is depreciated 

by writing off potential output in a fashion 

that preserves the vintage and ordering combi

nation described earlier. 

First, old output capacity is written off at 

the rate RHO (see 4.1.2 in pseudo code) which 

(ceteris paribus and no new INV) bends the 

QFR(L) curve in Diagram IV:2 downwards. Second, 

new INV enters (4.1.3) with a new and superior 

productivity specification MTEC that is exogen

ous1y determined (see 4.1.1). The current 

investment value INV is transformed into current 

output value by the ratio between value added 

and replacement va1ued production capital (Kl). 

This ratio is current1y updated in INV-FIN 

section (chapter III). This is current procedure 

in firm planning routines. It a110ws firms, and 

us, to avoid to introduce the conspicious 

concept of a capital stock directly in the 

production context. Since the tranformation 

ratio, ca11ed INVEFF (see 4.1.3) is always 

there the replacement va1ue of production 

equipment is implicitly there as weIl and can 
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imrnediate1y be ca1cu1ated1 ), however, not the 

vo1ume of capital stock, which is the concept 

we want to avoid. 

The numerica1 estimation of INVEFF is somewhat 

arbitrary. For the time being we simp1y esti

mate the average ratio from balance sheet data 

and update the ratio from period to period. 

The nice thing, however, is that time will 

provide us with a more satisfactory set of data 

that links investment spending and ~ pro

duction function directly. From the planning 

Surveys of the Federation of Swedish Industries 

we will get a time series of the utilization 

rates A21 and A22 and investment spending INV 

for individual firms. This should allow us to 

estimate the relationships between INVand QTOP 

and ~ change in (l) directly. 
~ 

A fraction (called LOSS in (4.1.3)) of the new 

output potential added by investment is imrnedi

ately sidestepped into the reserve slack (RES) 

potential that accumulates up to a maximum value 

(RESMAX in (4.1.2)). Beyond RESMAX the LOSS 

fraction evaporates and becomes waste (see 

4.1.6). This determines the change in QTOP (in 

l) It also enters each quarter in the balance 

sheet, table III:C in chapter III. 



4.1.3) and MTEC now boosts TEC in proportion to 

new QTOP in (4.1.7)1). 

As for the change in position of the firm when 

passing the period line (N.B. NO decision on 

the part of the firm is involved) two things 

have to be considered. There is an automatic 

retirement rate which means a reduction in L 

i.e. less redundant labour and/or a movement 

'along QFR towards origo. As described elsewhere 

the new delay lay-off rules in Sweden (called 

the Aman laws) are explicit in the mode1 2 ) . 

Period change means a reshuffling in this 

vector in the sense that redundant labour is 

either employed in production or comes closer 

to being actually fired. (See 4.1.0 and para

graph 6 in next chapter.) Note, however, that 

firing only takes place when profit-targeting 

requirements are not satisfied. 

The absence of physical capital stock in the 

production system may cause both distrust and 

distress among some readers. It is possible that 

l) Note that a harmonic average has bean used. 

2) Experiments can be run with and without these 

"laws". One set of such experiments are re

ported in Eliasson (1976 b). 
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we have made things more difficult for our

selves than is needed. 

Literature offers a menu of stereotype devices 

to solve our specification problem through a 

production function, where aggregate production 

capital enters explicitly. We would prefer, 

however, to avoid this type of specification 

for two reasons. First, certain features, that 

I would like to see in the total modelon the 

monetary side, most probably will not agree 

with the presence of a "physical" production 

function with aggregate capital explicit. 

Second, the programmatic approach already taken 

on the production side is both somewhat novel 

and more realistic and hence a more desirable 

specification, that we would like to retain. 

Besides we can very nlcely bypass a perennial 

controversy in economics. At the same time we 

land in a new controversy, that, however, to us 

seems both more meaningful and capable of 

constructive results. We have to specify the 

production system numerically firm by firm. 

Even though we know that the information is 

available within each firm, it will be diffi

cult to obtain these data by conventional 

econometric or other measurement techniques. 

The alternative and possible method will be to 

proceed by trial and error, to learn from 

experimenting with the model and checking 

against available statistics and to be content 
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with the know1edge that we will never know the 

"truth" of the individua1 firm. In fact we will 

be in about the same position as corporate 

headquarters of a 1arge firm which never con

tro1s the numerica1 structure of its production 

system, but manages it from a distance on the 

basis of approximate know1edge and pressure (see 

Eliasson (1976, p. 234». This procedure is 

capable of mode1 imitation, if paired by im

agination. 

Search for satisfying production plan 

The firm is now in position to begin daciding 

on its production plan for the period. All the 

economic circumstances are now brought to bear 

on the production system. First firms transform 

their sales expectations from the EXP section 

into a pre1iminary production plan by adding or 

subtracting a desired change in stock-building: 

PLAN (Q) • = EXP(S) + (OPTSTO-STO) 
. EXP(P) TMSTO 

The provisiona1 production plan equa1s the 

expected sales vo1ume1 ) plus a fraction (TMSTO) 

of the difference between optimum and actua1 

inventory volumes. TMSTO = 1 means that firms 

plan to c10se this gap each period. 

1) Note that (2) presumes that no raw materials 

or semimanufactured goods enter production. 

This is so in the present version of the 

mode1 program. See however chapter 6. 
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A complicated search process begins within the 

production system that is repeated each period 

(quarter) for each firm. The production system 

has a specification which means that the firm 

will follow a particular search sequence that 

is determined by (l) expectations (2) initial 

position within QFR(L) and (3) the numerical 

specification of QFR(L) and TARGM. Search takes 

place along "segments" that are either curved 

or linear. 

Two devices will be used; one economic called 

SAT that terminates search and one technical 

SOLVE that determines the new position of the 

firm at a (Q, L) point, where the profit target 

is satisfied. At a target satisfaction (SAT) 

point the following should hold: 

PLANLxEXPW 
1- QFR(PLANL)xEXPP ~ TARGM 

and the L-point is obtained by inverting (l); 

QTOP { (l-RES) xQTOP 1 
PLAN (L) = RFQ(Q) = TEC x ln (l-RES)xQTOP-Q 

Specification is such that search will normally 

terminate within one "segment" or II path " , not 

in a corner. This is why we need SOLVEl) • 

l) SOLVE only has to be activated when SAT is 

reached along a non-linear segment of the 

recognized output limits. It gives an ap

proximate numerical solution using the Newton 

Raphson method. See (4.3.12) in pseudo code. 

(3A) 

(3B) 



SAT is a criterion that determines when profit 

targets (TARG M, see chapter II) have been met 

to satisfaction. This search procedure is run 

through for each firm each period. 

The initial sales estimate for the next period 

arrived at is found not to require any hiring 

of new labour. Since there is a steady "natural" 

retirement this means an actua1 decrease in 

emp10yment (4.3.0). Cost ca1cu1ations on the 

basis of expected wages and prices, however, 

show that profit targets are not satisfied. The 

firm knows by experience or is assumed to believe 

that production and sales can a1ways be stepped 

up somewhat to improve profits. This is a 

rationa1 step to take if there is spar e product 

storage capacity avai1ab1e. Hence the firm 

tries an increase in production not higher 

than: 

EXP(S) 
X:=MIN(QFR(L) 'EXP(P) + MAXSTO - STO) 

It stops as soon as target satisfaction is 

reached (if it is) a10ng the path A to B in 

diagram IV:3 (A is the initial position). If 

SAT is not attained, then a lower emp10yment 

1eve1 is checked unti1 SAT within the limits 

prescribed by the AMAN Laws «4.3.3) I path B to 

C in diagram IV:3 and (4.3.10). See further 

next chapter.) 
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If this does not hel~ the firm begins to cut 

down both production and labour along path CD 

along the production possibility frontier. When 

target SAT is reached SOLVEl) for the corre

sponding production plan. 

If target SAT is still out of sight when SEARCH 

is down at a production plan at D below the 

initial production level at A middle management 

begins to sense the first signs of a crisis 

situation. Normaloperating practise does not 

help to solve the profit problem. Plans to re

organize production, cut out some activities, 

get rid of redundant staff etc are activated 

from top down and the fraction of the slack 

reserve (RES), that can be activated at short 

notice is put to use, meaning that productivity 

can be improved by getting rid of people without 

lowering the level of production (path D to E) • 

Slack activation stops as soon as targets are 

satisfied (4.3.7)2). 

If SAT is still not reached even when the 

immediate productivity reserve has been used in 

full firm management recognizes a crisis situ

ation and begins to discontinue production lines 

l) Path CD is a non-linear segment and the Newton 

Raphson method has to be used to solve for QPLAN. 

2) Note, however, that the AMAN Laws may constitute 

a legal impediment to the attainment of SAT 

until af ter a 6 month delay. 



· l+RESDOWN and contract operatlons along ( l-RES )~QFR 

from E towards the origin. The convexity of the 

production possibility curve should normally 

guarantee a solution with target satisfaction 

before zero, with some production lines in 

operation. 

We should note here again that the labour 

market laws represented by the AMAN vector (as 

long as they are called in) are always obeyed 

until just before the origin, or bankruptcy. 

Furthermore the strength by which search is 

pushed all the way through ABCDE and finally to 

the origin depends on (l) the toughness of 

profit targets and (2) on top management will

ingness to re lax targets temporarily. For the 

time being we do not have the possibility to 

relax targets in the program, although the 

principles for temporary target relaxation have 

been discussed in the investment financing 

chapter. We expect this willingness to depend 

on the current financial situation, although we 

know that attitudes on this point differ substan

tially between firms l ). Preliminary experimen

tation with the model has demonstrated that the 

firmness with which this target device is 

exercised is imperative for the behaviour of 

l) e.g. between U.S. and European firms. See 

Eliasson (1976). 
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the whole economic system. This is a desirable 

propert y, since the presenee of target devices 

of the kind specified in firm life is now 

quite well documented (Eliasson (1976». 

If initial sales expectations are expansive to 

the extent that additional labour is needed we 

are at a point A on QFR somewhere beyond B in 

Diagram IV:4. The first step is to check whether 

this is an overoptimistic expectation in terms 

of profits (4.3.5). If OK this is the plan. If 

not, convexity of QFR and the margin require

ment l ) make us move left towards B. If profit 

satisfaction is reached before B this is the 

plan. If not, the whole thing was a mistake and 

we begin discarding redundant cost items. Since 

we are already on QFR and have tried the data 

there the next step is activation of slack 

(4.3.7) from B to C and then - if this does not 

help - contraction begins from C in the direction 

of the origin in Diagram IV:4. 

l) N.B. we are here in direct formal conflict with 

the profit maximization rule. If the initial Q 

plan happens to be at a point where EXP(P) ~ d~~R> EXP(W) 

we should move north to increase profits. Now we are 

moving down, decreasing profits but increasing profit 

margins. 



The difference between the sea re h procedures 

activated from two different expectational 

positions illustrates the dominating importance 

of the hierarchical ordering of the decision 

machinery over mere numerical specification. 

Here numerical specification of the entire 

production system is identical in the two 

cases. However, differences in initial position 

and attitudes start up different search se

quences that follow different paths and yield 

different results if not brought to the very 

end (nullification in the origin) • In this case 

expansionary initial plans means that the firm 

passes over less beneficial-stopping points 

below QFR. The only question that remains is 

whether this difference is an empirically 

relevant one. The question posed is both 

operational and testable and it is probably -

lacking the empirical information for the time 

being - quite sound. Expansionary expectations 

can be expected in rapidly expanding firms. 

This propert y is already embedded in our expec

tations functions. Also targets are determined 

on the basis of the past. If satisfaction is 

not reached on path AB in Diagram IV:4 there is 

no reason for firm management to search for an 

even less satisfactory solution below QFR. Hence, 

strong expansion in the past breeds expansionary 

expectations and contributes to better pro

ductivity performance by making firm management 

more aware of the potential, than would other

wise have been the case. It should be noted, 
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though, that set-backs in profit performance 

through competition or the business cycle may 

break this beneficial attitude. In the model 

this happens through agradual (feed back) 

deterioration of expectations and targets. 

Once a SAT point has been found this is also 

the preliminary operating plan. The steps taken 

are illustrated in Diagram IV:S. First, when 

passing the period limit, investment updates 

QFR, that shifts, normally outward. Second, 

normal retirement etc shifts the initial 

position of the firm left to a ~ initial 

position. When the search process has been 

completed the new production plan PLANQ has 

been found. Preliminary labour demand is ob

tained by solving the inverse of (l) for L and 

subtracting the existing labour force: 

PLAN (CHL) : = PLAN(L)-L 

The firm is now positioned to adjust its labour 

force to correspond to its production plan. If 

this adjustment can take place, then 

PLANQ = Q. 

PLAN (CHL) may be negative and labour is put on 

file for lay offs in the AMAN vectors that 

(S) 



describe the lay off delay required in present 

Swedish legislationl ) . 

Otherwise two things can happen that disturb 

the preliminary plan. The firm may be raided by 

other firms and loose people or it may look for 

people (including raiding other firms) in vain. 

This is described in the next section. 

l) An experimental analysis on the model of 

this labour market device is found in 

Eliasson (1976 b). 
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DIAGRAM IV:l 
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DIAGRAM IV:3 
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DIAGRAM IV:4 
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DIAGRAM IV: 5 
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B; new transitory initial position af ter retirement 

C; new preliminary initial position before labour 
market search. 
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Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

LABOUR MARKET PROCESS 

Introduction 

The market is the place where micro volume 

behaviour is welded together by endogenously 

determined prices into macro aggregates. This 

is the essence of the micro-macro approach. The 

proposition has to be that aggregation func

tions are time dependent and uns table and that 

the effects on aggregates of such instability 

over time cannot be treated as additive random 

noise with negligible variation, as is conven

tionally assurned. 

The labour market process in principle involves 

the whole labour force. In practice individuals 

are actively involved if affected by the search 

process to be described. The penetration of 

that search process is an indicator of market 

performance, as is also indirectly, differences 

in pay for the same volurne and quaIity of 

labour. 

The labour market is a central section in the 

model. Firms that desire to increase employment 

are here competing with one another and with 

the service sector and the Governrnent for a 

pool of workers. The labour market is already 

the most complex section of the model, despite 
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several simplifications. There are three 

reasons; first it is an important sector econ

omically as well as socially. One orig in of the 

inflationary process - a central theme of this 

inquiry - is located here and this is the place 

where human beings appear and their material 

standard is determined. Second, the labour 

market offers more modelling opportunities than 

other markets and behavioral blocks, partly 

because of the availability of statistical 

information. Hence, this block has been mod

elled in away that gives a broad menu of 

choices as to further elaborations. Third, 

search processes in themselves require not only 

involved and intricate chains of program in

structions but also more computer time than 

needed for the solving of a conventional equation 

system. 

Nevertheless the specification now to be pres

ented is what I would like to name an unsophis

ticated version of what we hope will later be 

possible to achieve. The most important clash 

with realism is the restriction to homogenous 

labour and the absence of overtime work. Further

more, we will not allow any direct interaction 

between the business sector on the one hand and 

the service and Government sectors on the 

other. The service and Government sectors will 

be treated as aggregates only, with the simplest 

possible specification. This is in contrast to 

the industry sector, which is detailed down to 

the firm unit. 



2 . Labour market search 

The sector sequence is as follows. At the 

beginning of each quarter all new entries to 

the labour market are allocated to the pool of 

unemployed (LU) or rather the pool of job-seekers. 

New entries are determined exogenously. Before 

each sector enters, normal retirement is sub

tracted on the basis of exogenous input data. 

The same rate is applied to each firm. 

The service sector enters first each period, 

then comes the Government and finally the 

firms. 

The service sector and the Government are re

stricted to the pool of unemployed in their 

choice of people. Since they enter first, this 

pool, however, is quite large because of the 

recent fill-in with new entrants to the labour 

m2rket. The service and Government sectors are 

not allowed to raid one another or the industry 

sector. This somewhat unrealistic specification 

may be relaxed later if we succeed in introducing 

heterogenous labour. The average wage (and salary) 

levels differ a lot between sectors, partly 

because of differences in pay for the same job 

but mainly because of different mixes between 

skilled and unskilled labour. Hence, as long as 

we maintain the homogeneity assumption and work 

with actual, real-life jata, the service 

sector, for instance, would be unable to recruit 
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people in direct competition with industrial 

firms, where the average wage is 20 per cent 

higher. Similarly, if we al10w firms to raid 

the service and Government sector, those 

sectors might loose a major share of their 

labour force during a business upswing. This 

whole problem falls back 100 per cent on the 

fact that we work with a micro based market 

process. It would go away by definition in a 

macro model. It has already within the service 

sector where we have no micro interaction. For 

the time being we attend to this by a simple, 

temporary trick to obtain reasonable behaviour 

of the model. 

The service sector 

The service sector thu3 enters the labour 

market as an aggregate. A profit target is 

defined for the sector which is assumed to 

operate without capital and with an exogenously 

determined rate of productivity change. This 

target is aimed at each quarter and the sector 

discards or hires people each quarter to the 

extent that the profit target is satisfied on 

the basis of past quarter wages and prices. 

Since output is assumed to be proportional to 

labour input this device also determines next 

period service output, if the necessary, de

sired increase in employment can be obtained 

from the pool of unemployed. 



The wage offer is the change in average manu

facturing wages the quarter before. 

Preliminary offering prices are raised as much 

as wage-offers less the exogenously determined 

productivity change. 

The service sector can only get people from the 

pool of unemployed and not yet employed and 

labour is assumed to be forthcoming out of this 

pool to the ex tent they are demanded at wages 

offered. If the pool is not large enough, 

planned output is curtailed correspondingly. 

Output, so determined, is fixed and offered in 

the service market. The price level in the 

service sector, however, is not determined 

until af ter the confrontation with the consumer 

demand function (see chapter VII and Block 7.3 

in pseudo code). Profit targets may be violated. 

Profits in the service sector is 100 per cent 

treated as household income in the model, as 

specified in this paper. The very large profit 

margin in the service sector is mainly due to 

the fact that most businesses in the sector are 

not incorporated. Hence, the owner's income 

appears as profits in official statistics. 

There is also a sizable capital invested, 

mainly in the form of stocks, that we have 

neglected for the time being. 
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To introduce stocks here we will have to split 

the sector in one part of intermediary traders 

between industry and households l ) and one part 

devoted to pure service production directly for 

the households. 

This sector approach to the labour market, that 

we have adopted, may be interpreted as a codi

fication of the business sector as the wage 

leading sector; this is at least the case as 

long as wages in the business sector are in

creasing. It is, however, more or less a matter 

of periodization that we allow the service 

sector to enter the labour market first. Alterna

tively, we could have made the service sector 

enter af ter the business sector the period 

before. 

The production-profit system of the service 

sector has the following s~ecification2): 

CHL:= (M-TARG~)XPXAIXL + RET x L 

Q = OUTPUT (Supply) = Al x L 

l) Wholesale and retail sale. See section 3 on 

market intermediaries in chapter VIII. 

2) All Z indices, identifying the service sector, 

have been deleted for simplicity. 

(lA) 

(lB) 



4 . 

Al = Exogenous technology factor 

LW W l 
M = l - PQ = l - Al ~ P 

TARGM = Exogenous l ) 

The offering price is calculated: 

PRELP: = P~(l+X-DAl) 

This price equalizes M with TARGM if 

a) planned output Al~L can be sold at 

that price and 

b) if CHL can be hired at the wage W~(l+X), 

when X is the relative wage change in 

the manufacturing sector the period 

before. 

Government See tor 

The Government sector is trea ted almost ident

ically to the service sector. The principal 

difference is that output this time is exogen

ously determined. We may even call it a policy 

parameter. Output is then distributed free of 

charge. There is no price. 

l) Maybe we should introduce a smoothing formula 

here as weIl. 

(lC) 

(ID) 

(lE) 

(IF) 
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The Government sector influences the price 

level only indirectly, through its demand on 

labour resources. We should be able to analyse 

the impact on the price level of the Government 

sector or - by the alternative interpretation -

of fiscal policy making, under the qualifi

cation that total Government output is restricted 

upwards by labour available in the pool of 

unernployed and not yet employed. 

Like the service sector the Government can only 

recruit people from the pool of unemployed. It 

offers the same wage increase as the service 

sector, but comes in second and runs alarger 

risk of not getting enough people. If it cannot, 

which should be an unlikely situation, Government 

output decided on is simply not realized. 

Specification of the production systern is 

identical to the service sector. Productivity 

change is exogenous and there are no profits. 

See pseudo code 5.3. 

Industry Sector 

More sophistication is entered with recruitment 

by the business or industry sector. Preliminary 

recruitment plans of each firm were determined 

in chapter IV:4. (Also see Block 4.3 in pseudo 

code). Firms are now ranked in decreasing order 

by PLANDL in (5.4.1.1). They start searching 

the labour market in that order. 



Each firm is given a probability of being 

raided equal to its employment as a fraction of 

the total labour force, excluding those now 

employed by service and Government sectors 

(5.4.1.6). The probability of search leading to 

the unemployment pool is calculated analogously. 

Each firm has its own expectations as to next 

period's wage, EXPW. Its offering wage is a 

fraction A of its expected wage change: 

OFFERW: = W + ~ ~EXPCHW 

When the period starts all firms adjust their 

own wage levels to their own offering wage. 

When the firm searches the unemployment pool, 

labour is forthcowing at that wage offer up to 

THETA per cent of the pool each time (see 

5.4.1.9) . 

When the firm raids another firm a matching of 

wages takes place. 

If the offered wage is higher than the offering 

wage in the searched firm plus a fraction 

(gamma), the n the firm acquires up to THETA per 

cent of the raided firm's labour force. Thus: 

IF OFFERW(I) >;, OFFERW(II) ~ (l + GAMMA) 

THEN CHL: = MIN(THETA x L(II), PLANCHL(I» 
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(Note: I identifies the active, attacking 

firm and II the raided party.) 

The raided firm responds by adjusting its wage 

level upwards by a fraction of the experienced 

wage difference to reduce the likelihood of 

another, similar experience. 

W(II)=OFFERW(II) :=OFFERW(II)+KSI*OFFERfW(I)-W(II)l (3) 

If, instead, the searching firm meets a firm 

with a higher wage level it obtains no new 

labour. However, it responds by adjusting its 

own wage level and offering wage upwards: 

OFFERW(I)=W(I) :=W(I)+KSr*OFFER(W(II)-W(I» 

This search process is repeated N times each 

period. The adjusted L and W numbers reached 

af ter N attempts are entered as final for the 

period. 

If a firm has lost so much labour that there is 

no redundant labour, and some more, its prelimi

nary production plan has to be revised downward 

correspondingly. Ditto for a firm that has not 

been able to recruit labour according to its 

plan. 

(4) 



6. 

The wage and output change for the period can 

now be ca1cu1ated and both figures feed back 

into the expectations block to update expec

tations for the next period. 

The AMAN vector 

For firms that still have redundancies in their 

labour force (= most firms), and that are under 

target pressure to the extent that they decided 

in PRODPLAN block to 1ayoff peop1e, a separate 

device app1ies. To account for the new Swedish 

labour market 1egis1ation (the Aman laws), that 

a110ws 1ay-offs on1y af ter a 6 month de1ay, a 

so ca11ed AMAN vector has been entered between 

the decision to 1ay-off labour and the actua1 

1ay-off1 ). Redundant labour is fi1ed there in 

two quarter1y cohorts. Peop1e in the second 

cohort at the end of a period can be fired the 

next period. The cohorts are filled in, emptied 

or moved one step forward each period for each 

firm. Actua1 firing a1ways awaits the end of 

the labour market search. Then the last cohort 

is emptied into the pool of unemp1oyed. Note 

here, that when checking for target SAT in the 

1) An experimental ana1ysis on the modelon 

this labour market device is found in 

Eliasson (1976 b). 
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production system, labour in the AMAN vector is 

subtracted from total Ll ) • 

It should be noted finally that the unemploy

ment pool is identical to the conventional 

concept of unemployment only at the end of each 

quarter. This definition in tur n is consistent 

with the specification that the model on ly 

generates quarterly ~ Eost data. Beginning of 

each quarter the unemployment pool is a vari

able of considerable magnitude, since it has 

been amplified by new entrants and those being 

dismissed (according to plans) by the service 

sector. 

l) Note that this does not mean that all redundant 

labour is in AMAN. This is on ly the case when 

the firm cannot reach SAT before being on 

QFR, where no redundancies exist; see (4.3.10) in 

pseudo code. 



Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

VI. EXPORTS, INVENTORIES AND INTERMEDlATE GOODS 

(FIRM LEVEL) 

All chapters so far, except the previous one, 

have dealt with the specification of the model 

(or theory) of a firm. Before we proceed (in 

the next two chapters) to allowall firms to be 

confronted with demand a few additional features 

of the firm model have to be introduced. These 

are: 

(l) an explanation of how much of firm 

output that is sold abroad 

(2) the inventory planning system and 

(3) the input of raw materials and semi

manufactured goods (intermediate 

products) • 

The last mentioned mechanism is not yet in the 

program and has to be trea ted rather crudely 

for practical (data availability) reasons. All 

these three sections could as well have been 

entered in the expectations-production planning 

chapters. However, this would have been at the 

additional expense of whatever pedagogical 

transparency we have mustered so far. So this 

is the chapter where we relax the assumption of 

the purely domestic company that manufactures its 
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product out of thin air with the application of 

labour and capital equipment. 

Exports (section 6 in pseudo code) 

The majority of the large firms that will 

dominate the group of identified firms in the 

model will export weIl over 50 per cent of 

their output. For firms in the raw material 

subsector the export ratio for most firms will 

be 70 per cent and above. 

Exports are said to be the prime mover of the 

Swedish business cycle. It is in this model. 

And one of the first and most important exper

imental questions will be to investigate under 

what conditions the model can generate a pure 

domestic business cyc!e of the kind we have 

observed during the post-war period and under 

what circumstances export market changes spread 

to the domestic economy. 

Swedish supplies in foreign markets will be ex

plained consistently with the behavioral speci

fication in the firm model. Exports are part of 

firm total (sales) planning. Firm management 

considers the economics of total expansion 

irrespectively of where its output finally winds 

up. Foreign sales and price experience also 

blends with the same domestic experience in the 

EXP sector. What we have to do here is to 

complement market supply with an export linkage 



factor. This factor (the export ratio) is 

explained by the relative foreign and dornestic 

price development: 

FOR DPDOM ~ DPFOR 

XR:=XR-XRx~x(DPDOM-DPFOR) 

ELSE 

XR:=XR+ (l-XR):x jJx (DPFOR-DPDOM) 

This export leakage function makes the export 

share dependent upon the relative development 

of foreign (PFOR) and dornestic prices (PDOM) 

with a delay. Dornestic prices will be endogen

ously determined. Foreign prices are exogen

ously entered. 

The rationale for having (6.1) of course is the 

fact that we can roughly assurne labour pro

ductivity and wages to be the same in production 

for export and dornestic markets. Hence from (3) 

in chapter II the only variable factor in 

relative returns on export and dornestic business 

is the price fetched in respective markets l ) . 

1) This will hold also when we introduce inter

mediate goods and raw materials later in this 

chapter, since there is no reason to expect 

differences in purchase prices for the same 

inputs in Swedish production for various 

markets. 
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Relative returns to capital or relative profit 

margins should be the guiding variable and we 

might as weIl write: 

FOR CHMDOM ~ CHMFOR 

XR:=XR-XRx8X(CHMDOM-CHMFOR) 

ELS E 

XR: =XR+ (l-XR) Xd'-l(CHMFOR-CHMDOM} 

This expression can be demonstrated to be 

approximately equal to (6.1)1). XR should vary 

very much in phase in both versions because of 

the common price impulses. 

(6.1) is not synonymous with (6.1.B), but (6.1) 

is much simpler to use if the price-variables 

are readily available. 

There will normally be a difference in profit 

margins on export and domestic sales. This 

variable might very weIl be of different signs 

from year to year. If the difference persists 

over time, however, both formula (6.1) and 

(6.1.B) will tend to move XR either to l or to 

l) Remember from (3) in chapter II that M=(l_LXW) 
QxP 

LxW 
Hence CHMFOR = (QxPFOR)XDPFOR+XXX 

"XXX" is roughly the same whether you differ

entiate MFOR, MDOM or M since iL/Q, w~ are 

common factors. 

(6.1.B) 



zero. This is quite rationaI in the long run in 

the kind of oversimplified models that we 

normally use. The only empirical problem that 

we have is to assess the rate at which change 

can take place, by fixing y. 

A more realistic explanation of Swedish ex

ports, however, than this simple version, would 

have to deal with much more difficult problems 

than functional form. Our formulation would be 

fair for a firm that is mainly supported by 

domestic markets (e.g. a normal U.S. firm) and 

regards exports as a marginal operation. This 

is not so for the large Swedish firms that have 

had to develop foreign markets to support 

growth. For a large number of Swedish firms 

Sweden is a marginal market. For some of them 

formula (6.1) would perhaps be acceptable, 

since bad margin performanee in Sweden compared 

to elsewhere would tend to increase the export 

s~are and perhaps make it elose to l. For the 

majority of Swedish firms with export shares 

ranging between 30 and 70 per cent the problem 

is more diffieult. For them the export market 

is needed to support overall scale economics 

and efficiency. It is of ten quite rationaI for 

such a firm to operate with substantially 

reduced margins either in domestic or foreign 

markets, since the additional products corre

sponding to one market can be produced at 

drastically reduced unit costs. 
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For them a strong reduction in the export share 

would mean either a very strong increase in the 

domestic market share or a serious problem. 

Unfortunately, we cannot model such relevant 

complexities at the present stage. One empirical 

requirement that we place on the model is, 

however, that individual firms do stay with in 

reasonable shackles in simulations. 

Despite these relevant considerations the 

simple formulation (6.1) does pinpoint the 

variables at work on the firm export share and 

it should be mentioned finally that we are 

making it difficult for us by avoiding common 

scientific short-cuts such as tying firm exports 

directly to an exogenously given foreign market 

growth rate, which would have been much "safer". 

The inventory system 

Many economists believe that the origin of 

busi~ess eyeles of to-day should be looked for 

in the inventory eyele; inventories being on 

the one hand the buffer that pick s up the 

consequences of mistaken expectations and on 

the other hand a sizable demand component with 

a series of feed back multiplier effects. One 

empirical question that we are asking ourselves 

is whether mistaken expectations are really 

capable of generating the typical business 

cycle of an industrialized country, alone, 



without the oseillatory mode built into the 

whole sequenee of intermediate inventory sys

tems throughout the economy (raw materials, 

intermediate produetion through several stages 

all the way up to the wholesale and retail 

seetors and households). Do eeonomie agents 

reaet on the red and green lights (red light 

theory) or on the ear immediately ahead. 

(Tailgating theory.) We do not know and have to 

introduee both versions simultaneously. 

For eaeh inventory system (produet stored) we 

will introduee three ratios: 

OPTSTO BETA S/P 
:= 

MINSTO SMALL OPTSTO := 

MAXSTO BIG OPTSTO := 

(8.3.1) defines the optimum inventory (volume) 

level in terms of the eurrent sales volume. 

Firms are assumed always to gear produetion 

(and purehase) plans so that inventories ehange 

in the direetion of the optimum leve1 ea1eu

lated on the basis of expeeted sales. This 

meehanism has already been explained for 

finished goods inventories in ehapter IV (see 

(4.2.1». The determination of BETA, may be 

very important for the eyeliea1 properties of 

the eeonomy deseribed by our model. 
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For each inventory type we also introduce a MIN 

and a MAX level expressed in terms of the 

optimum level. The three ratios (BETA, SMALL, 

BIG) are very operational concepts. They are 

guite of ten handled numerically within firm 

planning routines. They usually vary somewhat 

over time although there are firms that use a 

fixed set of coefficients over long periods in 

their planning and budgeting routines (Eliasson 

(1976)). Determination of these coefficients, 

however, reguires access to interna l information 

within the firm. 

MIN is the level below which management (under 

normal conditions) will never allow inventories 

to go. Similarly MAX defines the upper limit. 

For convenienee we will regard MAX as maximum 

storage capacity disregarding the fact that our 

definition then reguires BIG to vary, since 

sales volume normally varies more over time than 

warehouse capacity. 

To specify the inventory system numerically 

(and eventually we will deal with at least two 

inventory components; finished and intermediate 

goods) two methods are possible. We can measure 

actual inventory-sales ratios for all firms in 

a market and/or for individual firms and assign 

the ratios by some ad hoc, intuitive method. 

This will probably do guite weIl for the kind 

of macro analys is we have in mind. 



3. 

The second and more appealing method would be 

to question firms on their (BETA, SMALL, BIG) 

ratios and their current STO-sales volurne ratio 

(to measure the degree of start up disequilibriurn) 

and then to assurne fixed coefficients in simu

lation runs. 

Intermediate products and stocks (not yet in 

program) 

Each firm is identified with one market for 

finished products. Each firm also has a purchase 

pattern related to all other markets. There is 

no possibility of getting hold of this purchase 

pattern for each firm. Internal accounting 

routines seem to be devised so that separate, 

very extensive statistical inquiries are needed 

for CHQ itself to obtain this information. Our 

solution is to "aggregate up" the Swedish Input

Output matrix as close as possible to the 

.narket segrnentation that we use for the model 

and then apply the average input delivery 

pattern of each cell (= market) to each firm 

classified on the market. If enough firms are 

represented in each market individual errors 

originating in this deliberate mis-specification 

should tend to cancel. 

In principle, each physical output unit (Q) 

requires an input (volurne) of raw materials and 

intermediate goods. We expect these input

output coefficients to be constant over time. 
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The volume to volume input-output coefficients 

will be estimated by relating purchases to 

value added, both expressed in current prices. 

A point estimate for one year may be all that 

is possible. If so, it is normally distorted by 

inventory movements, so hopefully some average 

over several years can be obtained. 

From the n on we will allow the input-output 

coefficients, expressed in current prices, to 

vary in response to variations in relative 

input-output prices even though the "physical" 

coefficient is assumed to be fixed. 

Hence we know that the production plan for the 

year PLANQ consumes 

IMQ(I) = 10(1) ~ PLANQ 

IMQ(I) stands for physical units of output from 

marke~ I. 

This will cost the firm an expected: 

EXPIMP(I) ~ IMQ(I) 

for the same period. 

Each firm is expected to have stocks of such 

intermediate input goods. For each typ e of 

goods we define a MAX, an OPT.and a MIN relation-



ship to the level of salesl), as in the previous 

section. 

Stability of production requires that stocks be 

kept above MIN levels. MAX levels are determined 

roughly by physical storage capacity. 

The firm purchase decision involves (for each 

purchase category) an estimate on the current 

use (consumption) of such goods for the period 

and a decision as to where between MIN and MAX 

to adjust stocks. This last decision relates 

directly to the expected price gain on advance 

buying and vice versa. 

Each firm applies a price expectation function 

of the conventional smoothing typ e for each 

purchase market. We expect the experience of 

the immediate past to dominate strongly in the 

formation of expectations for the immediate 

future (one year or one quarter)2) 

l) There will always be a problem to decide which 

variable each stock type should be related 

to. Since practicallyall sequential stocks 

follow sales indirectly we use sales to avoid 

confusion with too many scales. 

2) Maybe we should even run this EXP function on 

quarterly data. This requires that (with a 

smoothing formula) last quarter price infor

mation be used as a start-up datum. 
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The purchasing decision is completely recon

sidered each quarter based on what firm manage

ment expects price change to be over the next, 

say, year. Hence we define EXPDP(I) to represent 

the expected price change over the next 4 

quarters and EXPP(I) the price at the end of 

these 4 quarters. P(I), the price of the current 

quarter (O) and EXPDP(I) is sufficient to 

determine EXPP(I) end of quarter 4. 

The purchasing decision is taken early in the 

sequence of planning steps described in earlier 

blocks, and before the preliminary production 

plan has been arrived at. 

Additional storage capacity plus planned use 

over afuture 4 quarter period defines the 

scope for inventory build up in response to 

expected price increases. Planned use is calcu

lated on the basis of planned sales volume for 

the long-term plan (first year). This estimate 

of planned use for a 4 quarter period is then 

rolled on each quarter. The only component that 

changes is the difference between MAXSTO and 

actual STO. 

If EXPDP O we now assume: 

QIMQ(I): = SPEC x «planned usel + MAXSTO(I)- STO(I» 

PLANS 
planned use: = IOx EXPP 



SPEC1 = SPECll x EXPDP(I) 

O~SPECll~l (the upper limit has to be enforced) 

PLANS is first year in long-term sales expec

tations from EXP block. 

Note that the decision to purchase IMQ(I) 

refers to the next quarter l. 

If EXPDP < O we assume instead: 

QIMQ(I): = SPEC2 x «planned usel - STO(I) + MINST(I» 

SPEC2 = SPEC22 x EXPDP(I) 

Lower limit: 

QIMQ(I) ~ (Plann~d use - (STO-MINSTO» 

Maximum financing allocated from investment 

financing blockx ) (if lower than lower limit, 

some other financing requirement has to yield) • 

If within lower and upper bounds we assume that 

the firm budgets: 

(P(I) + EXPP(I) - P(I»x QIMQ(I) 
4 

x) Divided by EXPP. 
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for next quarter purchases of Q(I) and immedi

ately proceed to realize the decision. 

Firms in market (I) have already made up their 

production plans and their supplies in the 

market are given. I propose the following two 

alternative market processes. They should both 

be experimented with: 

(I) Domestic supplies and inputs of I 

given in physical terms elsewhere in 

model. Total supply in physical terms 

and total demand in money terms are 

added up and the clearing price deter

mined. The clearing price is fed ~ack 

to producers who dec ide how much they 

want to keep in inventories. A new 

volume supply is then obtained and the 

clearing prices are recalculated on 

the basis of an unchanged money demand. 

That gives the price for the quarter l ) 

and input goods I are the n distributed 

to firms in proportion to their original 

money budgets (now all spent). 

(II) Alternative II is a little more sophis

ticated. The first step is as before. 

When confronted with the I.e~ clearing 

l) This is analogous to the household-firm 

interaction but it runs in the opposite 

direction. 



price offer, buyers still want to buy 

originally planned volumes whatever 

the new price level. If foreign prices 

are lower than this domestic price 

offer, imports fil l in the remainder 

at this price preventing the domestic 

price from going up further this 

quarter. If foreign prices are rela

tively higher and/or if supply volume 

larger than demanded, alternative I 

decides. 

As soon as the purchase has been realized 

inventories are updated: 

STO (I) : = STO (I) + QIMQ(I) 

As soon as the production plan has been finally 

settled in (5.4.3.1) actual use of intermediate 

goods for the quarter can be calculated by 

applying 10 as above and stocks can be updated 

again. 

The above treatment of purchases refers to two 

sectors in the model, ~ materials and inter

mediate goods. We can, if we wish, merge the 

two sectors in this context assuming rigid 

proportions for each firma 
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Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOUR 

Introduction 

This sector of the model interacts with the 

industry sector in a way to be described in the 

next chapter. For didactic reasons I want the 

presentation of supply and demand sides separ

ated although the two sides will be more or 

less merged in the program. 

In principle household spending and saving 

behaviour as specified in this section relates 

to one household. For the time being we will 

assume, however, that all households are ident

ical. We are in practice presenting a macro 

model module. As thin~s stand now we have 

prepared for an easy transfer into micro speci

fication. It is lack of empirical knowledge 

rather than formal and technical problems that 

blocks the way. 

Consumption of one household follows a priority 

ordering by a set of spending categories along 

the lines suggested by Stone (1954), Dahlman

Klevmarken (1971) and other s in so called 

linear expenditure systems. Novel features 

introduced here are (l) that saving figures as 



a 'consumption' category. This means that the 

"budget constraint" is defined as disposable 

income (DI) rather than total consumption. Also 

(2) a swap between saving and purchases of 

consumer durables is allowed for. The idea is 

that purchases of durables include an element 

of saving. Total household wealth is the sum of 

financial assets and the stock of durables. A 

shift in the direction of more financial assets 

means consolidating the liquidity position of 

the household. It is essentially a timing 

device. It occurs a) when the real return to 

financial assets increases and b) when the job 

market goes recessive. Finally (3) the expen

diture system formulated is not linear, although 

the linear version used by Dahlman-Klevmarken 

(1971) appears as a special ca se when non lin

earities when the three novel features mentioned 

above are removed. 

For the time being our ambitions for the house

hold sector are low. We only need a link between 

income generated in the economy and the markets 

for goods and services of the production sectors 

specified. The expenditure system is a device 

for splitting total disposable income in a 

rough and ready way into expenditure streams 

directed towards these markets. 

Income available for spending period l is 

income generated the period before. For the 

time being we identify the period with a quarter. 

If desired, the model layout is such that a 
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monthly specification can be introduced. To 

simplify the symbolic representation all Q 

prefixes, indicating quarterly specification, 

have been deleted. 

For each spending category (I), a desired, or 

essential, level of consumption is defined (for 

each household): 

eVE (I) = ALFAl (1)+ALFA2 (1)%eVA(1) 

eVA represents the "a ddicted" level of con

sumption and ALFA l and ALFA 2 measure the 

strength with which the household wants to 

maintain this addicted level. Hence eVE may be 

labelled the desired level of consumption. ALFA 

2 larger than l means an urge to increase 

consumption over time and vice versa for ALFA 2 

smaller than Il) . 

For non-durable goods eVA is represented by 

consumption volume during one or several past 

periods. For durables eVA is the consumption 

level desired by the household, which is in 

turn assumed to be proportional to accumulated 

household stocks of durables (see below) • 

l) For most applications at the macro level we 

will not have any reason or knowledge to keep 

eVE and eVA apart. We simply make ALFAl=O and 

ALFA2=1. However, see comments to proof of (9) 

in the main text below. 

(l) 



For saving CVA is replaced by the gap between a 

desired level of household wealth and actual 

wealth (see below). 

We will distinguish between the following 

household spending (market) categories: 

(l) Non-industrial goods (homes etc). 

Prices and volumes determined 100 per 

cent outside the model. 

(2) Domestic, protected industrial goods 

markets (non-durables, mainly food) . 

Prices determined in the modell) • 

(3) Non-durable industrial goods, prices 

determined part ly in model and partly 

exogenously in international markets. 

(4) Service consumption. Prices determined 

in model. 

l) Market (2) might turn out too small to make 

separate attention reasonable. In the ex

perimental runs so far market (l) has simply 

been disregarded. The investment goods market 

(5) is shared jointly between households and 

firms. Preparatory work has been done (see CH.VI) 

to include a pure inter-business market for 

intermediate goods. However, intermediate goods 

are not yet neither in pseudo code nor program. 
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(5) Durable industrial goods. Prices 

determined partly in international 

markets. No distinction will be made 

between durable houseaold good s 

markets and investment goods markets. 

(6) Saving (Credit market)l) • 

Markets 3 and 5 will be supplied by imports as 

weIl as domestic producers. Domestic producers 

for these markets will also sell part of their 

output abroad. In the experimental set up of 

the model presented here each firm will sell 

its entire output in only one of the three 

markets (2, 3 or 5) for industrial goods. 

The following symbols will be used: 

C(I) 

P(I) 

CPI 

SP(DUR) 

SP(NDUR) 

= consumption value, type 

(market) I. 

= corresponding domestic price 

index. 

= consumer price index. 

= spending on durable goods 

(N.B. not consumption). 

= spending on nondurable goods 

and services = C for the 

corresponding market. 

SP(SAV) = SAVH = household saving. 

l) The credit market is only represented by an 

exogenous interest rate. 



2. 

For didactic reasons we start by defining the 

"desired" consumption leveIs, beginning with 

nondurable consurnption (= no accumulation of 

stocks). Then we introduce a desired wealth 

function and a function explaining durable 

consumption. 

Desired durable consumption is then transformed 

into desired spending on durable goods. Finally 

a function explaining desired saving is intro

duced. All spending categories are then entered 

into a price, disposable income trade-off 

formula that runs off a market specified spend

ing plan for each vector of offering prices 

presented from the suppliers (industry sector, 

service sector etc). 

Af ter a predetermlned nurnber of interactions 

with the suppliers the then prevailing vector 

of offering prices is fixed. Households deter

rnine the volurnes they want at these prices and 

markets are cleared by adjustrnent of inven

tories. Using actual ~ addicted levels of 

consumption as weights a consumer price index 

(CPI) is finally calculated. 

Nondurable consumption (NDUR) 

Nondurable consurnption covers those categories 

where spending and consumption can be con

sidered approximately identical each decision 

period (= quarter). No stockbuilding is assurned 
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to take place even though this assurnption is 

violated occasionally in reality (e.g. for 

clothing and food stored in a freezer). We 

define the addicted level of consurnption by 

introducing a feed back "srnoothing" formula of 

the typel) : 

eVA (I): = FE (I) ~ eVA (I) +" (l - FE (I» ~ ~ g ~ (2) 

eVA (I) is updated each period. We need a start 

up value on eVA that is based on past consurnp

tion (volurne) levels in away that is consistent 

with (2). This is obtainedby weighing together 

the historie e/p series with a series of expo

nentially declining weights. 

3. Saving 

Saving by households (SAVH) is assumed to be 

governed by a desire to rnaintain a certain 

"desired" ratio between household financial 

wealth (WH) and disposable incorne (DI): 

WHRA = ~LF + ALFA3 ~ (RI- DePI) + ALFA4 ~ R~ 
v· 
e 

l) Note that FE in (2) is called SMOOTH in 

pseudo code. 

2) Ternporary saving for sorne particular pur

chase goal, like a horne, is not allowed by 

(3). This possibility is introduced through 

what we later call SWAP. 

(3) 2) 



RI = nominal rate of interest 

RU = rate of unemployrnent 

WHRA = wealth disposable income ratio 

WH% = WHRA:tDI = desired wealth in terms of (3 ) 

ULF is a factor that varies from household to 

household. It is entered exogenously. The WH!DI 

ratio is also assurned to depend linearly on the 

real rate of return to saving (RI-DCPI) and a 

measure of Job-market security (the rate of 

unemployrnent RU) • 

Desired saving in terms of (3) is now defined 

as: 

SPE (SAV) = (WH% - WH) 

which can be reformulated as: 

SPE (SAV) = WHRA % DI - WH 

For later updating purposes we will introduce 

the following definition of saving already 

here: 

CHWH M RI ~ WH + SAVH 

Note that desired saving is not the same as 

actual saving (SAVH)l) • The change in household 

l) In fact SPE (SAV) = (WHRA~DI-WH)+DI%SWAP. See 

pseudo code (7.4.4.). SWAP is defined in 

conjunction with the treatrnent of durable 

goods purchases. 
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financial wealth is defined as the sum of 

interest income on actual wealth and new (actual) 

saving. 

Hence: 

WH: = (l+RI)xWH + SAVH 

Updating by this formula will take place end of 

each period or end of each year depending upon 

how exactly we want to imitate interest calcu

lations on bank deposits l ). SAVH is entered end 

of each period when the household expenditure 

pattern has been finally determined. 

Each period for each household a desire to swap 

part of desired saving for purchases of durables 

or vice versa will be defined. This swap is 

determined by (A) the return to saving when 

waiting to buy a piece of average durable 

equipment and (B) by an element of cyclical 

caution. This factor, that we will call SWAP 

is derived from e in (3), and 

SWAP=CHe=ALFA3xCH(RI-DCPI)+ALFA4xCHRU 

SWAP is a savings determinant that opera tes 

directly on decisions to spend on durable 

equipment. It belongs to the savings function. 

l) See pseudo code (7.9.3). 

(5B) 

(6 ) 



Since we do not have a deterministic formu

lation of our system it is practicable to have 

it entered directly as a determinant of durable 

goods spending. To attain this we will simplify 

the specification (3) of the desired wealth

disposable income ratio to: 

WHRA:=ULF 

and shift the SWAP component over to the next 

section. The empirical rationale for this is 

the assumption that the time average of SWAP is 

zero, or, if different from zero, a long time 

average of SWAP will change in a constant 

relation to ULF. By assuming this we will solve 

the empirical problem of determining ULF exogen

ously. In fact, we can determine ULF by a smoothing 

device like (2). W€ will do so. This will not 

affect (4B}l). 

l) Under our present assumption that each house
hold is the average household ULF can now be 
determined directly from a national accounts 
time series of SAVH data. When we split 
households on different categories later on, 
we need at least one set of group cross 
section estimates on ULF. If we can assume that 
the relative group sizes of ULF from this 
cross section is maintained over time we can 
use the aggregate national accounts time 
series to get a group time series of ULF. 
The basic reason for entering this "empirical" 
simplification is that within the foreseeable 
future we will not be able to obtain more 
than aggregate SAVH time series data. 
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4. Durables 

Durabels have the propert y that the accumulated 

stock value defined as: 

STODUR 

DP (DUR) 

SPE (DUR) 

=[SPE(DUR)+ (l +DP(DUR»x STODURlx (l-RHODUR) 

= Rate of change in durable 

goods prices. 

= Household spending on dur

ables (purchases) 

yields a service each period, that in turn 

constitutes consumption (C(DUR» of that good. 

This consumption is defined as a fraction (the 

rate of depreciation RHODUR) of the stock value 

accumulated or: 

C(DUR) :=RHODUR X STODUR 

STODUR:= (l-RHODUR) xSTODUR 

From (8) follows that as long as RHODUR is con

stant, the value of durable consumption can 

only be varied through variations in the stock 

of durable equipment. This stock in turn 

changes because of changes in the price of 

durables, the service (consumption) outtake of 

the stock and the purchase of new durables. The 

purchase is the action parameter of the house

hold. 

(7 ) 

(8A) 

( 8B) 



Desired purchases of durables are assumed to be 

geared to a long run desired level of consump~ 

tio n (CVE(DUR}) determined from past consumption 

levels as in (l) and (2) and a short-term swap 

factor between saving and spending on durables; 
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SPE(DUR)·_P(DUR)*CVE(DUR)_(l+DP(DUR)}*STODUR-DI*SWAP (9) 
• RHODUR 

SWAP is brought in from (6). See end of section 

for proof. 

Finally, the desired level of consumption of 

durables CVEDUR is obtained by feeding (2) or 
. C(DUR) 

(2B) wlth past P(DUR)data. 

The new feature of this durable spending func

tion is that in ti~es of jobmarket insecurity 

or rapid rates of inflation the household may 

switch between accumulating financial wealth 

through saving and wealth in the form of durable 

equipment. SWAP is the switch factor. Since 

consumption of durables is proportional to the 

stock of durabels, accumulation means more 

consumption and vice versa. If you don't buy a 

new car you cannot compensate for this loss of 

quality of consumption (maintain your previous 

consumption) by running (down) your car faster. 
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From (7) and (SA) we get the actual consumption 

value of durables as: 

e (DUR) = RHODUR :x f SP (DUR) + (l+DP (DUR)) :x STODUR ! 
Replacing e(DUR) with eVE(DUR) times P (DUR) , 

the desired consumption, gives desired spending 

(SPE instead of SP): 

SPE (DUR) . P (DUR) :x eVE(DUR) _ (l+DP(DUR» :x STODUR 
. RHODUR 

Under certain circumstances defined by (6) ilOuse

holds plan to reduce desired durable purchasing 

via SWAP in order to increase saving. Hence the 

last term in (9). 

Note here that if SWAP> O follows eVExp > e. 

Househ01ds then allow their consumption of 

durables to fall below the desired or essential 

leve1 in terms of (l). This possibi1ity is 

intended and motivate that we keep the distinc

tion between eVE and eVA. eVA then is the 

minimum or addicted level. Extreme circumstances 

are required for e/p to go beloweVA. 

J. Adjustment to income constraint 

Total spending (NB) has to add up to disposab1e 

income by definition. By ca11ing SPE (DUR) in 
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(9) and SPE(SAVH) in (4B) we havel) 

SUM(SP)=DI (10) 

where SP is actual, not desired spending. 

When confronted with market suppliers house

holds will be presented with several feeler

vectors of offering prices. For each of these 

vectors the household balances off various 

spending components against one another and 

dec ides on a preliminary spending plan. To 

obtain this balancing we introduce a STONE-type 

expenditure, distribution formula: 

SP(I)=BETAl(I)XSPE(I)+fBETA2(I)+~~~~~~I)f~[DI-SUM(BETAl(I)~ 

XSPE(I)} (11)2) 

ALL BETAl ~ O 
SUM BETA2(I) = l 

SUM BETA3(I) = O 

l) Occasionally saving may tur n negative. This 

also means that total spending is larger 

than DI. However, we can still keep DI as 

the income constraint. 

2) To obtain a volume estimate of desired dur

able spending needed in (Il) for balancing 

against the price vector we have to deflate 

SPE (DUR) in (9) by past period P (DUR) . 
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The first additive component in (11) tells how 

total available income is distributed on various 

spending (consumption, saving) categories in 

the first allocation round. The second component 

in (11) tells how residual income (what is 

left) is allocated. Note thatthis residual 

income may be negative. The conventional approach 

by Stone (1954) and his followers have been to 

use only BETA2 (a linear formulation) • BETA2 

divided by the share of total income allocated 

then can be interpreted as the income elasticity. 

As long as we stick to this formulation (i.e. 

BETA3=O) we can draw directly on the empirical 

results of Dahlman-Klevmarken (1971) with the 

qualification that they have excluded household 

saving in their linear income allocation model 

and assumed total disposable income to be 

income af ter tax less saving. By introducing 

BETA3 we have added a non-linear factor. The 

ide a is that BETA3 is negative for spending 

categories that increase their share in the 

long run. As real income (DI/CPI) grows the 

second factor within brackets grows absolutely 

and the whole elastici ty component wi thin ~ o •• l 
increases, as intended. The problem with this 

variable elasticity approach is how to split 

Dahlman-Klevmarken's (1971) somewhat biased 

estimates on the time average of lBETA2(I)+~~~~~iI)l 

into BETA 2 and BETA3 coefficients. For the 

time being we are experimenting on the assump-

tion that BETA3=O, which allows a more direct 

access to Dahlman-Klevmarken's results. 



6. 

Af ter N confrontations with suppliers in each 

market the Nth offering price vector is fixed 

as actual prices. Consumers calculate what they 

will buy of goods and services at those prices 

from (11). Volumes not bought add to suppliers 

inventories. Desired saving in (4B) has been 

entered into each market trial as the same 

given datum. SWAP has been shifting somewhat 

depending upon DCPI • Af ter the Nth confron

tation SAV H can be determined residually as: 

SAVH = DI - SUM {SPE (NDUR, DUR)J 

Consumer price index (CPI) 

The con sumer price index is determined on the 

basis of the P(I) vector by a conventional 

weighing formula. It would be of interest to be 

able to experiment easily with different weighing 

s~Tstems that can be called in as we please. I 

suggest at least two systerns of weights. The 

conventional: 

C(I) 
VIKT (I) = P(I) I = l, 2, .•. 5, •... 

and the less conventional with "addicted" con

sumption levels as weights: 

VIKT(I) = CVA(I) I = l, 2, ••• 5, •.•. 

from (2) or (2B). 

In (13A) C and P refer one period back in time. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER VII 

MODE L SPECIFICATION: HOUSEHOLD BLOCK 

l. In data: (I = market = consumption category) 

CVA initial (see (4.l.A». 

P feeler price vector from business system. 

DI from labour market and business system. 

2. Aggregation to household gives household dis

posable income (DI). 

(Under this provisional specification aggre

gation will be to all households. This means 

that total disposable income is SUM QW in 

industry, service and Government sectors!) 

3. Consumer price index (CPI) 

CPI SUM[QC (1)1 
= sUMfQC(I)l 

lQP (I) ~ 

or CPI = SUM(CVA(I)xP(I» 
SUM (CVA (I) ) 

Note: Inclusive of service sectors from 

Block 5.2 and Block 7.3. 

( 3) 
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4. General transformations 

Initial: 
-l 

CVA(I): = SUM(VIKT(t)%C(I;t» 
t=-T p (I; t) 

(4 .1A) 

Feed back: CVA(I): = FE~CVA(I)+(l-FE)~;~i~ (4.1B) 

Desired level: 

CVE(I): = ALFA1(I) + ALFA2(I) % CVA(I) (4.2) 

5. Non-durable consumption (2, 3, 4) 

SP = C (5.1) 

Note: SP = spending. 

Use: ( 4 . l) and ( 4 • 2 ) 

SPE (NDUR) : = P(NDUR) % CVE(NDUR) (5.2) 

6. Durables 

C(DUR): = RHODUR ~ STODUR (6.1) 

Use: (4.1) and (4.2) 
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SPE (DUR) : = P(DUR)~CVE(DUR) ~ (l+DP(DUR»~STODUR-DI*SWAP 
RHODUR 

SWAP: = ALFA3~CH(RI-DCPI) + ALFA4 ~ CHRU 

STODUR: = (1-RHODUR)~[SP(DUR)+(1+DP(DUR»~STODUR1 

7. Saving 

To obtain the "addicted" financial Wealth/Disposable 

income ratio WHRA use (4.1) on past WH/DI for T 

years. 

SPE(SAV): = (WHRA~DI-WH) + DI ~ SWAP 

Note: in (4.2); 

ALFAl: = +DI ~ SWAP 

ALFA2: = l 

WH: = (l+RI) ~ WH + SAVH 

8. Adjustment to income constraint (by quarter) 

SP (I) : 

!t {DI -

= BETA1(I)~SPE(I)+~BETA2(I)+BETA3(I)l !t L DI/CPI S 
SUM(BETA1(I)~SPE(I)~ 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(7 .1) 

(7 .2) 

(7 .2) 

(8.1) 



ALL BETA l ~ O 

SUMBETA2(I) = l 

SUMBETA3(I) = O 

Notel: SPE ( I) from ( 5 • 2) I ( 6 • 2) and (7.1) 

af ter division by 4. 

Note 2: SP(I) can be split into a price and 

volume component by (5.2) and (6.2) 

for I = l, 2, •.• 5. In (6.2) for 

durables suppliers offering price is 

simply entered at two places to calcu

late SP(DUR). SP(DUR) is then divided 

by the same price to obtain spending 

volume as a return signal to suppliers. 

9. Interaction with suppliers 

See next chapter. From this interaction final 

prices and consumption volumes are obtained. 

10. Then calculate 

SAVH = DI - SUM SP(NDUR,DUR) 

Then update by (7.3) by annualizing SAVH. 

11. Then calculate 

CPI by (3). 

12. Then update by (6.4) by entering SP(DUR) and 

DPDOM (DUR) . 
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Gunnar Eliasson, November 1976 

PRODUCT MARKETS, IMPORT COMPETITION AND INVENTORY 

ADJUSTMENT 

Introduction 

We have now reached the stage where ex ante 

supply and demand have to be merged into a 

unique quantity-price solution. This is aga in 

accomplished through a trial and error (search) 

process in the product markets. For practical 

reasons obviously differentiated products in 

each market are forced to be homogenous and to 

catch the same price in each market wherever 

the y come from and wherever they go. Thus 

market imitation here is more rough and ready 

than in the labour market. In fact, firms are 

marketing homogenous units of consumption 

quaIity (units of consumer bliss) in a market 

that works so weIl that no price differences l ) 

appear. In fact, firms are competing with their 

profit margins which define their survival and 

growth potential, as we have demonstrated in 

chapter I (formula (l». Differences in profit 

l) Since there will be no opportunity to measure 

such things we do not model them. 
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margins in turn derive from labour market 

imperfections (differences in wages) and/or 

from differences in productive efficiency. 

Prices are, as noted, identical per unit of 

output. 

Four market functions have to be trea ted in 

this chapter. First, we have to define how 

exactly imports compete with domestic pro

ducers. Second, we specify the relationship 

between producers and market intermediaries 

(wholesale and retail sector) . Third, we model 

the interactive trial and error search between 

suppliers and households and fourth, we de

scribe the final inventory adjustment. 

Imports 

Formally imports en ter Sweden much in the same 

way as exports leave Sweden. Price differentials 

between Swedish domestic and foreign markets 

push goods flows in the direction where better 

trading margins are to be fetehed, that is 

where prices are highest. Thus: 

FOR DPFOR ~ DPDOM 

IMPR:= IMPR - IMPR ~ ~ ~ (DPFOR-DPDOM) 

ELSE 

IMPR:= IMPR + (l-IMPR) ~ ~ ~ (DPDOM-DPFOR) 
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IMPR is the market import quota or ratiol). If 

domestic inflation rates are higher than abroad, 

domestic markets tend to attract imports, IMPR 

increases, and vice versa2 ) • 

As for exports, importers or foreign exporters 

react with a lag (one quarter). Because of 

transport distances we assume no trade-off be

tween domestic and foreign markets within the 

period. Once IMPR has been decided on the basis 

of past quarter data, delivery volumes are 

fixed and are assumed to be marketed in full at 

whatever price the market determines. 

Thus, in each trial and error interaction 

between suppliers and households within one 

particular period the same, fixed import supply 

volume is entered. 

l) Note the possibility of studying import con

trols at the level of an entire market by 

makingot.=O or simply fixing IMPR. 

2) NOTE IMPR as determined in (l) above is 

applied to the market size the previous 

quarter to determine import volume this 

quarter. 



3. Market intermediaries (not yet in program) 

It is very unusua1 for househo1ds to buy their 

goods directly from the producers. Wholesalers 

and retailers enter in between as distributors. 
, 

Such intermediaries mean a lot for the competi-

tive features of consumer goods markets. Since 

this model does not operate in terms of dif

ferentiated products and direct product compe

tition in each market, wholesale and retail 

intermediaries won't figure in their most 

important capacity, name ly as competitors (or 

colIusionists) and exhibitors of what range of 

products are available. In this model they will 

only appear in their third function of moving 

the goods from the factory gates to the retail 

shops. With this in mind it is quite reasonable 

to lump them all together into one body for 

each market that charges a mark up for their 

transport service, much in the same way as the 

service sector is treated in chapter III. 

There is one important distinction. This sector 

holds inventories and takes a certain risk if 

consumer behaviour is erratic. 

Hence, the following things happen between pro

ducers and households in each goods market. 

Intermediaries are assumed to be very myopic in 

their expectations since they can always correct 
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their mistakes in full the next period. On the 

basis of last quarter volume sales, they 

assess their inventory position and plan in

itially to order new goods from producers and 

to move stocks to optimum levels and to realize 

a sales volume increase of the same magnitude 

as the previous quarter. Hence, intermediaries 

enter the market with the following opening 

bidl) : 

{
ORDV: = (l+DSV)xXSVx(l-TARGM)+OPTSTO-STO 

EXPDP = offering price 

ORDV stands for ordering value and XSV for 

expected sales value of the same product. 

Producers respond by telling whether they can 

supply this and their offering price. Inter

mediaries respond by offering to buy: 

(2) 

{
ORDV: = (l+DSV)XXSVx(l-TARGM)+SPECX[MAXSTO-STO} 

SPEC = Fx{EXPDP-OFFERDPl (3) 

SPEC is a time reaction coefficient (SPEC for 

speculation) that determines the rate at which 

dealers want to fill up their warehouses. This 

rate depends on how much they expect prices to 

change over the next four quarter period com

pared to the price they are offered ~. 

l) Everything quarterlized. 
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We may stop here or continue iterations, as we 

wish. 

When stocks have been updated intermediaries 

stand ready to supply households with: 

SU = (STO-MINSTO) X (l-TARGM) 

at EXPP and in competition with an import 

volume supply already fixed. Market prices are 

then determined as described in the next section. 

Profit margins, labour demand and productivity 

are treated as in the service sector specified 

by (lA-F) in chapter V. Profits from this sector 

feed into the household sector in total since 

they consist of either wages to employed labour 

or owners income by definition. 

Household demand and supply interactionsl ) 

Household demand derives from the expenditure 

system introduced in the previous chapter. This 

system simply tells how households will divide 

up their income between saving on the one side 

and various consumption categories on the other 

in response to a given price vector. 

l) I here explain what is now in the program. In 

the program households and firms (= producers) 

face one another directly. 
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Firms supply this price feeler PRELPDOM at 

which they are willing to sUPPlyl): 

OPTSU: = Q+(STO-OPTSTO) 

With foreign supply added, total initial market 

supply is: 

OPTSUDOM: = Q+(STO-OPTSTO)+SUFOR 

Initial firm supply is entered from the pro

duction systern af ter labour market search, 

when the production plan has been finally fixed 

on the basis of a given and known labour force 

(see pseudocode (S.4.3.1». 

Households now tell firms what volurnes they are 

willing to buy by feeäing the PRELPDOM feeler 

vector into their consumption function. On the 

basis of this informationfirms respond by 

stepping up the offering price slightly if 

demand (volume) turns out to be larger than 

expected and vice versa. 

Households again respond to this revised price 

feeler by telling a new demand volume and the 

whole thing is repeated N times within the limits 

l) Note that we have to treat firms as a group 

here. The offering price hence is the average 

offering price. See (7.1.2) in pseudo code. 

(S) 

( SB) 



set by total supply volumes in (5B) and total 

household income. Thereafter period prices and 

household purchases are assumed set. 

On the household side saving can now be calcu

lated residuaIly. 

On the firm side we now know how much exports 

and households together have taken out of their 

production and what has happened to total 

stocks. 

Since we have chosen not to individualize firm 

behaviour in the market a substitute distri

bution algoritm for inventory change has to be 

entered (see (8.1) in Pseudo Code). 

The total change in finished good s inventories 

is determined at the end of product mark et 

iterations and is distributed proportionally 

to size over firms. For individual firms this 

may mean that stocks will exceed upper storage 

limits or fall down below minimum storage re

quirements. This is solved by setting STO equal to 

MAX or MIN STO respectively for these individual 

firms. 

The adjusted total change in STO is then distrib

uted proportional ly over the remaining firms. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

by 

Gunnar Eliasson, Mats Heiman, Gösta Olavi 



MODEL PSEUDO CODE 

The MOSES computer simulation program is written 

in the APL language. In this publication we do 

not include a listing of the program; instead 

we give the following "pseudo-code" specifi

cations, which in a more English-like syntax 

depicts the APL program. 

The computer simulation is forwarded through 

time in a very straight-forward way. UnIess 

otherwise indicated by branching instructions, 

etc, the equations are executed one by one. 

(For one year, the quarterly blocks 3-9 are 

repeated 4 times). 

Note that, Moses being a micro-based model, 

the execution of one equation of ten means 

several assigThuents, for firms, markets, 

household groups, etc. We do not use an indexing 

system in the pseudo-code; in general it will 

be clear from the context if equations (and 

variables and parameters) refer to global 

entities or to firms, markets, etc. This 

information can also be found in the variable 

listing which concludes this section. 
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O. Year1y initia1ization 

(YEARLY INIT) 

At the beginning of each year, the following 

variables are set to zero: 

CUMQ, CUMM, CUMSU, CUMS, CUMWS, CUML 

They are all updated each quarter in the block 

"Quarterly Cumulation". 
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1. Yearly Expectations 

(YEARLY EXP) 

Exponentia1 smoothing is used as a special case 

of weighted time averages. In chapter II the 

smoothing factors SMP, SMW, SMS and the exogenous 

constants El, E2 and the "extroversion" coefficient 

R do not vary between firms. DP, DW, DS were 

computed last year in block "Yearly update". 

1.1 Prices 

1.1.1 EXPIDP:= SMP x EXPIDP + 

tl-SMP~ x tDP + El x (DP-EXPDP) - E2 x (DP-EXPDP)2~ 

1.1.2 EXPXDP:= EXOGENOUS 

1.1.3 EXPDP:= (l-R) x EXPIDP + R x EXPXDP 

1.2 Wages 

1.2.1 EXPIDW:= SMW x EXPIDW 

+ {1-SMW1 x {DW+El x (DW-EXPDW) - E2 x (DW-EXPDW)2 5 

1.2.2 EXPXDW:= EXOGENOUS 

1.2.3 EXPDW:= (l-R) x EXPIDW + R x EXPXDW 
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1.3 Sales. 

1.3.1 EXPIDS:= SMS x EXPIDS 

+ tl-SMSS x [DS + El x (DS-EXPDS) - E2 x (DS-EXPDS) 2 i 

1.3.2 EXPXDS:= EXOGENOUS 

1. 3.3 EXPDS:= (l-R) x EXPIDS + R x EXPXDS 
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2. Yearly Targeting 

(YEARLY TARG) 

The targeting function is a special case of the 

smoothing device in block l, with R = El = E2 = O. 

The fed-back value of margin M is computed in 

the block "Yearly update". The fraction EPS 

increases target pressure (if it is not = zero). 

2.1 MHIST:= SMT x MHIST + (l-SMT) x M 

2.2 TARGM:= MHIST x (l + EPS) 



3.1 Quarterly Expectations 

(QUARTERLY EXP) 

Long-term expectations are transformed to a 

quarterly basis. In all quarters except the 

first one, a trade-off takes place with respect 

to immediate experience. 

3.1.1 

3.1.2 

3.1.3 

QEXPDP:= EXPDP 
4 

QEXPDW:= EXPDW 
4 

QEXPDS:= EXPDS 
4 

(Not in the first quarter each year) 

QEXPDP:= QEXPDP + FIP x (QDP - QEXPDP) 

QEXPDW:= QEXPDW + FIW x (QDW - QEXPDW) 

QEXPDS:= QEXPDS + FIS x (QDS - QEXPDS) 

QEXPP:= QP x (l + QEXPDP) 

QEXPW:= QW x (l + QEXPDW) 

QEXPS:= QS x (l + QEXPDS) 
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3.2 Quarterly Targeting 

3.2.1 

(QUARTERLY TARG) 

CUMM from block "Quarterly cumulation" 

QTARGM:= TARGM + NRS-l x (TARGM-CUMM) 
S-NRS 

(This formula may generate too high 

"target pressure" on firms. As a 

consequence, an unrealistically large. 

number of firms contract production 

to zero and go out of production. A 

device called NOPRESSURE can be used 

in simulation experiments to assure 

that always QTARGM = TARGM) 



4.LU Updating of unemployment 

(LUUPDATE) 

Retirements are computed, and new entries to 

the labour force are added to the pool of 

unemployed. 

4.LU.l LF:= LU + LZ + LG + SUM(L) 

4.LU.2 L:= L x (l-RET) 

4.LU.3 AMANl,2,3:= AMANl,2,3 x (l-RET) 

4.LU.4 LU:= LU x (l-RET) 

4.LU.5 LU:= LU + ENTRY x LF 
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4.0 Production Possibility Frontier 

In block 4, the following function describes 

the relationship between labour input and 

maximum production for a firm under normal 

profitability conditions: 

4.0.1 QFR(L) 

TEC 
- QTOP x L = (l-RES) x QTOP x (l - e ) 

The inverse of this function will also 

be used: 

4.0.2 RFQ (Q) QTOP (l-RES) x QTOP 
= TEC x ln (l-RES) x QTOP - Q 

4.1 Determining Change in Production Frontier 

(PRODFRONT) 

Productivity of modern equipment is updated. 

Depreciation is accounted for. 

A fraction of total investment (LOSS) does not 

influence production capacity directly but is 

directed to the "residual slack", and can be 

used in future expansions only if current slack 

is low. Productivity has to be updated since 

old and new equipment differ in quality. 



4.1.1 

4.1.2 

4.1.3 

4.1.4 

4.1.5 

4.1.6 

4.1. 7 

4.1.8 
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MTEC:= MTEC x (l + QDMTEC) 

(QDMTEC is entered exogenously) 

QTOP:=QTOP x (l-RHO) 

QCHQTOP1:=(1-LOSS) x QINV ~pINVEFF 

(QINV and INVEFF from 

investment-financing block) 

QCHQTOP2:=MIN(LOSS x QINV ~pINVEFF x RESMAX-RES , 
RE S MAX 

RESMAX-RES x (QTOP+QCHQTOP1» 
l-RESMAX 

(The slack RES cannot exceed RESMAX) 

QCHQTOP:=QCHQTOP1+QCHQTOP2 

RES:= RES x (QTOP+QCHQTOP1) + QCHQTOP2 
QTOP+QCHQTOP 

TEC.= QTOP+QCHQTOP 
. QTOP + QCHQTOP 

TEC MTEC 

QTOP:= QTOP + QCHQTOP 
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4.2 Initial Quarterly Production Plan 

(INITPRODPLAN) 

This initial plan is based on the sales forecast, 

plus the desire to keep the stock at its "optimal" 

level. 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

QEXPSU:= QEXPS 
QEXPP 

QPLANQ:= MAX r O,QEXPSU + OPTSTO - STO l l 4 x TMSTO ) 



4.3 Search for Target Satisfaction 

(TARGSEARCH) 

This block describes how a firm varies its 

combination of labour input and production 

level to satisfy its profit margin requirement 

(TARGM) . When the tar ge t is reached, search is 

terminated; this means that each section within 

4.3 is entered only if the firm has not yet 

found a satisfactory plan. 

The diagrams and search paths on the next page 

explain how this search process has been 

modelled. Note that search will probably 

terminate within one of the paths, and not at a 

corner. Two cases can be distinguished, depending 

on whether the initial plan implies recruitment 

or not. 

Two devices called "SAT" and "SOLVEn are 

referred to throughout the block; they are 

described in 4.3.11 and 4.3.12. 

The specification in 4.3 holds for each firm, 

one at a time. 
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Q 
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4.3.0 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

Is the initial plan feasib1e, and does 

it imply recruitment? 

IF QPLANQ ~ QTOP x (l-RES) 

THEN GOTO 4.3.6 

ELSE IF QPLANQ > QFR(L) 

THEN GOTO 4.3.5 

ELSE CONTINUE 

Does the initial plan give satisfaction 

at "l" in the diagram?: 

IF SAT(QPLANQ,L) 

THEN QPLANL:=L 

GOTO 4. 3 • 10· 

Increase production with same labour 

force. Raise until production frontier 

or stock limit is reached (path 2). 

Q2:=MIN(QFR(L),QEXPSU + MAXSTO - STO) 

IF SAT(Q2,L) 

L x (QEXPW/4) 
THE N QPLANQ:= (l-QTARGM) x QEXPP 

QPLANL:=L 

GOTO 4.3.10 

ELSE IF Q2=QFR(L) 

THEN GOTO 4.3.4 

ELSE CONTINUE 
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4.3.3 

4.3.4 

4.3.5 

Cut down labour force, still producing 

up to the stock limit (path 3). 

IF SAT(Q2,RFQ(Q2» 

THEN QPLANQ:=Q2 

QPLANL'= (1-QTARGM)xQ2xQEXPP 
• QEXPW/4 

GOTO 4.3.10 

Reduce production down to QPLANQ, with 

corresponding decrease in labour force 

(path 4). 

!E SAT (QPLANQ , RFQ (QPLANQ) ) 

THEN QPLANQ,QPLANL:=SOLVE 

GOTO 4.3.10 

ELSE Q7:=QPLANQ 

GOTO 4.3.7 

With an initial plan implying recruit-

ment, will the profit target be reached? . 

IF SAT (QPLANQ , RFQ (QPLANQ) ) 

THEN QPLANL:= RFQ(QPLANQ) 

GOTO 4.3.10 



4.3.6 

4.3.7 

First step in search when initial plan 

implies recruitment (path 6). 

IF SAT(QFR(L),L) 

THEN QPLANQ,QPLANL:=SOLVE 

GOTO 4.3.10 

ELSE Q7:=QFR(L) 

Keep production at the level Q7 (as 

it resulted from 4.3.4 or 4.3.6), 

but reduce the slack RES and thereby 

the labour force. RESDOWN is an 

exogenous constant (path 7), telling 

how much slack can be reduced during 

a single quarter. 

l-RES 
IF SAT(Q7,RFQ(1-RESDOWNXRES x Q7» 

THEN QPLANQ:=Q7 

(1-QTARGM)xQ7xQEXPP QPLANL:= QEXPW/4 

Q7x(1-RES) 
RES:=l- QFR(QPLANL) 

GOTO 4.3.10 

ELSE RES:=RESDOWNxRES 
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4.3.8 

4.3.9 

4.3.10 

With the new, lower, slack from 4.3.7, try 

to reach tar get by reducing production 

and labour force (path 8). 

IF SAT(O,O) 

THEN QPLANQ,QPLANL:=SOLVE 

GOTO 4.3.10 

No plan could be found that satisfies 

profit target. The firm is eliminated 

from the model, and the labour force 

is added to the pool of unemployed. 

LU:=LU+L 

NULLIFY this firm 

QPLANQ and QPLANL have now been decided. 

The AMAN vector, describing the 2-quarter 

lag of firings, is updated. (AMANl can 

be fired this quarter) • 

LAYOFF:=MAX(L-QPLANL,O) 

AMANl:=MIN(LAYOFF,AMAN2) 

AMAN2:=MIN(LAYOFF-AMAN1,AMAN3) 

AMAN3:=LAYOFF-AMAN1-AMAN2 



4.3.11 

4.3.12 

"SAT": This device is used to find out 

if a certain combination Q/L of planned 

production and labour force will satis fy 

profit targets. 

IF L> O 

THEN MARGIN:= 1- Lx (QEXPW/4) 
QxQEXPP 

QEXPW/4 
ELSE (L=O) MARGIN:= 1- (l-RES)xTECxQEXPP 

(The case L=O is used in 4.3.8) 

IF MARGIN ~ QTARGM 

THEN SAT:= TRUE 

ELSE SAT:= FALSE 

"SOLVE": This device solves the equation: 

l - QPLANL x (QEXPW/4) = QTARGM 
QFR(QPLANL)xQEXPP 

for QPLANL, with an error less than 

0.1 %. Once QPLANL is found, QPLANQ 

is also calculated as 

QPLANQ:= QFR(QPLANL) 

(See the program for details on how 

the equation is solved, using the 

Newton-Raphson iteration method) • 
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4.3.12 SOLVE in detail 

The equation is 

l - ________ ~Q~P~LA~N~L_X __ ~(Q~E_X~P~W~/~4~)-------------- = QTARGM 
TEC f -QTOpXQPLANLl 

(l-RES) x QTOP x l 1- e x QEXPP 

Substitute TEC 
y = QTOP x QPLANL 

QTOP 
TEC x y x (QEXPW/4) 

l - = QTARGM 
(l-RES) xQTOPx (l-e-Y)xQEXPP 

QEXPW 
= (1-QTARGM)x(l-RES)xTECxQEXPPx4 x y 

With a substitution this gives 

l-e-Y=b.y 

or f(y) = b.y + e-Y - l = O 

I 

with f (y) = b - e-Y 

(b>O must hold when we enter SOLVE, 

else no solution can be found). 



We want to use Newton-Raphson's formula 

y:= y _ f~y) 
f (y) 

with the starting value y := l/b, which is 
o 

surely greater than the exact root, and gives 
, 

convergence with all f/f positive. 

Exemple of one-firm SOLVE: 

v SOLVF. 
[11 Y+fB+0FXPWf(1-0~APn~)x(1-RPS)xTPCxQPYPPx4 
[2J LOOP:+LOOP+D<O.001xY+Y-D+((RxY)+(*-Y)-l)f(R-(*-Y» 
[3J PPLAN0+QPR nPLA"L+YxQ~nDfTFC 

V 

For b l, this aigorithm gives the correct 

result y = O. The possibility of b o must be 

checked, however. 

The algorithm is easily modified to the case 

where it should be applied to several equations 

simultaneously. 
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5. LABOUR MARKET 

(LABOUR MARKET) 

5.1 Updating of unemployment 

(LUUPDATE) 

(This block has been moved to block 4). 



5.2 Service sector labour market 

(ZLABOUR) 

Service sector takes the labour it wants from the 

pool of unemployed. Wage increase in service sector 

is equal to average wage increase in industry last 

quarter. Offering price is calculated. 

5.2.1 

5.2.2 

5.2.3 

5.2.4 

5.2.5 

5.2.6 

TECZ:= TECZ x (l + QDTECZ) 

(QDTECZ is entered exogenously) 

QCHLZ is calculated to use last quarter's 

surplus (or deficit) profit (compared with 

targets) to increase (or diminish) labour 

force. Notice that QCHLZ also includes 

substitutes for the retired. 

QCHLZ:=(QMZ-QTARG~~~i~PZXTECZXLZ+RETXLZ 

(QTARGMZ is entered exogenously) 

(If QCHLZ::> LU we put QCHLZ=LU) 

LZ:=LZ+QCHLZ-RETxLZ 

LU:=LU-QCHLZ 

Notice that if QCHLZ < O, this means that 

people are fired from service sector. 

QWZ:=QWZx(l+QDWIND) 

QQZ:= TECZ x LZ 
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5.2.7 Offering price is calculated to make QMZ=QTARGMZ 

QPRELPZ:=QPZx(l+QDWIND-QDTECZ) 
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5.3 Government sector labour market 

(GLABOUR) 

Government sector takes the labour it wants from 

the pool of unemployed. Wage increase is equal to 

average wage increase in industry last quarter. 

As government services are provided free, there 

are no prices or profit margins. 

5.3.1 

5.3.2 

5.3.3 

5.3.4 

QCHLG:=LGxRET+REALCHLG 

(REALCHLG is entered exogenously) 

(If QCHLG LU we put QCHLG=LU) 

LG:=LG+QCHLG-RETxLG 

LU:=LU-QCHLG 

Notice that if QCHLG < O, this means 

that people are fired from government 

sector. 

QWG:=QWGx(l+QDWIND) 



5.4 Industry sector labour market 

( INDLABOUR) 

5.4.1 

This block consists of three parts: 

- Labour search 

- Labour update 

- Revision of production plans 

They are all further specified below. 

Labour search 

(LABOUR SEARCH INPUT; CONFRONT; LABOUR 

SEARCH OUTPUT) 

Describes the sequence of actions that 

determine the labour force in every firm 

for the next quarter. 

In LABOUR SEARCH INPUT, (5.4.1.0) some 

help variables are introduced. 

In CONFRONT (5.4.1.1 - 5.4.1.11) the 

actual interaction for new labour takes 

place. 
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Firms are ranked in order of the 

planned relative change in recruitment. 

Each firm is a110wed to "attack" 

another firm, chosen at random (the 

probabi1ity for a given firm to be 

chosen is proportional to its size). 

The desired change in new emp10yment 

(CHL) is continuous1y changed. Firms 

strive to make CHL equa1 to zero. 

Firms that achieve this objective 

refrain from further raiding of other 

firms. This procedure is repeated 

NITER times (NITER is an exogenouos1y 

given number) . 

In LABOUR SEARCH OUTPUT (5.4.1.12 -

5.4.1.13), resu1ts are summarized and 

1ayoff lags accommodated. 

5.4.1.0 He1p variables and initial wage offering: 

CHL:= QPLANL - L 

WW:= QW + IOTA x (QEXPW - QW) 

LL:= L concatenated to LU (The pool 

of unemp10yed will take part in 

the interactions) 



5.4.1.1 Rank firms in decreasing order af ter 

CHL!L. 

5.4.1.2 Repeat 5.4.1.3 - 5.4.1.10 NITER times 

(one time representing one attack from 

each firm). 

5.4.1.3 Repeat 5.4.1.4 - 5.4.1.11 NTOT times 

(one time representing an attack from 

one firm). 

5.4.1.4 Select the firm that is to perform the 

next attack (from the ordering in 5.4.1.1). 

Denote it by I. 

5.4.1.5 IF CHL(I)~ O THEN go to 5.4.1.10 (in 

this case the firm does not want any 

more labour). 

5.4.1.6 Choose a firm to attack. Denote the firm 

being attacked by II. (The selection is 

done at random by a function called 

CHOOSE. The probability for a certain 

firm to be choosen is the size of its 

labour force, divided by the sum of the 

labour forces in all firms plus the 

number of unemployed). 
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5.4.1.7 We now check whether the attacked firm 

rea11y was a firm (II ~ NTOT), or whether 

it was the unemp10yed (II=NTOT+1) 

(cf comment to 5.4.1.0). 

IF II~ NTOT 

THEN go to 5.4.1.8 

ELSE go to 5.4.1.9 

5.4.1.8 We now check whether the attack was a 

success (i.e. whether the wage of the 

attacking firm was high enough) or not. 

IF WW(I)~ WW(II)~(l+GAMMA) 

THEN WW(II) :=WW(II)+KSISUCCx(WW(I)-WW(II» 

go to 5.4.1.9 

ELSE WW(I) :=WW(I)+KSIFAILx{WW(II)%(l+GAMMA)-WW(I» 

go to 5.4.1.10 

5.4.1.9 If we come to this statement, the attack 

was a success, and labour is moved from 

firm II to firm I. If the "attacked firm" 

was the unemp1oyed, (i.e. II>NTOT) the 

attack is a1ways a success. 

(In the program 5.4.1.9 is a function 

ca11ed TAKE L FROM) 



CHLNOW:=MIN(THETA2LL(II) ,CHL(I» 

LL(I) :=CHL(I)+CHLNOW 

CHL(I):=CHL(I)-CHLNOW 

LL(II):=LL(II)-CHLNOW 

IF II ~ NTOT 

THEN CHL(II) :=CHL(II)+CHLNOW 

5.4.1.10 One attack is comp1eted, go to 5.4.1.3. 

5.4.1.11 All firms have had the opportunity to 

attack once, go to 5.4.1.2. 

(Labour market interactions are now 

comp1eted) • 

5.4.1.12 S~~marize resu1ts; abandon he1p variables: 

LU:= Last component in LL 

QCHL:= LL - L 

QCHW:= WW - QW 
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5.4.1.13 People who leave one firm for another 

are subtracted from the layoff-lagging 

vector AMAN in their first firm. 

EXIT:= MAX(O,-QCHL) 

IF EXIT> AMANl + AMAN2 

THEN AMAN3:= AMAN3 - (EXIT-AMAN1-AMAN2) 

(but AMAN3 ~ O must hold) 

IF EXIT> AMANl 

THEN AMAN2:= AMAN2 - (EXIT - AMANl) 

(but AMAN2 ~ O must hold) 

IF EXIT> O 

THEN AMANl:= AMANl - EXIT 

(but AMANl ~ O must hold) 



5.4.2 Labour update 

(LABOUR UPDATE) 

Layoff is accomodated. Wage increase 

in the industry is computed. Labour force 

and wage is updated for each firm, as 

described in the previous block. 

5.4.2.1 Layoffs; AMANl is a limit on how many 

people a firm can fire this quarter. 

SACK:= MIN(AMAN1, MAX(O,L + QCHL - QPLANL» 

QCHL:= QCHL - SACK 

AMAN1:= AMANl - SACK 

LU:= LU + SUM(SACK) 

5.4.2.2 Wage average and trend: 

OLDQW:= SUM(L x QW) 
SUM(L) 

NEWQW:= SUMl(L+QCHL) x (QW+QCHW)l 
SUM{L+QCHL\ 

NEWQW QDWIND:= - l OLDQW 

5.4.2.3 Update labour force and wage: 

L:= L + QCHL 

QDW:= g~HW 

QW:= QW + QCHW 

5.4.2.4 Unemployment: 

CHRU:= ________ ~L~U ________ __ 
LU + LZ + LG + SUM{L) 

- RU 

RU:= RU + CHRU 
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5.4.3 Revision of Production Plans 

(PLANQREVISE) 

If a firm has lost too much of its 

labour force, or could not meet 

recruitment plans, its production plan 

must be reduced. The new level of 

production assigned to the variable 

QQ is determined in this block. Optimum 

sales volume is computed. 

5.4.3.1 QPLANQ:= MIN(QPLANQ, QFR(L» 

5.4.3.2 

5.4.3.3 

5.4.3.4 

(QFR is the production frontier as 

described in block 4.0) 

QDQ:= QPLANQ - l 
QQ 

QQ:= QQ x (l + QDQ) 

QOPTSU:= MAX[O,QEXPSU x g~TSTO-STO 1 
QEXPSU + 4 x TMSTO ~ 
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6. EXPORT MARKETS 

(EXPORT) 

Export share and supply, price and sales in 

foreign markets are determined. 

6.1.1 IF QPDOM ~ QPFOR 

l QPDOM - QPFOR 
THEN X:= X - X x 4 x TMX x QPFOR 

l QPFOR - QPDOM 
ELSE X:= X + (l-X) x 4 x TMX x QPDOM 

This formula can make X'> l or X< O. 

If this happens, X is put egual to 

one (or to zero). 

6.1.2 QSUFOR:= X x QOPTSU 

6.1.3 QPFOR:= (l + QDPFOR) x QPFOR 

(QDPFOR is entered exogenously) • 

6.1.4 QSFOR:= QSUFOR x QPFOR 
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7 Domestic Product Market 

(DOMESTIC MARKET) 

This block describes the interaction 

between firms and households, resulting 

in domestic prices and sales volumes for 

a quarter (service sector is also 

treated) • It consists of the following 

parts: 

l. Market Entrance 

2. Household Initialisation 

3. Market Confrontation 

4. Computation of Household Spendings 

5. Computation of Total Buyings 

6. Price Adjustments 

7. Adjustment to Minimum stock 

8. Domestic Result 

9. Updating of Households' Data 

Computationally, blocks 4, 5, 6 are 

sub-blocks to "Market Confrontation". 

Functionally, blocks l, 6, 7, 8 describe 

the behaviour of firms. Blocks 2, 4, 9 

form an integrated model of household 

behaviour and can be studied separately. 



Block 3 is the link between firms and 

households. Block 5 is included to 

adjust demand to import competition and 

to handle the firms' investments. 

The following abbreviations denote 

household spending cathegories: 

NDUR 

z 

DUR 

~T 

Services and non-durable goods. 

Service (subset of NDUR). 

Durable goods. 

All NDUR and DUR, with the 

exception of the service sector. 

SAV Household saving. 
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7.1 Market Entrance 

7.1.1 

7.1.2 

(MARKET ENTRANCE) 

Each firm computes its optimum sales 

volume. When determining an initial 

offering price, firms plan as if prices 

in domestic and foreign markets will 

develop similarily. 

QOPTSUDOM:= (l-X) x QOPTSU 

SUM[QOPTSUDOM x Q~~PPi 
QPRELPDOM:= QPDOM x SUM(QOPTSUDOM) 

(The average is from firms to markets, 

giving one preliminary price for each 

market) 
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7.2 Househo1d Initia1isation 

7.2.1 

7.2.2 

(HOUSEHOLD INIT) 

Disposable income per househo1d 

QDI:={QMZ x QSZ + LZ x Q~Z + LG x Q~G + SUM(L x ~W1/NH 

+ WH x RI 
4 

"Essential" consumption vo1ume (NDUR,DUR) 

eVE(I):= ALFA1(I) + ALFA 2 (I) x eVA(I) 

(eVA, "addicted" vo1ume, is updated each 

quarter in 7.9.4). 
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7.3 Market Confrontation 

7.3.1 

7.3.2 

(MARKET CONFRONT) 

(This market specification subroutine 

is provisional. We shou1d 1) Have a 

more sophisticated termination criterion 

than simp1y a fixed n~mber of iterations 

or 2) Let each iteration correspond to 

a period of time within the quarter, 

having the cumulated 1apse of time 

terminate iterations at the end of a 

quarter) • 

Adjust import shares IMP. Form the 

vector PT of trial prices. Let firms 

and househo1ds interact a pre-specified 

number of times. 

IF QPDOM ~ QPFOR 

1 - IMP QPDOM - QPFOR 
THEN IMP:= IMP + 4 x TMIMP x QPFOR 

IMP QPFOR - QPDOM 
ELSE IMP:= IMP - 4 x TMIMP x QPDOM 

This formula can make X > 1 or X « O. 

If this happens, X is put equa1 to one 

(or to zero). 

PT(MKT):= QPRELPDOM 

PT(Z):= QPRELPZ 



7.3.3 

7.3.4 

7.3.5 

7.3.6 

Perform 7.3.3 - 7.3.5 MARKET-ITER times: 

Compute household spendings (see 7.4) 

Compute total buyings (see 7.5) 

(Not in the last iteration) 

Adjust prices (see 7.6) 
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7.4 Computation of Household Spendings 

(COMPUTE SPENDING) 

This block describes how households 

react to a set of trialoffering 

prices in respective spending categories. 

It will interact with firms several 

times in an iterative manner. The 

spending categories correspond to the 

firms' markets and the service sector. 

Prices are called PT (trial) and QPH 

(last quarter's final prices). 

QDI and CVE come from block 7.2. 

All variables have an order of magnitude 

referring to one household, not to the 

aggregate. 



7.4.1 

7.4.2 

7.4.3 

Preliminary Consumer Price Index (CPI), 

based on new prices in all spending 

cathegories: 

QPRELCPI:= SUM{QC{I» 
SUMrQC(I) 1 

tPT (I) j 

x) 

CHDCPI:= QPRELCPI - l - QDCPI 
QCPI 

Nondurables consumption, essential spending 

QSPE(NDUR):= CVE(NDUR) x PT(NDUR) 

Durables, essential spending 

SWAP:= ALFA3 x (CHRI - CHDCPI) + ALFA4 x CHRU 
4 

QSPE(DUR):= PT(DUR)xCVE(DUR) 
RHODUR 

PT (DUR) 
QPH(DUR) xSTODUR-QDIxSWAP 

x) Experiments will also be made with 

the following formula: 

SUM[CVA(I) x PT(I)] QPRELCPI:= ~~~~~~~~~ SUM ( CVA ( I) ) 
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7.4.4 

7.4.5 

7.4.6 

Essential level of saving: 

QSPE(SAV):= (WHRAxQDI-WH)+QDlxSWAP 

(WHRA is updated in 7.9.4) 

Adjustment to income constraint 

("I" denotes NDUR,DUR,SAV) 

QSP(I):=BETAl(I}xQSPE(I} + 

r BETA3 (I) ? r. 
+tBETA2(I) + QDI/QPRELCPljXtQDI -

- SUM(BETAl(I)XQSPE(I»~ 

where all BETAl ~ O 

SUM(BETA2)=l 

SUM(BETA3)=0 

For all non-saving cathegories, QSP~ O 

is enforced. Thus at this stage 

SUM(QSP) > QDI might hold. This is 

accomodated in the block "Household 

Update", where savings are recomputed 

as aresidual. 



7.5 Computation of total buyings 

(COMPUTE BUYING) 

7.5.1 

7.5.2 

7.5.3 

Sum over households to obtain total 

spending for each spending category 

(= market) • Add firms· investment to 

demand in durables sector (fixed sum 

of money, no matter what the price 

is) . 

Adjust for import (an exogenous fraction) 

and convert from money to volume. 

QTSP:= SUM(QSP) 

(Sum over households, not over categories) 

QTSP(DUR):= QTSP(DUR) + SUM(QINVLAG) 

(Sum over all firms). 

QTBUY:= (l-IMP) x QTSP/PT 
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7.6 Price Adjustments 

7.6.1 

(PRICE ADJUST) 

This block describes how firms (in 

each iteration) adjust their prices, 

once households have responded to a 

set of prices with provisional spendings. 

The common goals of the firms in a 

market is to keep prices (sales sum) 

up and the stock at OPTSTO. 

IF QTBUY < SUM(QOPTSUDOM) 

ABS(EXPXDP) x PT 
THEN PT:= PT - 4 x (MARKET ITER-l) 

ELSE PT:= PT + ABS(EXPXDP) x PT 
4 x (MARKET ITER-l) 
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7.7 Adjustment to Minimum Stock 

7.7.1 

7.7.2 

7.7.3 

7.7.4 

7.7.5 

(MINSTO ADJUST) 

Market interactions may result in 

a demand that would lower stocks below 

minimum leveIs. In that case, spending is 

reduced in this block. (Equations 7.7.1-7.7.4 

hold for markets, not for individual firms. 

7.7.2 - 7.7.3 also hold for service). 

QMAXTSUDOM:= MAXlo,SUM[QQ + (STO-MINSTO) - QSUFOR}S 

REDUCE:= MIN (l, QMAXTSUDOM) 
QTBUY 

QQZ 
(For service, REDUCE:= MIN (l, QTBUY) 

QSP:= QSP x REDUCE 

QTBUY:= QTBUY x REDUCE 

QINVLAG:= QINVLAG x REDUCE(DUR) 

(HoIds for each firm). 
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7.8 Domestic Result 

7.8.1 

7.8.2 

7.8.3 

7.8.4 

7.8.5 

(DOMESTIC RESULT) 

Domestic price is updated in each 

market (cf. QPH in 7.9.5 which also 

contains the service sector price). 

Total change in stock level is computed 

for each .market. If demand was so 

small that the maximum (total) stock 

level is exceeded, the excess quantity 

is assumed "burned". 

QDPDOM:= PT(MKT) - l 
QPDOM 

QPDOM:= PT(MKT) 

QPZ:= PT(Z) 

QCHTSTO:= MIN (SUM(MAXSTO-STO), SUM(QQ-QSUFOR)-QTBUY) 

QSZ:= QTBUY(Z) x QPZ 



7.9 Updating of Househo1ds' Data 

7.9.1 

7.9.2 

7.9.3 

(HOUSEHOLD UPDATE) 

This block adjusts househo1d variables 

af ter firm-househo1ds interactions, 

resu1ting in a set of prices and a 

final househo1d spending pattern. 

Trial prices (PT) are the n made final 

(QPH) • 

Nondurables consumption 

QC(NDUR):= QSP(NDUR) 

Durables consumption and update 

PT(DUR) 
STODUR:= QPH(DUR) x STODUR + QSP(DUR) 

QC(DUR):= RHODUR x STODUR 

STODUR:= (l-RHODUR) x STODUR 

Saving 

QSP(SAV):= QSAVH:= QD! - SUMfQSP(NDUR,DUR)} 

WH:= WH + QSAVH 
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7.9.4 

7.9.5 

Addicted levels 

(I denotes NDUR and DUR) 

CVA(I):= SMOOTH(I)xCVA(I)+(l-SMOOTH(I»x ~~~i~ 

xx) 
WHRA:= SMOOTH(SAV)xWHRA+(l-SMOOTH(SAV»x ~~I 

Prices 

QPH:= PT 

OLDQCPI:= QCPI 

QCPI:= SUM(QC(I» 

sUMfg~~~b 1 
x) 

QDCPI:= (QCPI - OLDQCPI)/OLDQCPI 

x) See note to 7.4.1 

xx) In a first phase of the project, 

SMOOTH(SAV)=l will be used. This 

will have the effect of a fixed 

(exogenous) WHRA. 



8. INVENTORY SYSTEM 

(STOSYSTEM) 

8.1 Distributing change in inventories over firms 

(FIRMSTO) 

Change in inventories industry by industry (from 

block 7) is distributed over individual firms 

in each industry. Thereafter domestic sales are 

calculated as aresidual. 

8.1.1 

8.1.2 

Some firms might end up with inventories 

outside the prespecified limits. We 

adjust for that: 

IF STO> MAXSTO 

THEN QCHTSTO:=QCHTSTO+STO-MAXSTO 

STO:=MAXSTO 

ELSE IF STO < MINSTO 

THEN QCHTSTO:=QCHTSTO+STO-MINSTO 

STO:=MINSTO 

The rest of QCHTSTO is distributed over 

the firms. 

IF QCHT STO > O 

MAXSTO-STO 
THE N STO:=STO+ SUM(MAXSTO-STO) 

MINSTO-STO 
ELSE STO:=STO+ SUM(MINSTO-STO) 
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8.1.3 Domestic sales are ca1cu1ated. 

QSUDOM:= QQ-QSUFOR-QCHSTO 

QSDOM:= QSUDOM x QPDOM 

(Where QCHSTO for each firm is the surn of 

the changes in inventories made in 8.1.1 

and 8.1.2.) 



8.2 Reference Inventory Levels 

The levels MINSTO, MAXSTO, OPTSTO are computed 

based on last quarter's sales as follows: 

8.2.1 MINSTO:= SMALL x (4 x g;> 

8.2.2 MAXSTO:= BIG x (4 x g;> 

8.2.3 OPTSTO:= MINSTO + BETA x (MAXSTO - MINSTO) 

(In the computer program, these levels are not 

implemented as variables but as value-returning 

sub-routines) • 
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9.1 Calculating final prices, sales and profits 

(FINALQPQSQM) 

We have the values of prices and sales in foreign 

and domestic markets, and calculate total sales 

and average prices. This enables us to determine 

this quarter's profits. 

9.1.1 

9.1. 2 

9.1. 3 

9.1.4 

9.1.5 

9.1.6 

9.1.7 

QSU:= QSUFOR + QSUDOM 

Q _=-SF=-O=-R::.:..-+.:........::Q~S:;.::D:;.::O;:;:M _ 1 QDS:= - QS 

QS:= QSFOR + QSDOM 

QDP:= QS!QSU - 1 
QP 

QP:= QS!QSU 

QM:= 1 _ L XQ~QW!4) 

QMZ:= 1 _ LZ x (QWZ!4) 
QSZ 



9.2 Quarterly Cumulation 

(QUARTERLY CUM) 

Production, sales, wage sum, and labour force are 

cumulated. An up-till-now marg in is computed. 

9.2.1 

9.2.2 

9.2.3 

9.2.4 

9.2.5 

9.2.6 

CUMQ:= CUMQ + QQ 

CUMS:= CUMS + QS 

CUMSU:= CUMSU + QSU 

CUMWS:= CUMWS + L x ~W 

CUML:= (NRS-l) x CUML + L 
NRS 

CUMM:= l _ CUMWS 
CUMS 
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10. Investment Financing (provisional) 

10.1 

10.2 

10.3 

10.4 

10.5 

10.6 

(INVFIN) 

Update book value of production equipment, 

and calculate this quarter's rate of return. 

New borrowing depends on inflation and on 

current rate of interest. 

Investment has a one-quarter delivery 

lag. Profits and new borrowing are used 

for investment, except for an amount 

RW x 4 x QCHS used to keep working 

capital at a certain fraction RW of 

sales. 

Kl:=Klx(l-RHO+QDPDOM(DUR»+Q1NVx(l-RHO) 

QMxQS-RHOxKl QRR:= 4 x Kl+K2+STOxQP 

QDS 
QCHS:= QS x l+QDS 

QCHK2:= RW x 4 x QCHS 

K2:= K2 + QCHK2 

QCHBW:= BWX(ALFABW+BETABWX(~RR+QDPDOM(DUR)- :1» 



10.7 

10.8 

10.9 

10.10 

10.11 

BW:= BW + QCHBW 

NW:= Kl + K2 + STO x QP - BW 

QINV:= QINVLAG 

S RI 7. QINVLAG:= MAX~0,QMxQS-QCHK2 + QCHBW - ~ x BWj 

INVEFF:= QTOPxQP 
Kl 
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11. Yearly Update 

(YEARLY UPDATE) 

Yearly production, price, wage, sales, and 

margin are computed, based on cumulation in 

block "Ouarterly Cum". 

11.1 DO:= CgMO - l 

0:= O x (l + DO) 

11. 2 

11.3 

DP:= CUMS/CUMSU - l 
p 

P: = P x (l + DP) 

DN:= CUMWS/CUML - l 
N 

N:= N x (l + DW) 

11.4 DS:= C~MS - l 

S:= S x (l + DS) 

11.5 CHM:= CUMM - M 

M:= M + CHM 



Listing of Variables and Parameters 

The following pages give a descrip

tion of all variables and parameters 

occuring in the pseudo-code (and 

hence in the computer program). Vari

ables and parameters described in the 

textual documentation, but not yet 

included in the computer pr0gram, are 
• 

explained in the main text when they 

are first introduced. 
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Exogenous Variables: 

The following variables are trea ted as exogen

ous, as the model now stands (see the following 

pages for an explanation of each variable) : 

Related to foreign markets: QDPFOR 

Related to technological progress: QDMTEC, QDTECZ 

Related to expectations: EXPXDP, EXPXDS, EXPXDW 

Related to public sector: REALCHLG, RI 

Others: ENTRY; TARGMZ 



ALFA 2 -

ALFA3 -

FF.TA -

BFTAl -

BP."'A 2 -

RRTA3 -

BIr: -

Rfl -

CPL -

C(J~IBTM1T UBR[l I~7 'D7VFIN' T(J DPTF.RJ1I~rR FIRNS' 
CRANr;p IN B(JR!?(JWn1r;. 

r.m!8'J'AN'1'S USPD I~7 'ROUSF.ROI,D D1IT' TO DF.TF.RMD!E 
'~S3P~TTIA",,' rONSUMP"'ION VO""UMP FOR gACR 
snp'MDT~r; CATPr:ORY. 

r.m7STANTS USRD IM 'ROUSPROJ,D INIT' TO DETERMnTF. 
'p.ssp.rTTIAL' C(JNSUMPTION VOl,UM.~ FOR PArR 
SPPMDZMr; rATPr;Opy. 

COMS"'ANT UBPD IM 'COMPUTP SPF.NDI"G' TO 
DF.TE RMINP TRE SHORT-TERM SWAP BETflEEN SAV IN r;s 
AMD SPF.NDINr;s ON DURABl,ES. 

r(WS'T'AnrT TJSPT) IN 'r(JMPUTF. SPP~T[lING' TO 
DPTPRMn7 p TPF SRORT-TPRM sro/AP BETWPP.N SAVD/GS 
AND SPP.NDINGS (JN DURABLES. 

F(JR PftCY FIRM. A TRRPF.-COMPONPNT VRCTOR 
Ar.C(JM(JDATD7r. 'J'RP TW(J-QUART1i!R f,AG OF LAYOFFS. 
TRP. PTr?s'T' r.(JMP(JNPwr FOLDS TRP ~TUMBF.P OP PP'OPf,P 
TPAT CAN BF FIRP.D T.fJ.l/i. qllARTFR, FTC. 

C(JNSTA NPS USRD P(J COMPUTR OPTIMUM DlVRNTORY 
J,PVPLS Dr Rp.LATT(Jl.r T(J 'MTPSTO' AND 'NAXSTO'. 
SAMP. P(Jl~ ALf, FTRMS flITR nr A MARKPT. 

CONSTANTS lIS P. D nr 'COMPlITE SPFNDnlG' TO ADJUST 
SPPNDDTGB Inr DIFFFRF.NT CATPGORIPS TO TYE INCOMP 
C(JNSTRAD7T. ALl, BF.TAt~O 

cmrSPANTS USP.D IN 'r(JMPUTP SPF~7DDrG' TO ADJlIST 
SPp.NDI"r;S nr DIFFPRPNT CATP.GORTPS TO THE INCOMP 
CONSTRAINT. SlIM(BF.TA 2) = 1 • 

r(JNS'J'ftPTS IISP'T) IN 'COMPUTP SPRNDINr;' TO ADJlIST 
SP1i!~TDDrr;s I~7 DIFFRRR~7T CATPr;ORIES TO TWR D7f'!OMP 
r.mlSTRADTT. SUM(HPTA3)=O. 

mr PACH MARKET. THF. FRACTION OF YEARLY SALES 
TRAT FTRMS cm7STDPR AS DIVF.NTORY MAXIMUM. 

A FTRM' S T(JTAL B(JRROWDrr;. UPDATP D nr 'n7vP Ir.7 , • 

ATTR ... ""PTF.D RISP nr CON SUMT<? R PRIrp I~7 DP.X BRTWFF.N 
qTfARTPR8 (A FPAr:T ION). COMPUTRD IN 'COMPUTR 
RPRNDnrG' PACP 'FIMP HOllSEHOLDS MRTi?T AN OFPRRING 
PRTrp VPCT(JR 'PT'. 

F.ACH PIRN'8 CRANGTf nr LAB(JlIR FORCE. A HRLP 

VA RIATnR USPD WITRIN 'LABOUR SPARCH' TO 
ACr.OM(JDATF. MJlRKRT D1TERACTIONS. 
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CNU -

("'!Um -

Cl/MM -

CTTMC> -

CUMSU -

~TJMWS -

CVA -

CVP. -

nIST,T? -

DP -

n(J -

DS -

DUR -

nw -

P(JR RACH F'IPr'if. ITS CFlA~rr;F pl PROPT']' MA ,T? r: I"r FROM 
ONR YP.AR TO ANOTHPR (A DTFP~RPNCP BRTWEPN 
FRACTI(JNS). COMPUTFD IN 'YPAR~Y UPDATP.'. 

(jUARTP.RlS CRAW-:. r Dr RATF OF ll~P'MPLOYMPNT (A 
DIPPP.RFNCR RPTWPRN FRACTIONS). COMPUTRD IN 
'LABOUR UPDATR'. 

POR PACFl PIRM. A CUMULATION OVER THE YRAR OF 
TRR NllMBPR OF PMPTJOYFD. [JP,T)ATETJ IN 'QUARTPRI,y 
r: [lM' • 

FOR PACTI FIRM. A CUMULATION OVPR THP. YRAR OF 
ITS PROPIT MA RaInr • UPDATRD IN 'CJ,UARTP.RLY CUM'. 

FOR PArH PIRM, A CllMUDATION OT'ER THF YPAR OF 
ITS PRODUCT Imr VOL UMF:. UPDATED IN 'QUART1?RLY 
CUM' • 

FOR EACTI FIRM, A CUMU~ATION OVER THR YRAR OF 
TT S SADP8 VALlfP • 7lPDATFD nr 'QUARTP RLY CUM'. 

FOR RACH FIRN. A CUMULATION OVER THE YRAR OF 
ITS SALF:S VOLUME. UPDATED IN 'QUARTERLY CUM'. 

FOR PACFl FIR"", A. Cl/MUl,ATION OVPR TRE YEAR OF 
T'!'S WJ1r;p SUM. UPDATPD nr 'CJ,UARTFRLY CUM'. 

A HM1SRHOLD' S 'A DDICTRD' CONSUMPT ION VOLUME n7 
P.ACH SPPNDINr: CATRfi.ORY (URITS PRR CJ,UARTER). 
[lPDATP.TJ IN 'ROUSPFlOLD UPDATE'. 

A FlOUSEHOLD' S 'PSSPNT IA ~, rON SUMPT Imr nr EA CH 
SPRNDING CATRGORY (UNITS PPR QUARTER). COMPUTED 
nr '.TWUSRHO~D Dl IT' • 

A Tlk?LP VARIART,P' USF!) nr 'FTRMSTO' TO DISTRIRUTR 
TNVP.NTORY AD.TUSTMENTS AMONr: FIRMS. 

POR RACFl FIRM, ITS YEARLY CRANGR IN SAL7?S PRIGE 
(A FRACTION). rOMPUTF:D Dl 'YRARLY UPDATE'. 

FOR RACFl PIRN, ITS YP.ART,y GPM7GR IN PRODlJCTTON 
VOMIME (A FRACT ION). COMPUTED D7 'YRARLY 
UPDATF' • 

FO? PAr.H P.TPN. ITS YPARLY CflANfi.P. In SALFS VALllE 
CA FPAGTIo~r). COMPU'J'ED Dr 'YEARLY UPDATE'. 

A VrCTOR IN DRX. GIV ING 'DURABLES' / 'IN DUST RIA L 
DrVPSTMPNT GOODS' DATA FROM AVECTOR. 

FOT? FArp PIRM. ITB YPART,Y WAf:P CHANf:F (A 
PRArT ION). COMPUTRD nr 'YTi!ARLY l/pnAT'P.'. 



PNTRY -

RPB -

PXT'!' -

RXPDS -

PXPDf.! -

RXPIDP -

P.XPIDS -

PYPInr,.T -

Pypynp -

F.XPX DS -

PXPKDW -

A PARAMP.TFR RPr;ULATING TPP, D1Fr,ow OF MPW 
PP RSON S TO THP LABOUR MARKRT (CJ,UARTF. RDY 
FRA r.T ION OF THE TOTAL DABOllR FORCE). SOPA R 
Fxor;PNOUS M1D cmlSTA~TT. 

A r.m1STANT F{lRr.I~rr; FIRNS TO SHARPEN THPIR 
PROFIT -MA RGDT TARGF.TS AS COMPARPD WITH 
HISTORIr.AD DATA. 

POP F:ACP FIRN. DTsrRPPANf'Y BPTWF.PN ACTUAL AND 
PLANNPTJ LABOUR FORCR (APTPR MARKPT 
INTRRACTIONS). mnp VARTABDP. USPD I'Kf 'LABOUR 
SPARCP' TO ACCOMODATE 'AMAN '. [,AYOFF LAG. 

PACFf PIRM'S RXPRC'J'RD CPANGP Dl SALFS PRIGE FOR 
A YPAR (A PPACTION). COMPUTPD Dl 'Y'RARLY EXP'. 

F.A CH F IRU' S RXPPCTRD CHANGP TN SALES POR A YEAR 
(A FPA r.T Imr). r.OMPUTRD IN 'YF:ARLY PKP'. 

PArH FIRM'8 PYPF:CTPD WAGR r.PAN(;F: FOR A YPAR (A 
FRAr.TION). r.OMPUTRD nr 'YF:ARDY Rxpt. 

PAr.P PIRl .. !' S I INTERNALLY' FXPEr.TPD CHANGP n ' 
SALRS PRIr.P, FOR A YRAR (A PRACTION). UPDATPD IN 
tYRARDY 'PYP'. 

RACH FIRM'S 'INTERNALLY' RXP'Rr.TPD CHANGP IN 
SALRS FOR A YRAR (A FRAr.T ION). UPDATRD IN 
'y;r'i~ART, Y PKP'. 

RAGP FIRM'S 'INTPRNALLY' P.XPECTRD CHANap. IN 
WfJ(;R POR A YPAR (A FRACTION). UPDA'l'RD IN 
'YPARLY RXP'. 

IN PACP MARKPT. THF: 'P.XTPRPADLY I PXPPCTFD 
r.PANGP r7,1 SAr,PS PPIr.R POR A YPAR (A PPACTION). 
RNTPRPD RxonF:NOUSDY. 

IN RA CH MARKRT. TPR I RXTF:R~rA D DY I EXPECTRD 
r. HA.nT r; F: IN SAT,FS FOR A YPAR (A PRACTION). 
PNTPRPD pyonpNOUSLY. 

nr RA GJ! MA R KFT. 'J'FfP I PYTPRN Al,LY' rr:XPPCTRD 
CPANGF Dr WAGF FOR A YPAR (A FRACTION). ENTFRED 
PXOr;FNOllBLY. 

A r.mrBTANT "SPD In1 'YPAPI,Y PXP' TO UPDATl? 
'pTTPRnrAD I FXPRCTATIONS mr PRICRS. SALPB, AND 
fIAGPB. 

A cmrSTAnT'J' UBPD IN 'YPARLY RXP' TO UPDATR 

I I~T'J'PP,n1AD I PXPpr.TA'J'Imrs on PRICPS. SALES, AND 
WA(;P.S. 
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PTP -

PIS -

PIW -

IOTA -

KSIPAIL -

KSISlJCC -

Kl -

K2 -

L -

LAYOFF -

A CONSTANT DPSCPIPI~G HOW FIRR~ TRAPP OFF n~LY 
tTUST FXPPRIFNCFD PRIrp CHANGP AriAINST 
Lmrr;-,;: R-TPRM PXPPCTAT IONS. [IS,PD Dr 'QUARTP Rr,y 
F'X?' • 

A CONSTANT DPSCRIFING HOW PIRMS TRADP OFP ONLY 
tTUST PXPFRIF~lCPD SALES VALUF. CFANr;p AGATtoJST 
00Nr:PR-TFRM EXPFCTATIONS. USPD IN 'QUARTERLY 
EX?' • 

A CONSTANT DPSCRIRING HOW PIP'~ TRADE OFF ONLY 
truST PXPF:RIF~7CFD WAGF CRANGP AGAINST 
LONr;FR-TFRM FXPFCTATIONS. USFD IN 'QUARTERJ,Y 
PXP' • 

A CONSTANT TPTJ,Drr; Hml BIr; WAr;p, DrCRFASP IS 
NFPDPD FOR A PPPSON THAT HF SHOULD LFAV? HIS 
JOB FOR A NPW OVP. USPD IN 'LABOUR SPARCH'. 

IMPORT SRARP I~,7 FACH MARKET. UPDATF:D n7 'MARKF:T 
cmr FRONT' • 

FOR FACH FIRN, ITS INVPSTMPNT FFFPCIFNCY 
(nlCPF:ASF IN QUARTFRLY PRODlJCTImr VALUP. 
DIVIDF:D BY INVPSTMFNT). COMPUTFD IN 'INVFIN'. 

A CONSTA~7T llSPD BY FIRMS TO FORM TRFIR INITIAL 
WAGF OFFF R IN '[,ABOUR SFARCH'. 

A CONSTANT • USP D IN 'LABOUR SFARCP'. WP ICH 
TPr,J,S BY HOW MUCR A PIHl.,f RAISFS ITS OW~l v/AGF 
~FVP0 AFTPR TT HAS PRRFORMPD AN lJNSUCCFSSFUL 
ATTACK. 

A r:ONSTANT. USF:D IN 'LABOUR SPARCH'. ~7H Ir:H 
TPJ,LS BY HOW ['""UCH AN ATTACKFD FIRN RAISFS ITS 
WAr:F J,PVRL AFTPR IT HAS LOST PART OF ITS [,ABOUR 
PORC,R. 

POR FACH FIRN. TRP BOOK VALUP OF ITS PRODUCT ION 
PCJUIPMENT. UPDATED IN 'INVPIN'. 

FOR RAf"!T.T FIRM. ITS CURRPNT ASSETS. UPDATgD n7 
, INVpnr , • 

POR RACH PIRM, ITS LABOUR PORCP. lJPDATPD IN 

'[,TTlIPDATP' (RPTIRPMPNTS) ArvD IN 'LABOUR UPDATP' 
(GTHPR r:J.TA~lr:PS). 

FOR ,PACFI PIRN. DISCRPPANCY BFTWFg", ACTUA L AND 
PT,A NNF:D DABOllR FORCE (BPFORF. MA RKFT 
D7TFRACT IONS). HRLP VARIABLE USRD ::N 'TAR(;ET 
SPARCF' Tf) ACCOUODATR 'AMA,~7' J,AYOFF LAG. 



T,F -

J,r: -

T,OSS -

T,l! -

~7, -

TOTAT ~APOUP FORCP IP TRP ~CONOMY. UPDATPD IN 
'DllUPDA TF' • 

aOV~RMUFNT LABOUR PORCR. UPDATRD IN 'a~AFOUR'. 

PACP PTRM'S 0ABOUR PORCR. A HP~P VARIA.BLF: USTi'D 
WITH IN 'T,AFOUR SPARCR' TO ACCOMODATTi' TRE MARKPT 
D7TFRACTIONS. 

A CONSTANT. TTi'DLIMr: HOW MUCR OF FIRMS' 
I~7VPSTMTi'.~TTS TRAT ARP TJIRFCTP.DTO THTi' STRUCTURAL 
SLACK. • 

NUMB.Ti'R OF PPOP~R UNF:MPLOYED. UPDATPD FN 
, T,UlIPDA TTi" A ~rD AT VARIrus P~ACPS WITH DJ B LOCK 
, T,A Bm!F? MARKPT'. 

SFRVICF SPCTOR LABOUR FORCE. UPDATED IN 
, ZT,ABOllR' • 

FOP RACP PTRN. I'J'S YTi'ARLY PROFIT MA Ran7 (A 
PRAcT.wn). COMPlITED n 7 'YPART,Y UPDATP'. 

MARKETITPR - NUMBrR OF ITPRATIONS ON DOMFSTIC PRODUCT 
MARKFT. USRD IN 'MARKET CON FPONT' • 

MKT -

~7nl!R -

NH -

FOrt FAf"!P FIPM, ITS 'MAXIMUM' INVFNTORY JJ;~Vln 

(VOI,UMF TPRMS). COMPUTAT Im! IS DFSCRIPFTJ WITHD7 
BLOCK 'STOSYSTPM'. 

FOR FACP FIRM, AN AVRRAaF OF PAST PROFIT 
~·1ARr:T~7S (A FP,ACTIO~7). l/PDATPD IP 'YPARDY TARG'. 

FOR PACH FIRf.!. ITS 'MD7IMUM' D7VPNTORY LRVFL 
(VOLUMP TRRMS). COMPUTATION IS DFSCRIBPD WITRIN 
P00CK 'STnSYS~PM'. 

D7TJFX VARIABJ,F, .RXTRACTI~7a FROM 'SPFNDDla 
CATPaORY' VRCTORS DATA THAT APPLY TO INDUSTRIAD 
MARKPTS. 

()NTi'A CP l.1A RKFT • TPCHNOI,(lr;y FJl CTOR OP MODRRN 
1i'qr'IPM~N'!' (POTPNTTALLY PRonucPD URITS PFP 
PRRSON AND QUAR.TER). UPDATF.D nr 'PRODFRON'f'. 

D7DPX VA RIA BT,P ,PXTRACT DrG PROM 'SPENDINr; 
CA Trr:r:ORY , t'F~TOPS DATA TRAT APPLY TO 
NON-nllRABT.,P' CONSUMPTTON CA TPr;ORTRS • 

NUMBFR OF HOUSEPOI,DS - A cmTSTANT, AS THE MODFL 
NOW STA NDS. 
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NT"f'~R - ~ruMBRR OF ITRRATIONS mr TF~ LABOUR 'ORK?T PAGR 
QUARTRR. USRD IN 'LABOUR SFARCH'. 

~7~1 - FOR PAr.P FIRM t ITS NTi:T VALUE AS THP RPSIDUAL 
RRTFRR~T TOTAT, ASSPTS MrD B()RROfJIrvG. COMPUTPD IN 
'I~1vFnl' • 

OPTSTO - FOR RACT{ FIRN, ITS 'OPTIMUM' IPVRNTORY LRVEL 
(VOLUME T'RRMS). COMPUTAT ION IS DRSCRIBRD WITH IN 
B~nrK 'STOSYST'RM'. 

(JPDRR - VRCTOR, TPDLING nr WRIrR SFQUFNCE FIRMS ARR 
ALLOWPD '1'0 MA KF ATTACKS ON THF. LA BOUR MARKPT 
(BIG RFLATIVE RRCRUITMFNT PDAN GOES FIRST). 

p - Fnp 'RAGT{ FIRM, I'l'S YPARJ,Y AVFRAGR SALES PRIGF. 
UPDATTi:D IM 'YF.ARLY UPDATP'. 

PRIl1rHSTO - A HPLP VARIABLP USED IN 'FIRMSTO' TO DISTRIBUTE 
D1VPNTORY ADeTUSTMENTS AMONG FIRMS. 

PFWPCHSTO - A HPT,P VARIABLR USRD IN 'FIRMSTO' TO DISTRIBUTF 
nlVFNTORY ADJUSTMPNTS AMONG FTRMS. 

PT - ON FArJ~ .MA RKFT, FIRMS' COMMON OFFERING PRIf'F TO 
IWUSRHOT,DS D7 mlR ITRRAT ION. FIRST COMPUTRD IN 
'.'1A RKRT r.mlFRmlT'; T,ATRR UPDATFD nr 'A DJUST 
PRTCRS'. 

q - FOR F.ACP FIRM, ITS TOTAL PRODUCTIm7 FOR A YEAR 
(VOJ,UMR). UPDATED IN 'YRARJ,Y UPDATR'. 

nc - A HOUS~POLD' s rONSl/MPT Im! n 7 PAC? OF Tr.fF 
SPPN DING CATPGORIRS (VAJ/UR PRR QUAR'l'ER). 
COMPUTPD IN 'HOUSFROLD UPDATR'. 

nr.HBW - F(JR PACq FTPM, ITS QllARTFRDY CPANGF. n 7 

BOl?JWWDTG. COMPlITPD In 'D!VFIN'. 

PCHK2 - FOR FACR FIRM, ITS QUARTFRLY CHANGP IN CURRENT 
ASSRTS. HPLP VARIABLE US'RD nr 'nrVFIN'. 

nCHI, - POR PACH FTRM, ITS QUARTFRLY LABOUR FORCR 
r.HAN(;'R DUR TO [A BOUP MARKRT I17TRRACT IONS 
(RRT TRRMR~7TS A RP NOT INCI,UDPD). COMPUTRD [AST 
IN '[,A BOUR SPARCH'; UPDATRD nr 'LABOUR UPDATE' 
IF LAYOFFS OCCVR. 

nrH~G - MUMERR OF NRW PRRSONS IN GOVRR~MRNT SPCTOR 
J,ABOUR FORCE RACF (]UARTFR (D7CLUDIN(; 
RFPLACFMENTS FOR RFTIREMRNTS). 



prHLZ -

CJr!!()TOP -

QrHQTOP2 -

qCHS -

nrPTSTO -

(JrPI -

(JDI -

PDP -

QDPDOM -

QDPFOR -

NUMBRR OF NRW PPRSONS IN SPRVIrp SRrTOR LABOUR 
FORrR EArH QlIARTRR (INCLllDD7r; Rr:'PLACFMENTS FOR 
PRT IRRMRr'JTS) • 

FOR r:'ArH FJHM. (JUA RTPRLY rPMTr;p IN PRODUCT ION 
rAPACITY 'PTOP' DUR TO INVPSTMPNTS. cm"fPUTRJl IN 
'PROJlFRONT' • 

PROTJurTTnN rAPArITY D7CRPASP TPAT CAN BF USED 
~pr;ARD~PSS OF S~ArK rONSIDPRATIONS. COMPUTPTJ I~ 

'PRODFRm1T' • 

TRAT PART OF A PRODUCTIm7 CAPACITY D7CRRASE 
~'PTrR IS TJIRRCTED TO TRE FIRM' S SLACK. COMPUTED 
T~7 'PRODFRO~lT'. 

FOR PArp FIRN. ITS PlIAR'l'RRLY CRANGP IN SALES 
(A RSOl, liT P VALUE TRRt .. rs). Rr:'l,P VARIABLE IN 
'INVFI~7' • 

mol PAri' MARKP'l'. TOTAl, (JllAf?T'7Rl,Y CFANr;p I~7 

I~7VRNTORY TO BP DISTRIRUTPTJ R.Ti'TflPPN FIRUS. 
COMPUTFD IM 'TJOMPSTIC RPSULT'. 

FOR PACP FIPM. ITS QlfARTFRLY T-lAaE CRANGr IN 
ABSO~lfTE TPRMS. rOMPllTPTJ LAST IN 'LABOUR 
SRARrJl'. 

rO,rl7SUMFR PRIrE n 7DEX. UPDATFD IN 'HOUSEHOLD 
llPDATR' • 

qlfARTFR~Y CPANGP IN rONSllMFR PRICP INDEX (A 
FRA CT ION). CnMPU'l'EJl nr 'POUSFPOLD UP TJATP' • 

A POUSRHOJ,D'S DISPOSABLF INrOMR FOR ONP 
PlIA R'T'RR. CnMPl!"'PTJ IN 'HOUSFPOLD IN IT' • 

O~! PArR MARKRT. TRP RfiTE nP TRCHNOLOGY UPr.RADP 
FOR PRODl/CT Im7 P(]lIIPMFNT (A PRACT ION ON 
QUARTFRLY BASIS). PNTERED EXOGFNOUSLY. 

FOR RA,'7R FIPN. I'T'S QUA RTPRLY INCRPASR nr SAI,TsS 
PRIrp, (A FRA eTTGN). CGMPUTFTJ Dl 'Fn7ALQPQSQM'. 

()N EACH MARKFT. TFlF QUARTFR[,Y INCRF:ASE IN 
DOMESTIC PRICF (A FRACTION). COMPUTPD nr 
'TJnMPSTr~ P~SlI~T'. 

ON FACR:"'MARKT?T. THP QUARTFI?LY D7CRPASF IN 
FnRPInN PRICE (A FRACTION). EXOGENOUSJ,Y ENTPRPD 
IN 'RXPORT'. 
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C!Dq -

CJDS -

qDTFC?, -

qDW -

qEXPDP -

QEXPDS -

CJRXPDYJ -

qFXPS -

CIFR -

qINV -

CJ I~7 VLA IJ -

PM -

FOR PACF FIRM. ITS QUARTERLY INCR.RASR nr 
PRODUCTION VOLUMF (A FRACTION). COMPUTED IN 
'PLANqREV IS P, , • 

FOP EAC~ FIR~. ITS PllARTEPLY INCREASE IN SALES 
VALllP (A FRACTIm7). COMPUTED p7 'FINALQPQSqU'. 

qUAR'i'FRLY UPGRADF OF TEC1PJOLOGY FACTOR FOR THE 
SRRV Irp, SPCTOR (A FPACT ION). EXOIJENOUSLY 
RMTFRED IM 'Z~AROUR'. 

FOR EACH FIRM, ITS QUARTFRJ,Y WAGE InrREASR (A 
FRACTION). COMPUTP,D IN 'LABOUR UPDATE'. 

AVPRAr:g WA(;1i' DlCPFASF IN TFP I!IlDllSTRY DURING 
ONTi': qUAPTg R (A FRACT IOP). COMPUTED D7 'LABOUR 
UPDATE'. 

FOR EACH FIRM. ITS EXPFCTATION ON PPICE 
nlCRRASP FOR THP, NFXT QllARTPR (A FRACT ION). 
PPT,P VARIA "RLF lISlm n 7 'C!UARTERLY EXP'. 

FOR EACH FIRN. ITS EXPECTAT ION ON SALRS VALUF 
D7CRFASR FOR THE NEXT QUARTRR (A FRACT ION) • 
H.ELP VARIABr,F USED IN 'QUARTERLY EXP'. 

FOR FACP FIRM. ITS PXPECTATION mr WAGP D'CRRASE 
POR THE NEXT QUARTER (A FRACTION). HELP 
VA RIA RLF: USED IN 'QUARTP.RI,Y EXP' • 

FrJR PACH FTRM. I'l'S EXPFCTRD SALES PRIrr;: FOR TPE 
NEXT C!UARTER. COMPUTFD IN 'QUARTFR~Y EXP' • 

FOR P.ACP FIR/'.!. ITS EXPECTFD SADES VALUE FOR TRE 
NEXT qUARTER. COMPUTED D7 'CJUARTFRDY P,XP'. 

FnR F.ACH FI":n.1. I.7'S EXPECTPD WAr:P LPVRL FOR THR 
NEXT (JUARTPR (EXPRFSSRD OfIT A YEART,Y RA SIS) • 
COMPUTRD Dl 'qUARTERLY EXP' • 

FnR EACP FIRM. ITS PRODUCTION POSSIBILITY 
FRnWJTER (VOT,m.1E PPR QUARTER) AS A FllNCTION OF 
I'J'S LAROUR pnRr'R. COMPUTATIOP IS D'RSCRIRFD 
WITHIN BLOCK 'PRODP~AN'. 

FOR FAC,., PIR.""f. ITS QUARTFRLY INVP,STMF,~7T (VAL UF 
TRRMS). COHPllTFD n7 'D7VFIN'. 

FOR FACH PIRM, ITS IflVFSTMRNT FOR TPE ~EKL 
QUARTRR (VALUE TERMS). COMPUTED IN 'INVFIN'. 

FOR PAr.H FIRN. ITS PROFIT MARGIN DURING A 
QlfARTPR (A PRACTION). COMPUTED IN 'INVFIN'. 



(iMAYTsrrD()'!cf - P()l? RAr.,., M/lT?KPT. ~1AXTMUN SA0RS VOT,lJ;'fR FOR A 
QUARTFR DUR TO 'MD7STO' rmrSTDPRATIOt'lS. HRr,p 
VARIAB'CE IISP.D WITflIN 'MT~ISTO ADJUST'. 

Wf7, - PROPTT ~lARr:Dr nr "'FP. 8Ti?RVIrR SRCTOR DlIRnU; A 
CllIA RTRR (A P'RAf'!TI()~l). rOMPlITp.n Dr 
'FnrAJ,C!PQSQ,~tfI • 

QOPT8lJ - FOR PACH FIHl,t, ITS OPTIMUM SOJ,n VOLUMF. DURING A 
C!llARTPR. COMPUTED IN 'PJ,ANQRFV ISE' • 

C!OPT8UDOM - ()PT IMW1 SOLD VOr/liM? ON THP. DOMF.ST IC MA RKET 
(llNITS PER QlIARTPR). COMPUTED FOR EACH FIRM nr 
, MA RKRT RNT RANrp , • 

n'P - FOR P/lCP PTRM. I'T'S SAJ,RS PRICE DURDrr; A QUARTER 
(A,~ AVPRAr;p RP'Nlprnr FORPF':N A.~D DOMPSTIC 
PRICR). UP DATRD Dr 'FINAI,QPQSQlf'. 

QPDOM - ON RACH MARKET, TPE DOMEST IC PRICP DURDIG ONE 
ClT/ART,PR. UPD/lTRD nr 'DOMPST Ir RFSUI,T'. 

QPPfJR - 0~7 P.ACP MARKFT. TPP FORPIGN PRICP DURINr; ONF 
QUARTFR. UPDATRD IN 'EXPORT'. 

QPH - DOMPST IC PR I('F IN FACP SPPNDING CA 'l'RGORY AB 
HOU8FPOLDS SPP. Tf1P.M. UPDATFD nr 'HOUSEHOI,D 
lIPDATE ' • 

QPLANI, -

Q'Pr,A Nq -

FOR EACR FIRM, ITS PLANNPD LABOUR FORCE FOR A 
QUAR'l'PR. COMPUTED IN 'T/l.RORT SRARCE'. 

FOR PAr:P FImA , T'T'8 PLA,NNED PRODllCTION VOJ,UMF. 
nUR I~7r; A qUA RTFR. COMPU'J'ED Dl 'IN ITPRODPLAN' ; 
REV ISED IN 'TARr;ET SEARCH' AND IN 
'PLANQRRV ISE' • 

(JPRPJ,CPI - 'PRP.LD~TNARY NJNSm,fFR PRIrR INDRX. COMPU'l'ED nr 
'C()MPlITP. SPRNDDr(;' F.ACP l' IMP HOUSEPOLDS ,!"fFF.T AN 
OFFF.RINr: PRICP. Vl?CTOR 'PT'. 

QPRPLPDOM - ON P.ACH MARK.RT, THE FIRMS' INITIAL OFFF.RINr; 
PRTCP TO HOUSP.ROLDS. COMPUTF.D IN 'MARKPT 
P~lTRA NCE' • 

QPRRLPZ - PREI,IMDrARY PRICE nr TRF SER V IcE SECTOR DURDIG 
TRP. QUARTFR TO COME. COMPUTRD IN 'Z0ABOUR'. 

PPZ - PT?T('li" I.~ TH."R 8RRVIrF. SF.CTOR DURINf; ONP. QUARTER. 
rouPUTED Dl 'nOMp.ST IC RTi'SUJ,T'. 

QQ - PRODUCTION FOR A FIRM (UNITS PRR QUARTER). 
COMPUT.P.D nr 'PLANQREVISE'. 
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PQ 7, -

Qtm -

QS -

qSAVH -

QSDOM -

qSFOR -

QSP -

QSlJ -

QSlJ.TJOM -

QSlJFOR -

psz -

QTBlJY -

QTOP -

(PO'J'Ff.1TIAJ,) PRODUr.'J'IrJN Dr TRP. SP.RVICF SPCTOR 
Dl/F Inr!'; ONE QUAR'J'P.R (VOJ,lJMP.). COMPl/TPD IN 
''lJ,AFOllR' • 

FOR P.A CR F TRM. I'T'S RA TF OF PP''J'llPN (A FFA CT ION 
mr A YP.AJ?LY RASIS). COMPU'J'FD Dr 'D7VFIN' .Ti'ACR 
QlJARTPR. 

FOR EACR FIRM. ITS SALFS VALl/F DURING ONE 
PlJARTFR. cm",PUTED Dr t FINAJ,QPQSQM' • 

HOlJSFROJ,D SAVIN!';S (PFR QlTAPTER AND HOlJSEHOJ,D). 
COMPUTED IN 'HOUSFHOJ,D liP DA. TE ' AS A RFSIDUAL. 

FOR PACFI FI9M •• rTS DOMESTIC SALPS VALllE DURING 
mrE QUARTPR. COMPlJTPD nr. 'FTRMSTO'. 

FOR EACF FIRM. ITS FOREIGN SALES VALlJE DURnrG 
ONE QUARTFR. COMPUTED IN 'EXPORT'. 

H(JUSPFlOLn SPENDING nr FACR SPFNDING CATPGORY 
(VAl/liP PP.R PlJARTFR). COMPUTED IN 'COMPUTE 
SPENDING' nI PA CH ITERATION ON THE DOMPS']' IC 
MA RKFT. 

'Ti'sspn7TIAL' FOllSRFlOJ,D SPENDING nr EACF SPPNDING 
CATP!';OPY (VAr,UTi' PER PUARTFR). HPJ,P VARIABLTi' 
USPD f1ITH IN 'COMPUTE SPEN DIN!';' 

FOR RACH FIRM. ITS SALES VOLlJMP DURInr!,; ONE 
QUARTRR. COMPlJTRD nl 'FINAJ,QPQSQM'. 

FOR RA ('!H FIHM. ITS DOMPST Ir. SAJ,ESVOI,lJ I1E DURING 
OrtTE QlIARTRR. GOMPUTED nr 'FIRMSTO'. 

FOR RACH FIRN, ITS FOREIGN SALES VOLlIME DURING 
ONR QUARTPR. COMPllTED nr 'PXPORT'. 

PUARTRRLY SAJ,T?S VA J, [f R nr THR SERVIGE SPCTOR. 
COMPlITED IN 'DOMFS']' IC RPSlIJ,T'. 

FOR RA('!H FIRM. I'J'S PROFIT-,"'fARGIN TARGRT FOR A 
QUARTTi'R (A FPAr.TIm7). CN1PUTPD nr 'QlIARTPRI,Y 
TAR!';' • 

TOTAT, BllYING IN EACH SPENDn7G CATPGORY (UNITS 
PRP QUARTP.R). COMPlITP.D IN 'COMPUTE BlIYIN!';' IN 
RA('!P I'1'ERATIml ON TEJP DNIPSTI('! MARKFT. 

POTR~7T:rA[' OUTPUT FOR A FIRN (UNITS PPR QlIARTFR) 
AT ZERO SLACK AND INFINITE J,AROUR FORCE. 
UPDATED nr 'PFODFRONT'. 



nTSP -

n k' -

QWG -

PWZ -

Cl2 -

03 -

Q7 -

R -

RFALCHU} -

RPTJlJr:P -

P'PS -

RPSDOWN -

Rf,SMAX -

PPT -

Ar:r;R'Pr:ATP H()rtS'PT'OT,[) SPp,~7DrrJ(: IM FACrr SPP~7nDlr: 

r.ATFGORY (VAf,U'R PPR QU/lRTP,R). HPT,P VARIAPT,F. 
USP,[) WITHIN 'r.OMPUTF. BUYING'. 

F()R F.ACFI FIRN, ITS WAGF. f, P, VPJ, (FXPRPSSPD ON A 
YPARf,Y BASIS) nrtRIMG OPF QrtARTFR. UrDAT'Rn IM 
'LABOUR UPDATP'. 

GOVFRNMPNT WAGP LRVFL (FXPRFSSED ON A YPARI,y 
RASIS) !>llRDTG ONP 0UARTPP. UPDPl'ED nr 
'GJ,AROUP' • 

SPRVICR SPCTOR WAGR f,EVRL (EXPRP,SSED ON A 
YFARLY BASIS) DURDTG mTF. QUARTF.R. UPDATiW IN 
'ZT,APOUR' • 

FOR PA CH FIRM. ~4A X PRODUCT IOP FOR A QUAPTPR 
RPr;ARDIrU} SATtPS PLAn, AND INVPNTORY MA XIMUM. 
HETtP VARIABLE USED WITHDT 'TARGET SEARCH'. 

FOP FArt' FTRM, MAX PRonUCT lON FOR A QUARTPR 
RPr;ARDDTG Ar:TUATt f,AROUR FORCE M7TJ S[ACK 
J,naTAT lONS. PEI,P VARIABTtP USFTJ nl 'TARGPT 
SRARCH' • 

FOR FACP FIRN. A QUARTERLY PRODUCTION LFVFL, 
Rl;:J;OW FYICH STPUCTURAL SI/ACK IS RPALIZED. PPLP 
VARIA'RI,E US'PD WITHDr 'TARr:FT SFARCH' • 

A CONSTANT IMP,"YING HOW MUCP FIR,~;fS RFLY ON 
PXTP.RNA L Dr F()RMAT lON WHFN THEY FORM 
PXPp,r'TATI()NS enr 'YPARJ,Y PXP') 

NF,'J' CHANGF IN r:OVEmTMENT PMPLOYMEn7T (PPPSONS 
PFR QUARTFR). En,TTERPD ExorrF.NOUSJ,Y IN 'GLABOUR'. 

FOT? F,ACH Spg~TnTNG CA TPr:ORY , A FRACTION BY WRICH 
SPPNDINGS MUST BF RPDUCFD DUF TO LIMITF,[) 
SUPPLY. HFLP VAPIABLE USFD WITHIN 'MINS'J'O 
A DeT liST' • 

S~R"CTlIRATt SLACK F()R A FIPM (FRAr:TION). rtPDATPD 
n7 'PROnFPO~7T' A ~1D (lINDFR TARGFT PRFSSURF O!t7J,Y) 
D7 'TARnET SPAW'H'. 

A CONSTANT 'l'F.I,LD1G BY HOW MUCP FIRMS CAN R1WUCE 
TRP Tf? SJ,A r:K [)UPD1G ONP QUA RTF.R. 

A CmTSTANT TP.TtLD7G MAXIMUM SJ,ACK ANY FIPM CAN 
POSSIBLY HAVF:. 

R'P.TTl?'PMF'~TT RATF ON TPF: LABOUP MARKF:T (A 
FRACTlm7 ()N C]UA.RTFRI,y BASIS). 
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RPa -

RJJO -

'RPODUR -

RI -

'RT! -

RW -

s -

SACK -

SAV -

SMALL -

SMOOTll -

SM? -

SMS -

SMT -

SMW -

STO -

S'!'()DllR -

POR RACR F'I'f?M. Tr:1'P MI~T IMUM LABOUP FORrp NPEDED 
AS A PUPCTION OP DRSIRED PRODUCTION (VOLUMR PFR 
QUARTER). THE COMPUTATION IS DRSr.RIBED WITHI'N 
BLOr.K 'PPODPLAN'; THIS IS THF n 7VRRSE FUNCTION 
TO 'CJPR(L)'. 

DPPRFCIA'1'ION RA'1'R OF PR01JUCTION EQUIPMnlT CA 
FRACT IaN ON QUARTERLY BASIS). 

DEPR"fi' CIA T Im7 RATP OF CO/tlSUMP,R DURABLE GOODS CA 
PRA I?T ION ON qUA RTERLY BASIS). 

RATE OF INTRRFST. F,XPRFSSED ON A YRARLY B.ASIS. 
F,NTERP,D EXOGRNOUSLY. 

RAT!" OP U'fIrRMPT,OYMRNT (A FRACTION). UPDATRD n7 
'[,ABOUR UPDATR'. 

A CONSTANT GIVING FIRMS' DESIRFD AMOUNT OF 
WORKnrr; CAPITAL AS A FRACTION OF SALES. 

POR PA CP FIRM. I'l'S SALES VALUP: DURD7G ONE YPAR. 
lIPDATF:D IN 'XFARLY UPDA'1'R'. 

POR RACH FIRN. NUMBER OF PFOPLE PIRED DURING A 
qUA RTP:R. RRLP VARIABT,R WITHIN 'LABOUR UPDATR'. 

PTDFXTNG VARIABLE. rtIVING SAVINGS COMPONENT OF 
ROUSRHOLD SPEN DDlG VFCTORS. 

ON RA CH MARKET. THE FRACT ION OF YF'ARLY SALES 
'T'HAT FIRMS cmrSIDP,R AS n7VRNTOPY MINIMUM. 

rONSTANT USFD BY HOUSFHOLDS TO (EACH QUARTEP) 
TIME-SMOOTH THPIR ADDICTRD CONSUMPTION LFVRLS 
A~7TJ SAVINr:S RATIO. 

r.()NSTA~7T USPD RY FIRMS .'1'0 (RA CR YEAR) 
TIMF-SMOOTH THPIR PRICR FX?PRIPNCPS. 

CONSTANT USRD BY FIRl1S TO C PACH YP.AR) 
TIMP-SMOOTH TRRIR SALRS RXPPRIPNCES. 

r.mrSTANT USRD BY FIlms TO (RACH YEAR) 
TIME-SMOOTH TPRIR PROFIT-MARGIN HISTORY. 

CONSTANT USED BY FIRMS TO (PACH YEAR) 
TIMR-SMOOTH THP.IR WAGR RXPPRIP.~7CES. 

FOR PACH FIPM. ITS CURPF,NT INVP~lTORY LRVRL 
(VOLlINR TERMS). UPDATFD IN 'FIRMST(l'. 

PACH HOUSPHOLD'S STOCK OF DURABLE GOODS (VALUP 
'!'RRMS). rIPDAT"fi'D Dr 'HOUSRr:10LD UPDATP'. 



SWAP -

TARaM -

TARGMZ -

TEC -

TECZ -

THETA -

TMIMP -

TMSTO -

THX -

w -

WH -

Pl'RA -

~'W -

x -

z -

A FACTOR DFTERMININn TPE SPORT-TERM TRADE-OPF 
BRTFERN SA VINGS AND SPENDINGS mI CON SUM? R 
DURABLES. COMPUTRD IN 'COMPUTE SPENDING'. 

FOR PACH FIRM, ITS PROFIT-MARnI"'7 TARnET FOR ONR 
YRAR (A FT?ACTI0"7). C(J,!1PlITED IN 'YPARLY TARG'. 

PROF IT-!1ARGIfiT TARaET IN TPR SRRV ICR speTOR (A 
PRACTION). ENTERED RXOGF,,70USLY. 

TPr.H~]OI,ony PArTOJ? FOR A FIRN (TlNITS PEP MAN AND 
QUARTRR). UPDATED IN 'PRODFRONT'. 

TECPNOLOGY FACTOR FOR THE SFRVICP, SFCTOR 
(POTF.NT IALLY PRODUCED VOLUMF. PRR MAN AND 
(]UARTP.R). llPDATPD D7 'ZI,ABOUR'. 

MAXIMUM FRACTION OF A PIRM'S [,ABOUR PORCE TPAT 
IT CAN LOOSE AT ONE LABOUR MARKET ATTACK. USED 
IN 'LABOUR SRARCH'. 

POR P.ACP MARKP.T. THP TIMP CONSTANT TO ADJUST 
IMPORT SPARP. 

TIME CONSTANT POR FIRMS WHFN AD~TUS'7'n7G 

INVE"TTOPY DISCREPANCY (YEARS). USED Dl 
'INITPPODPLAN' AND IN 'PLANQRFVISP'. 

TIME CONSTANT FOR PIRMS WHFN ADJUSTDTa EXPORT 
SPARE IN 'EXPORT' (YEARS; COMMON TO ALL PI RMS 
ON A MA.RKET). 

FOR F.ACH FIRM, ITS AVFRAr:R ~!AGR DUR ING ONF 
YEAR. COMPUTED IN 'YPARLY UPDATE'. 

PACH HOUSEPOLD'S WFALTH (ClIRRE~7T VAL[!R OP ITS 
BANK DFPOSITS). UPDATRD IN 'HOUSEHO~D UPDATE'. 

EACH HOUSRHOLD'S ADDIr.TRD WP.ALTH RATIO 
(QUOTIRNT BFT~lERN BANK DFPOSITS AND QUAPTFRI,y 
DISPOSABLE INCOMF). UPDATED n7 'ROUSEHOLD 
l/PDATR' • 

EAr.p FTRM'S WAaF. A HELP VARIAB~E USFD ~lITHIN 

'LABOUR SFARCH' TO ACCOMODATE MARKET 
INTERACTIONS. 

POP P.ACP FIRM, ITS EXPORT SNARE (PRACTION OF 
SO[,D VOLl/MP,). l/PDATFD IN 'PXPORT'. 

INDEXING VARIABLF. RXTRACTING SRRVICE SECTOR 
DATA FROM ASPENDING CATEGORY VRCTOR. 
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